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ABSTRACT 

I:ncrgy niodelcrs have traditionally taken top-down or bottcmi-up approaches to portraq 
, . 

the interactions between energy production and consu~iiption, and the economy. 1 op- 

down liiodels provide a more realistic representation of behavior arid tlie feedbacks in an 

economy, while bottom-up ~iiodels ;ire better able to explicitly model technological 

change arid technology focused policies. Hybrid energy-economy modcls. such as CIMS. 

attempt to combine these strengths. and as such are able to provide more realistic and 

nicaningf'ul predictions. Onc of'tlie major challenges in developing a hybrid model is 

accurately depicting how firms and individuals will choose between technologies. 

Discrete choice modeling was identitied as a tool capable of meeting this challenge. 

because it has been specifically developed to empirically examine technology level 

choices and tlie factors that ilitluence them. This rcsearcli developed highly significant 

and intuitive discrete choice modcls for mode and vehicle choice decisions in tlie 

personal urban transportation sector. Aficr aligning the discrete choice models and ClMS 

to account li)r minor inconsistencies, the two modcls were incorporated in CIMS. With 

the iliiproved representation of behavior embedded in CIMS, a variety of policies ucre  

simulated to demonstrate the new capacity to model policies focused on tlie financial and 

non-financial attributes of urban transportation decisions. These simulations represented 

significant improvements over the initial capabilities of CIMS. and existing top-dwn and 

bottom-up models. 

-. 
I lie improvelnents to CIMS have helped bridge tlic divide bet~ceen top-doun and 

bott0111-up approacl~cs by providing a true hybrid, wliicli iricludes beliavioral realism. 

teclinological detail, and macro-ccononiic kcdbacks. Altliougli this work has identified a 

number of additional improvements that would each benef'it tlie CIMS model. the 

existing research has successfully a~lgmcnted tlic behavioral realism aspect o f a  hybrid 

model. 01ice the changes experimented with in this research have been permanently 

adopted. ClMS will be able to produce more accurate predictions for a more 

comprehensive suite of policies. 
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With the Federal government's ratification of tlie Kyoto Protocol, Canada committed 

itself to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 6% below 1990 levels, but based on 

Canada's Greenhouse Gas Inventory (Environment Canada. 2002). emissions were 

already 16% above 1990 levels in 2000, and they are projected to be 33% above by 20 10. 

Without some sort of strong policy stimulus, it is highly unlikely tliat Canada will be able 

to close the signiticant gap that exists between tlie country's predicted emissions and its 

international commitments. l h e  Federal Government's current plan to meet Kyoto 

commitments outlines some of those policies, and it seems probable that many of them 

will focus on pushing firms and individuals to make technology decisions that have lower 

green house gas en~issions per unit of service delivered (Government of'Canada. 2002). 

These types of policies are attractive because they reduce emissions by encouraging 

technological change tliat decouples energy use (and the accompanying emissions) fi.0111 

consumption, while allowing people to continue improving their standards of living. In 

this context, technological change is meant to encompass a broad scope of solutions 

including decisions between actual technologies (choosing between different types of 

lightbulbs for example), and also the ways in which those technologies are used (deciding 

between carpooling and driving alone for example). The policy challenges presented by 

the Kyoto Protocol will be siniilar to the emerging environmental issues that Canadians 

are likely to face in the future. As such, tlie challenges of greenhouse gas policj, apply to 

the broader spectrum of environmental problems where technical change is seen as a 

potential solution. 

Although technological change is capable of improving energy eflicienq. this outcome is 

by no means guaranteed, and many examples illustrate how new technologies h a ~ e  led to 

increased energy consumption (niore powerful vehicles, bigger refrigerators. and color 

televisions for example). Government may try to influence tlie manner in uliich 

techological change manifests itself by ~lsing tools such as information campaigns. 



financial incentivesldisi~ice~itives, and regulations. With the exception of regulations. all 

of tliese policy levers rely on individuals and tirms being encouraged (or discouraged) 

enough to change their teclinology decisions. Predicting hou people will react to an) 

influence is a highly i~ncertain endeavor. but an ideal niodel would a110\+ tlie social. 

financial, and environmental costs associated with dil'fkrcnt policies to be accuratel! 

predicted. With this inSonnation, policy makers could compare and contrast policj 

alternatives and choose a package of policies that would achieve the desired changes at 

an acceptable cost to society. The i~nknown and imccrtain fiictors inlicrcnt in an>  polic!, 

analysis make this level of accuracy impossible to obtain, but tlic modeling attempts to 

date have still left considerable room for iniprovenicnt. More specit?c:ill\. there are 

opportunities to better understand how teclinological change can be influenced b j  polic!. 

and capitalizing on these opportunities will provide valuable information in Canada's 

search for low cost solutions to meet its Kyoto Protocol targets (and tlie f'i1t~11.e targets tliat 

are likely to follow). 

The research in tliis paper focuses on this challenge of improving our capacity to model 
? 

policies that influence technological change. I his chapter sets the tiameuorh. Sections 

1. I and 1.2 look at existing modeling attempts to tackle tliis problem. and notes 

opportunities for improvement. Section 1.3 puts tliese general modeling concepts I+ ithin 

tlie tiamework of personal urban transportation, and section 1.4 outlines the rest of the  

paper. 

1 .1  Modeling Technological Change 

tlistorically, two approaches havc bccn used to model tlic cliangcs in encrgj consumption 

tliat result in part from the diff~ision of new technologies. 'l'licse are commonlj rckrred 

to as top-down and bottom LIP modeling, and although neither is limited to modeling 

technological change, tlie thllowitig discussion will be focused on tliis topic. Top-do\zn 

approaches, often advocated by economists. typically take an aggregate view of the 

c~ot iomy,  and model changes in the niiu of technologies based on the historical behavior 

of'the market. I3ottoni-up modeling takes the opposite approach by reprcscnting 

individual technologies so that changes in the technology mix can explicitly be modeled 



as stock turns over. Althougli both approaches seek to model the same systems. they 

often lead to significantly different predicted outconies and costs. The diverging cost 

predictions are a common source of confusion, and a key issue in the top-downibottom- 

up debate, because without an understanding of how the two approaches operate. the 

results tliey provide can be misinterpreted by placing tlieni in an incorrect contcst. 

Top down models look at the economy at an aggregated level (by sector for example). 

and individual technologies are not represented because the models take a broader view 

of energy and economic decisions. In gcneral, top-down models are able to portray tliesc 

decisions in a realistic manner (accounting for the financial and non-financial aspects of 

decision making), because they are at least in part based on historical data. Because 

individual technologies are not included, teclinological change cannot be explicitly 

modeled, and instead is commonly represented with a single parameter referred to as the 

rate of autonomous energy efficiency improvement (AEEI) ' .  'l'his parameter can be 

estimated from actual data, but it is very difficult to isolate from other factors. and in 

practice AEEl is colnmonly based on modeler experience or intuition. The treatment of 

costs in top-down models sets up one of tlie key differences with bottom-up models, and 

deserves particular attention. Top-down models assume that markets arc working 

properly, and therefore that individuals and firms are making tlie choices that arc in their 

own best interests. Even though alternative technologies might have lower financial 

costs, they are not being chosen because tliey do not provide the same level of overall 

welfare. The paranieters in top-down models also reflect an inertia to change, and as a 

result, any policies that cause different teclinology decisions generally lead to high costs 

(Jaccard et al., 2003). 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2001) classi ties two types of top-down 

models: traditional time-series econometric models, and the morc recently developed 

colnputable general equilibrium (CGE) models. 'The main difference between these two 

I AEEl actually defines the rate of  energy efficiency improvement in the absence of price or policq signals 
Even if AEEl is set to zero, technical change can still occur when these signals are present. 
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types is that CGE models look at tlie entire economy (including government spending. 

employment, trade-flows, and worklleisure tradeoffs), wliereas tinie-series econonietric 

models are focused strictly on the sectors producing, transforming. and consuniing 

energy. Because of their more limited scope, time-series niodels are usually tractable 

enough to be estimated primarily from historical data and as such are highly 

representative of past experiences. In contrast, in order to reflect a broader scope of 

economic interactions. CGE models sacrifice some of this behavioral realism by basing 

parameters on consensus estimates from the literature or calibrating model perforn~ance 

to fewer data points (IPCC, 200 I ) .  

Despite the claims of realism, top down models are far from perfect, and two signiticant 

critiques have been leveled at their assumptions about market behavior. The first of these 

is that many modelers have questioned tlie validity of using AEEl to help represent 

technological change accurately (Azar and Dowlatabadi, 1999). General agreement 

exists that technological change will occur. but there is concern that unless energy prices 

are significant or specific energy efficiency policies are in place, technological change 

will manifest itself in characteristics other than efficiency (cars coming with additional 

service features for example). The second criticism relates to the assumption that firms 

and individuals are operating in their best interests, and the resulting conclusion that the 

current state of the economy is optimized. l h e  market does not operate perfectly. and 

Jaf'fe and Stavins (1994) describe the failures that information can be underprovided 

because of its public good characteristics, and that potential adopters of energy efticient 

technologies may not be in a position to receive the benefits from that adoption. These 

market failures can each lead to a less than optimal allocation of goods and resources in 

the economy, which means that changes could be made without necessarily incurring 

costs. For example, Moxnes (2003) found that making less efticient refri;.  ti ators 

unavailable through regulation could actually lead to increased consumer welfare 

c o w a r e d  to an unregulated market. 

Two additional critiques of top down niodels relate to the failure of their long-term 

predictions to account for policy and preference shifts, and their inability to effectively 



model technology focused policies (Jaccard et al., 2003). First. the key parameters in the 

top-down models are based on past behavior and experiences, and as such may not 

necessarily be valid if the future deviates significantly ti-om those conditions. For 

example, increasing environmental pressures, and the related policy responses could lead 

to increasing rates of technological change in the search for solutions. As a result, 

historical values for AEEl would no longer be accurate, and the amount of future 

progress would be underestimated. 'The second critique stems from the high level of 

aggregation in top-down models. This treatment of technological detail is acceptable 

when the policies of interest are fiscal instruments such as economy-wide taxes, but it 

makes it increasingly difficult to model policies that focus on specitic technologies such 

as regulations and subsidies. 

Bottom up modelers claim their models overcome these weaknesses primarily because 

they explicitly represent technologies. Doing so allows them to model policies designed 

to encourage technological change more directly. These types of' models utilize largc 

databases to describe the technologies that are currently available and expected to be 

available to meet different energy demands. They operate based on demand tixecasts 

(typically for energy services), and as new demands need to be satisfied. some algorithm 

decides which technologies are chosen. The market share allocation algorithms typicallq 

focus on tinancial costs using the social discount rate to trade-off operating and capital 

costs, where competing technologies are otherwise assumed to be perfect substitutes if 

they provide the same energy service. The social discount rate is lower than the observed 

rate implicit in top down models, meaning that technologies with lower operating costs, 

but higher capital costs become more attractive. l h i s  view of technological change leads 

to a faster penetration of energy efficient technologies than predicted by top-down 

models. and at a lower cost. An example of a bottom up model is MARKAL. which is ri 

generic linear programming formulation for energy supply and demand that has been 

applied to energy-economies in over 40 countries (ETSAP, 2000). As a linear 



programming model, in addition to being a bottom up model, MARKAI, predicts 

technology choices tliat are simultaneously optimized over all sectors and time periods2 

Bottom up niodels don't suffer from the same shortcomings as top-down niodels because 

technologies are modeled explicitly. which allows their innovation and diffusion to bc 

changed to depict dif'f'crent technology-focused scenarios and policies. 'fliey too ha\e 

weaknesses however. and tlie primary critique leveled at bottom-up models is that tlie 

market share allocation algorithms do not rellcct actual behavior. because althougl~ 

technologies may provide identical encrgy services, other factors intluence the decision 

making process. By simply using financial costs, and tlie social discount rate to predict 

technology decisions, tlie algorithms over-predict peoples' willingness to change. leading 

to a gap between tlie actual and predicted market shares of apparently cost-effective 

energy efficient technologies. Jafk and Stavins ( I  994) have attributed this energy 

efficiency gap in part to market realities, ternied non-market failures, which include the 

efficient technologies having greater cost uncertainty', being imperkct substitutes, and 

having higher adoption costs. They also include market heterogeneity as a non-market 

failure, meaning tliat a technology's availability and cost will differ across the market. A 

second problem with bottom-up tnodcls is tliat they are commonly partial-equilibri~~~ii (as 

opposed to general equilibrium). meaning that they can determine the balance of 

consumption within sectors, but do not generally model the feedbacks between sectors 

(Jaccard et al., 2003). Bottoni-up n~odels are also sub-iect to the critique that they tend to 

foci~s on technologies that offer improved energy efficiency. and commonlj ignore ne\c 

and emerging technologies that are less encrgy efficient or niorc energy intensive. A n  

example of this is a model tliat includes n detailed rcprcscntation of how the costs of \vind 

generated electricity can decline as market sliare increases, but has no accounting for tlie 

similar ways in which natural gas extraction can become cheaper. 

2 
A l t h g h  MARKAL is a well known, and well publicized bottotn-up model. optimization models only 

represent a minority of  tlie bottonl-up tnodcls it1 use. Ma~iy  are simple spreadsheet depictions ofencrg!, 
systems, which receive minimal discussion in the literature. 
1 ,. 
I he capital costs o f  energy efficietlt tecli~iologics arc typically higher. and the financial savings arc 

realized in the operating costs. The longer the lifespati of the technology. the Inore uncertain these savings 
become. 
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Despite these long-held critiques of both top down and bottom up models. many 

modelers from both camps have cliosen to focus on their model's strengths instead of 

trying to improve on its shortcomings. Top-down models continue to provide a more 

realistic representation of consumer behavior, and macro-economic feedbacks, uhile the 

strength of bottom-up models is their technological detail. As a result, each approach 

excels at different modeling applications, while struggling with others. Top-down 

models are best suited for predictions of what will happen in an economy. as long as the 

conditions of that economy don't deviate too much from the past. They are weakest 

when conditions differ significantly from the past. and when policy needs to be targeted 

at specific technologies. Bottom-up models are best for exploring the possibilities of 

what could happen, identifying possible futures to aim for. and designing technology 

focused policies that might help achieve those futures. Because of their lack of 

behavioral realism however, bottom-up models are not suited thr predictive tasks. 

Unfortunately, both types of models are often used for applications that go beyond their 

strengths, and as such, the predictions they offcr are plagued with the problems described 

above. 

The types of policy problems that expose tliese limitations are common. so instead of 

continuing to use models that are ill-suited to the tasks at hand, niodelers niust find 

approaches that can capitalize on the strengths of both top-down and bottom-up models. 

In other words, it is paramount that the ~i~odeling tools used for energy-economy analysis 

recognize the reasons behind the energy efficiency gap, and the fact that technological 

change can be dynamic. Designing nmdels to meet these requirements leads to tools that 

are both behaviorally realistic and technologically explicit. 'This challenge is summari~ed 

by figure I. I, which represents top-down and botto~ii-up models on three dimensions: 

technological detail, behavioral realism, and equilibrium feedbacks. A third type of' 

model on the diagram represents a hybrid approach, which incorporates the technological 

detail of the bottom models, and the behavioral realism, and equilibrium feedbacks of the 

top-down models, and as a result, is able to address the policy problems discussed aboke. 

Recognizing these challenges is intuitively quite straight forward. but accounting for 



them in a modeling context can be extremely challenging, especially while striving to 

keep the models tractable and transparent enough to be useable in a policy analysis 

setting. 

Conventional 
'fop-down 

1.2 The Challenge of Hybrid Modeling 

Although significant gaps still remain between top-down and bottom-up approaches. it is 

not as clear cut as mentioned above; some top-down models have applied increasingly 

disaggregated demand functions, and some bottom-up models have included more and 

more sophisticated technology allocation algorithms. These small steps have laid the 

groundwork for the development of hybrid models, and as discussed below a number of 

significant steps have been made starting from both top-down and bottom-up approaches. 

MARKAL in particular provides an excellent example o f a  bottom-up model that has 

attempted to move in the direction of hybrid models by incorporating macro-economic 

feedbacks, and some limited behavioral realism. MARKAL-MACRO uses the basic 

bottom-up model, linked to a top-down macro-economic module, and MARKAL-GP 

utilizes goal-programming approaches to broaden the technology allocation procedure 

beyond financial costs (ETSAP. 2002, and Seebregts et a]., 2002). Althougli useful 

endeavors, these attempts fall short of a t r~le  hybrid model because the tradeoffs between 



different technology attributes are not empirically estimated, and becai~se they still search 

for an optimal equilibrium, they are not behaviorally realistic. 

From the top-down perspective, two different approaches have been taken to solve the 

weakness of not including technological detail. First, some modelers have taken an 

indirect approach by attempting to endogenize technological change within standard top- 

down models, so that instead of being a static parameter, AEEl can respond to policy and 

price signals. Azar and Dowlatabadi (1 999) provide an overview of some of these 

attempts, and although they are an improvement over standard top-down models, they 

still fail to provide sufticient capabilities to model technology focused policies. The 

second approach, which moves closer to hybrid models, involves attempts to esplicitly 

link or embed bottom-up modules within top-down models. Rivers et al. (2003) 

summarize the attempts of Jacobsen, Koopmans and Willem te Velde, and Rohringer. 

who use the results of bottom-up modules to inform the ~nacro-economic parameters in 

the top-down component. Although a step in tlie right direction this approach fails to 

account for the lack of behavioral realism in the least-cost based, bottom-up modules. and 

as such, the information being fed to the top-down component suffers from the same 

shortcomings. 

A prominent model that does qualify as a hybrid is the National Energy Model System 

(NEMS), which the Department of Energy uses to model energy policy in tlie United 

States. NEMS was developed in 1990 because the previous national modeling tool. the 

Intermediate Future Forecasting System. was not capable of modeling the m i o r  policies 

of the day such as the Clean Air Act Amendments, and the deregulation of the  natural gas 

industry (Gabriel et al., 2001). It is difficult to provide a quick synopsis of NEMS 

because the modeling approach for each sector of tlie economy has evolved separatelq. 

but essentially it operates as a simulation model that seeks a general eq~~il ibrium within 

sub-modules for the different supply. demand, and tra~is~iiissio~~/conversio~i energy 

sectors. These individual solutions are linked after each iteration, and the process is 

reiterated until an equilibrium is reached across all sub-modules. The model contains an 

explicit representation of technologies, and with the exception of electricity s ~ ~ p p l y .  



which is dictated by a linear program, technologies are allocated to reflect real market 

behavior. Looking at the transportation module in detail, NEMS categorizes vehicles 

according to manufacturer, class, acceleration, horsepower, safety, and tinancial costs. 

Despite the detailed competition structure, market share is assigned based on financial 

costs only, using private discount rates (EIA, 2002). 

DeCanio and Laitner (1997) critique NEMS' (and other models that allocate technology 

market shares using similar metliods) reliance on tinancial costs to portray realistic 

behavior. NEMS uses implicit discount rates ranging from 30% to 620% to represent 

some of the factors behind the energy efficiency gap, which IIeCanio and Laitner claim 

over-restricts emerging energy efficient teclinologies from capturing market share. over- 

estimates costs for technological change, and limits the range of possible policy 

interventions. They argue that the model's reliance on discount rates to replicate market 

behavior results in discount rates tliat are too high, and propose instead that the 

technology decisions should be modeled using additional non-monetary technology 

attributes, which they believe will lead to lower estimated discount rates. Although other. 

non-financial, t'actors clearly play a role in technology decisions, the findings of Morris et 

al. (2002) show that Laitner and DeCanio's critiques may be somewhat unfair. Based on 

a direct comparison between NEMS and tlie US version of MARKAL-MACRO (a non- 

linear optimization model), NEMS predicted greater adoption of renewable electricity 

generation options, which are technologies that are typically more favored by traditional 

bottom-up models. 

ClMS is another hybrid energy economy model, similar in design to NEMS in  tliat it 

iteratively seeks equilibriums within each of its sectors until an overall equilibrium is 

obtained for each period of the simulation. Developed by the Energy and Materials 

Research Group (EMRG) at Simon Fraser University, ClMS will serve as the energy- 

economy modeling tool for this research. and for that reason is described in some detail 

here. ClMS utilizes an explicit representation of technologies to satisfy energy service 

demands that are disaggregated according to tlie sectors and regions of Canada (.laccard 



et al., 2003). In order to tackle the problem of behavioral realism, ClMS allocates 

technologies according to the logistic relationship shown in equation 1.1, 

r +MC .+Ec,+;.,] 
.I 

MS, = , 

where, MS, is the market share of technology j, CC, is the capital cost. MC, is the 

maintenance cost, and EC, is the energy cost. This equation contains three specitic 

parameters (that can differ across technologies) to reflect different aspects of the decision 

making process that wouldn't be captured by a least-cost analysis. First. the discount rate 

(the r parameter) is used to represent consumer time preference in the relationship 

between operating and capital costs. Second, intangible costs (the i ,  parameter) are used 

to represent the monetized value of the non-financial components of a decision. Third. 

market heterogeneity (the v parameter) allows ClMS to recognize that niarket conditions 

differ across the country, so even if a technology  nay be cheaper on average, it will be 

more expensive for some consumers, and therefore achieve non-negligible market share. 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the affect that different values of v can have on technology market 

shares for a simple two technology case, where the steeper curves (those with the higher 

values for v) indicate higher cost responsiveness, and less lnarket heterogeneity. 

I Effect o f v  on h l a r k e t  Share Cun~cs  



In theory, this relationship for allocating market share can answer DeCanio and Laitner's 

critiques leveled at NEMS because the intangible parameters are included to represent the 

other non-financial attributes of a technology decision. In practice however, these 

parameters are extremely difficult to estimate, which is the same problem encountered by 

any attempts to model human behavior. 'The parameter values currently being used are 

based on literature reviews, meta-analysis, and expert opinion, but in many cases these 

estimates are modified to calibrate the model's business as usual predictions to external 

forecasts". The problem with this approach is that the three key parameters described 

above can confound one another so that no unique solution exists to a calibration 

approach. In other words, an infinite number of v, i, and r combinations could achieve 

the same calibration. Unfortunately, although these different calibrations are equivalent 

in the business as usual case, their predictions diverge as policy scenarios diverge from 

business as usual, and without any empirical basis, there is no way to tell which 

calibrations are more accurate. Ideally the parameter values would all be empirically 

estimated so that analysts could be more confident in CIMS' predictions over a wide 

range of policy scenarios. 

The challenge of finding a sound empirical basis for representing human behavior is not 

unique to the field energy modeling. I t  is a challenge faced in many other fields, and as 

such, each attempt to understand and model human behavior represents a potential 

solution that could be used with CIMS. Discrete choice models are one of these potential 

solutions, as they have been developed specifically to look at consumer technology 

choices (although not necessarily from an energy service perspective). These models 

generally don't possess any inforniation about the equilibriuni feedbacks present in an 

energy economy model like CIMS, but they do excel at predicting behavior, which is 

why they will be used to improve the parameter values currently used in CIMS. Section 

2 discusses discrete choice models in more detail, but the general way they will be used 

in this research is as follows. First, discrete choice models are developed for the 

"ee Nyboer (1997) for a more detailed discussion of the parameters used in CIMS, and Murphy (2000) for 
the transportation sector in particular. 
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technology decisions of interest so that the behavioral complexities of these decisions can 

be modeled using the best tools available. Second, the perfor~nance of the discrete choice 

models is translated into an integrated energy-economy model (CIMS). so that the 

behavioral realism can bc exploited within a broader modeling framework. 

1.3 Focusing on Personal Urban Transportation 

Many sectors in the Canadian economy present modeling challenges particularly well 

suited to a hybrid approach. Personal urban transportation, referring to the transportation 

needs of individuals within Canada's cities. is one of these well-suited sectors for two 

reasons. First, technology decisions for different vehicle and mode types are only 

partially driven by cost. where time, comfort, style. and reliability all play major roles in 

the decision making process. Because of these additional factors, simple least cost 

predictions will diverge significantly from reality. Second, the different technologies 

available are continually evolving, and are highly subject to policy influence so the 

historical experiences with transportation won't necessarily be repeated in the future. 

Various vehicle emissions standards show how r n ~ ~ c h  influence government can have 

over the energy eficiency and emissions of vehicles being sold in  a region. Pilkington 

(1 998) has examined the effect on technological innovation of major vehicle regulations 

in the United States such as California's Vehicle Emission Standard, and the more niodest 

1990 Federal Clean Air Act Amendments and the 1992 National Energy Policy Act. llc 

concludes that although it is too early to tell if the CVES will succeed in its ambitious 

goals, all three pieces of legislation have helped spur the only major engine teclinologq 

advancements in the last 15 years. These two characteristics of personal urban 

transportation necessitate a behaviorally realistic, and technologically detailed niodeling 

approach. For these reasons, this research will take the technology choices for vehiclc 

type and commuting mode as a framework for making CIMS a better hybrid niodel. 

A Inore general justification for studying personal urban transportation is that the 

emissions are significant enough that policy will likely be aimed at reducing them, and as 

such, the capacity to et'fectively model the decisions within the sector will be beneficial. 

Although there are some countervailing factors. emissions have been increasing, with the 



primary factors being an increasing urban population, increasing popularity of larger 

vehicles, and a move towards single occupancy vehicles away from carpooling. transit. 

and non-motorized transportation (NRCAN, 2002). The combined result of these trends 

is that emissions from the sector are predicted to be 2 1 % above 1990 levels by 20 I0 

without any intervention, which is slightly less than the national average (Environment 

Canada, 2002). The federal governnient has recognized the significance of these trends. 

and the Climate Change Plan for Canada expects reductions of at least 21 megatonnes 

f'rom personal urban transportation (Government of Canada, 2002). Clearly. policy 

intervention s e e m  likely, and because of tlie complexity of the underlying technology 

decisions, a strong modeling approach will be beneficial. 

There is a vast wealth of modeling experience in the transportatim sector. and much of it 

will be used as the foundation for this researcli. Prior to the I97O9s, the field was almost 

exclusively focused on aggregate forecasts of vehicle demand, but with the advent of 

tractable discrete choice modeling approaches, modelers took a niuch more 

technologically detailed approach (Manski, 1980). They developed models that focused 

on the intricacies of specific transportation related decisions such as the numbers, types, 

and vintages of vehicles that people prefer, and the types of modes they choose for work 

and recreational trips. This transition did not lead to a loss of behavioral realism because 

modelers continued to focus their understanding on the wide variety ot'factors that 

influenced transportation decisions. I t  did however necessitate a diminished focus on 

aggregate nieasures of demand because the new models were so detailed that a broad 

view of the economy was no longer feasible. The past twenty years has seen tlie 

underlying model specifications, and estimation routines advance considerably 

(McFadden, 2000), but much of the focus remains on the individual decisions that 

comprise the personal urban transportation system. Although these models have become 

increasingly sophisticated, they generally fail to see the larger pictures of how the 

different transportation decisions interact with one very notable exception being 

Hensher's (2002) work to develop an integrated urban passenger transport model system. 

This project combines a number of empirically estimated discrete and continuous choice 

m d e l s  (vehicle type, number of vehicles, mode, tinie of commute, frequency of 



commute, and location of home for example) to comprehensively represent the 

transportation system in Perth, Australia. 

The attempts of Hensher and others to tie together the disaggregated work in 

transportation decisions are undeniably valuable, but they fall short of a true hybrid 

approach from an energy-economy modeling perspective. The remaining problem is that 

these models still fail to relate how transportation decisions fit within the entire economy. 

Models like NEMS have attempted to integrate the models from discrete choice studies 

into their technology allocation algorithms, but these approaches have failed to include 

the wealth of decision-making factors contained in the original discrete choice n~odels. 

Instead they have typically focused on the estimated relationsliips between operating and 

capital cost, because these attributes are already included in the model. This research will 

attempt to extend on the attempts of Hensher and NEMS, by including a network of 

transportation decisions within a larger energy-economy model, without losing the 

behavioral richness that defines the discrete choice models. 

1.4 Structure 

The remainder of the paper is divided into six chapters. Chapter two provides a more 

detailed description of discrete choice modeling in order to provide the reader with a 

solid foundation on the forthcolning modeling tools. With this understanding, it will 

become clear how discrete choice models are capable of providing greater behavioral 

realism to a model like CIMS. Chapter three summarizes the data collection process, and 

assesses the success of the different surveying steps. Chapter four focuses on the 

estimation and discussion of the discrete choice models, and presents the key results that 

are translated into CIMS in chapter five. CIMS' resulting improved behavioral 

capabilities are then demonstrated through some policy simulations in chapter six. 

Finally, chapter seven summarizes the results, and offers some key conclusions about the 

research. 



Discrete choice models aim to understand and predict non-continuous choices, where 

consumers are forced to choose between a nuniber of non-divisible goods or services. 

They focus on the choices of individual consumers. and attempt to extrapolate an 

understanding of the market demand from those individual preferences. As such. the) 

are well-suited to anchor the behavioral realism axis of a hybrid energy-economy model. 

Based on the early work of McFadden (see McFadden, 1976 for an overview of this 

research), discrete choice niodels depart from the classical economic view of demand that 

sees choice alternatives as bundles of homogeneous and infinitely divisible goods. 

Instead, each good and service becomes defined by its unique attributes. which in turn 

influence a customer's attraction to it (Manski, 2001). Under this view, the attributes 

become the driving factors in consumer decision-making, and if they can be observed, the 

choices people make can theoretically be predicted. Attributes can range from 

measurable and tangible qualities such as price or weight, to highly intangible qualities 

such as attractiveness. In addition to the transportation applications that will be 

discussed, DCM's have been used. for example. to model residential decisions (Re~relt 

and Train, 1997), choice of recreational activity (Schroeder and Louviere, 1999). and 

niarketing applications (Verbeehe et al.. 2000). 

2.1 Random Utility Theory 

111 order to conceptualize a discrete choice model, assumptions need to be made about 

how consumers actually make decisions. or in other words. the modeler needs to guess 

what thought processes occur as a consumer finali~es on a choice. Ilnderstanding 

decision-making behavior is by no means a simple task; and Meyer and Kahn ( 1991 ) 

provide an overview of the more common theories of decision-making and how each can 

serve as the foundation for a modeling approach. Examples include feature elimination, 

and satisficing, which both believe consuniers have minimum acceptable tliresholds for 

each feature or attribute. Feature elimination theorizes that consumers compare all 



alternatives simultaneously, one attribute at a time, and that they sequentially elimiliate 

the alternatives that don't meet an attribute's tlireshold until a single choice remains. 

Satisfycing theorizes that consumers look at all of tlie attributes, one alternative at a time. 

until one is found that satisfies all of the thresholds. The two theories are very si~nilar. 

but can predict different decisions when more than one alternative meets all of the 

minimum requirements. Distinct from these algorithms, utility maximization is the 

dominant choice theory in economics. and it is based on the proposition tliat consumers 

gain a measure of utility from any good or service they consume, and they will choose 

the goods and services that maximize their personal utility. In its most general form, the 

theory is attractive because it permits individuals to decide how important each attribute 

is in their decisions. This flexibility allows different decisions to be predicted for 

different people, even though they may face the same decision scenario. Utility 

maximization doesn't explain every decision, but it has remained a prominent piece of 

economic theory because intuitively it plays a part in  many decisions, it is easily 

translated into a modeling framework, and it provides relatively robust predictions i n  

many contexts. 

Utility theory initially assumed tliat decisions could be completely understood based on 

the attributes in a choice scenario, resulting in deterministic predictions if all tlie 

attributes were known witli certainty. Following this idea, utility was described by 

equation 2. I. 

u,/ = Y /  ( l ~ ~ p ~ l ' l o t 1  -7 1 )  

where U,,  is person i's utility for good or service j, and V,, is person i's observed utility 

for good or service j. V,, is commonly defined by equation 2.2. 

V ,  = PI, x 2, + AS(; ( / < q w / ~ o t l  -7 -7) 

where X I  is a vector of attribute values for good or service j. B,, is a vector of person i's 

weighting coefticients for each of good or service j's attributes, and ASCII is an attribute 

independent (alternative specific) constant that person i associates witli tlie utility of good 

or service;. A belief in this view of the world can be sumlnarized by figure 2.1. which 

shows the probability that a certain amount of utility is gained from each of two 



competing technologies. According to this diagram, the probabilities for the two utilities 

are both loo%, so technology two will always have a higher utility, and will therefore 

always be chosen. 

I Deterministic Utility 

Utility 
- 

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 suffer from the shortcoming that decision-making is too complex 

to be completely described with a simple set of observable parameters. and weighting 

coefficients. Train ( 1  986) explains this inadequacy in two ways. First, some attributes 

that are important to a decision-maker won't be observable by an external researcher, and 

some aspects of the decision making process may even be unrealized or random to the 

decision-maker depending on the decision. Second, there will inevitably be some degree 

of measurement error when trying to assess what alternatives a person considers. and 

what attribute values they observe when making a choice. 

The admission of these limitations led to the developnlent of random utility theory. where 

utility is defined to contain an observable and unobservable (or random) component. 

This view of consumer decision-making leads to utility being defined by equation 2.3. 

ul/ = Y ,  + El/ ( l " ~ / 1 1 ~ 1 / 1 0 t 1  2 3)  

where U,, is person i's utility for good or service j, and V,, and E , ,  are the observable and 

random components of person i's utility for good or service j. V,, is the same as 

described in equation 2.2, but only the key observable attributes are included as X,'s. with 

the less important or unobservable factors encapsulated within the error component. 
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Compared to the deterministic case in figure 2. I .  the random con~ponent has the effect of 

converting U, ,  into a distribution of possible outcomes instead of a single deterministic 

point. Figure 2.2 shows the likelihoods of different utility values for the same two 

technologies once an error term is included. Now, instead of teclinology two always 

being chosen, the overlap between the two curves indicates that each could possibly be 

chosen depending on the actual value of E , , .  

If utilities were sampled from each of the two curves presented in  tigure 2.2 (the two dark 

squares for example), the point with the highest utility would be chosen (technology 

two). Each time this sampling process is repeated, the teclinology with the highest utilit) 

will be chosen, and as shown by the clear triangles, it is possible for teclinology one to be 

chosen even though it provides less utility on average. This stochastic nature leads to the 

probability that person A will choose teclinology one, PA,], being defined by equation 2 . 3 .  

PA.1 = P(U,,.I > k , 2 )  = P(V .,,, 1 - v.1.2 > &.I,? - &  1 . 1 )  (1~:1/z111110/1 2 4)  

Both of the V terms are deterministic once the attribute values are known, so the 

probability that technology one will be chosen can be obtained by integrating over all 

possible values of the E terms. Relating back to figure 2.2, the integration is analogous to 

sampling many pairs of points, and then calculating the proportion of pairs in which 

technology one provided more utility. If this information can be obtained for enough 

consumers, the average probability of a technology being chosen is equivalent to the new 

market share for that technology. 
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Although useful for explaining why consumer behavior can't be predicted with certainty, 

random utility theory in this form is not useful for modeling until assumptions are made 

about the V,, and E,, terms, A researcher needs to decide what attributes will be included 

in the V,, term, what mathematical form it will assume, what distribution describes the 

error term, and whether or not the error t e r m  are correlated across the alternatives. 

Current work in discrete choice modeling is focused on hypothesizing, modeling and 

testing various formulations for the V,, and cII terms, but this research will use one of the 

earliest and most tested formulations; the multi-nomial logit model (Louviere et al., 

2000). 

2.2 The Multi-nomial Logit Model 

The multi-nomial logit (MNL) lnodel is a specific formulation of randoni utility theory. 

built on the assumption that the error ternis, E,, ,  for each alternative are independently and 

identically distributed according to a type I extreme value distribution. Figure 2.3 shows 

the probability distribution function (pdf) of a type I extreme value distribution, which is 

defined by equation 2.5. 

PDF - Type 1 Extreme Value 



When the choice probability function (equation 2.4) is integrated using identical and 

independent extreme value distributions for the error terms, equation 2.6 results'. 

Although this equation is derived from expressions that contain the random error terms, 

the market shares are simply functions of the Dl's and X,'s that make up each V,. This 

closed form, analytical solution means that the exact values of the unobserved 

components of utility are not needed to estimate the model or calculate market shares. 

The choice of this error distribution in the MNL model implies that the unobserved 

component of utility is most likely to be zero, but the distribution is skewed to the left. 

Also, the error terms are independent of each other, so a certain error for one alternative 

does not influence the likelihood of the other error terms. Realistically, these 

assumptions about shape and correlation of the error terms are probably never completely 

satisfied, but in practice many decisions cotme close. The significant advantage presented 

by these assumptions is that the integration of equation 2.4 results in a closed form 

equation to calculate market share, whereas the probability distribution functions of 

other, possibly correlated distributions result in much more complex equations. When 

these models were first applied by McFadden, the computer power needed for numerical 

approximations, or simulation based approaches was not available, so the simple analytic 

solution presented by assuming extreme value type I distributions for the errors was very 

attractive (McFadden, 2000). 

The assumed independence of the error term results in the relative choice probabilities 

between any two choices being independent of all the other choices (even if new 

alternatives are added to the choice set). This implication is known as the independence 

The utility equations in the MNL model no longer contain a subscript for individual consumers. Model 
flexibility isn't reduced because personal characteristics such as income or education can be interacted in 
the utility function to produce individuality, or niodels can be segmented into relatively honiogenous 
groups to test for different attribute weighting coefficients. 



from irrelevant alternatives (IIA), and it is often cited as a significant shortcoming of the 

MNL model. It means that if a MNL model predicts market shares of technology one 

and two to be 50% each, their relative proportions will remain constant as long as their 

attributes aren't changed. Even if a third option is added that gains 30% market share. 

the original two technologies will still earn equivalent market share, or 35% each. 

Similarly, if one technology's attributes values are changed so that it gains more market 

share, all other technologies lose market share proportionally, so that their relative shares 

remain constant. The potential problem associated with the assumption of independent 

error terms is commonly illustrated using the red bus, blue bus paradox. In the paradox, a 

car and the red bus each initially get 50% of the market share, and after a second blue bus 

is introduced, instead of each bus receiving 25% market share, all three alternatives 

receive 33% because the red bus and car need to maintain their relative probabilities. The 

validity of the IIA assumption is obviously an important concern, but the associated 

problems can generally be avoided if the alternatives are chosen appropriately. 

Discrete choice modelers are well aware of the problems presented by the assumptions of 

the MNL model, and much of the field's current research is focused on new forniulations, 

and finding ways to relax assumptions, while still producing tractable models. Train 

(2003) and Louviere (2000) both provide excellent overviews of some of these alternate 

approaches. Despite the limitations of the MNL however, it continues to be the most 

dominant formulation used by discrete choice modelers, and so long as the assumptions 

are not drastically violated by the choice situations or predictive requirements of the 

model, the models continue to provide valuable information (Louviere, 2000). These 

reasons, in combination with the wealth of literature on MNL models and the relative 

accessibility of the mathematics justify the use of the models in this research. 

2.3 Data Requirements 

Discrete choice models for a given decision are estimated using information about the 

choices available in that decision (the attributes and their levels), and the choice made. 

The attributes can include whatever the modeler chooses as long as they can be observed 

in some way each time the choice is made. The choice can be made numerous times by 



the same or different people, and even if tlie attribute levels remain constant, the models 

can accommodate different choices because of the unobserved component of utility. 

Once all of the data is collected, parameters are estimated to provide the most likely 

explanation of consumer behavior given the choices that were made. 

The observed choices can be from real market data (revealed preferences), or from 

hypothetical situations (stated preferences). The advantage of revealed preferences is that 

they reflect the actual behavior of consumers, whereas with stated preferences, people's 

actions don't always reflect their stated intentions. This significant advantage is 

restricted by three distinct problems. First, technology attributes in real world data are 

often correlated (it is often hard to disassociate price from quality for example) making it 

difficult to isolate the importance of each attribute. Second, the alternatives a customer 

was choosing between, and the attribute levels they observed when making the choice are 

often difficult to obtain (especially for the alternatives not chosen). Third, it is often 

desirable to understand how people will react to technologies that have significantly 

different attribute values from those currently observed, or for technologies that aren't 

even available yet. In these cases, it is impossible to obtain revealed preference 

information because the tradeoffs are fictional. Stated preference data doesn't suffer 

from any of these drawbacks, as tlie technologies and attribute levels can be set to allow a 

full range of tradeoffs to be observed. Of course, if a technology is too different from 

what is currently available, people will have difficulty accurately saying whether or not 

they would select it. 

Revealed and stated data are not tnutually exclusive, and it can be advantageous to 

combine both sources to estimate models, because the strengths of the two data sources 

are natural complements to one another (see Brownstone et al., 2000 for an example). 

Due to time constraints, and the additional complexities involved in combining separate 

data sources, only one type of data could be used, so in the case of this research the 

models were based on stated preference data. This choice was made because both choice 

experiments test scenarios designed to retlect different policy initiatives, which aren't 

currently observed across Canada. Examples of this include higher gasoline taxes, levies 



on polluting vehicles, and express access for carpools and transit. Also. the hydrogen 

fuel cell car, which is not yet coln~nercially available, was tested as an alternative in the 

vehicle choice experiment. It should be noted that some of these policies have been tried 

in specitic regions or municipalities, but trying to piece the revealed responses together 

and sort out the underlying factors would have been too problen~atic for this project. 

Instead, choice experiments were developed for both mode and vehicle choice and the 

stated preference data was collected using a mail survey, which is described in the 

following section. 



The choice data needed to develop the discrete choice lnodels was collected by first 

recruiting potential participants at random by telephone, and then mailing a surveq 

containing the choice experiments to those who agreed to participate. This approach 

allowed the sample population to be screened for certain criteria, and queried for personal 

information that would be used to customize the mailout survey. These features arc 

advantageous because the screening allows the survey to be targeted to a specitic 

population, and the customization helps make the questions less hypothetical, and more 

meaningful to individual respondents. As a result, response rates are generally higher 

than simple tnailout surveys, and the results are probably more reflective of respondents' 

views (Dillman, 1999). This section discusses the choice experiment design (section 

3. I), the telephone recruitment process (section 3.2), and the mailout process (section 

3.3). The mailout survey was designed between mid August 2002, and late September 

2002 in order to be ready for the telephone recruitment, which commenced on October 7. 

2002. The recruitlnent and subsequent tnailout processes lasted for three weeks, after 

which surveys were collected until January 2003. 

3.1 Choice Experiment Design 

The finalized mailout survey consisted of five parts looking at transportation options and 

habits, vehicle preferences, commuting mode preferences, views on transportation issues, 

and additional demographic information. The survey contained a total of 48, ~iiostly 

multiple-choice questions, and took up four double-sided legal-sized sheets of paper, with 

completion time estimated to be around twenty-tive minutes. Appendix 2 contains a 

sample copy of the survey instrument. For the purposes of this research project, the 

discrete choice experiments contained in the vehicle and mode preference sections 

(question 2 1 to 24 and 26 to 29) are the key components of the survey instrument. These 

experiments asked respondents to make hypothetical decisions between different vehicles 

and modes based on various attribute levels so that the importance of each attribute could 



be assessed. The questions in the other parts of the survey were designed to till in gaps 

that were anticipated from the choice experiment, help provide explanatory variables for 

respondent choices, and improve the flow of the survey so that it was easier to understand 

and complete. 

3.1.1 The Vehicle Cl~oice Experiment 

Each survey contained four hypothetical vehicle choices, asking the respondent to choose 

between a standard gasoline vehicle, an alternative fuel vehicle, a hybrid-electric vehicle, 

and a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle. These four vehicle types were selected because they 

represent a full spectrum of engine technologies currently available, and likely to be 

available in the foreseeable future, and they fit well with the options currently modeled in 

CIMS. Respondents were informed that each vehicle was like the type they currently 

drove (this information was collected in the telephone survey), but beyond the attributes 

contained in the choice experiment, no additional information about the vehicle was 

provided. The survey did not contain an option for someone to say they wouldn't choose 

any of the given vehicles for two reasons. First, choosing no vehicle was not a realistic 

option because they were assumed to be replacing their current vehicle. Second, the costs 

and variables presented in the survey often represented policy scenarios, so a person's 

current expectations for the values of key attributes wouldn't necessarily be valid 

anymore. 

A detailed literature review was undertaken to select the attributes that were used to 

describe each vehicle. Looking for attributes that were consistently significant. and could 

be influenced through policy, the resulting six attributes were the purchase price. the fuel 

costs, the percentage of stations selling the proper fuel, whether or not the vehicle would 

be granted express lane access, the emissions compared to a standard gasoline vehicle. 

and the power compared to their current vehicle. 'Table 3.1 suniniarizes some of the other 

studies that have used these attributes in discrete choice models for vehicle choice. 



This list of six attributes certainly isn't exhaustive, but unfortunately everything couldn't 

be included in this study. Solne of the most notable exclusions that have been used in the 

studies mentioned in table 3.1 include the makes and models available, safety, reliability, 

seating and storage capacity, driving range, and refueling time. The last five were not 

included because although they have been found to be important attributes it was 

assumed that all four vehicle types could achieve comparable performance on these 

factors. Make and model availability, safety, and reliability, will likely vary in the eyes 

of consumers for the different vehicle types, but they were not included in the choice 

experiment because the size of the experimental design was limited in the number of 

attributes explored, and these attributes were either too complicated to account for, or 

they were considered less important than those already included. Although they weren't 

explicitly part of the choice experiment, most of the excluded attributes were indirectly 

measured in question six of the survey, which asked respondents to rank the importance 

of various vehicle attributes on a one to five scale. The use of these results in 

combination with the choice experiment results is discussed in section 4.2.1. Also not 

included in the choice experiment are the personal characteristics, which can influence an 

individual's decisions. Demographic information on gender, age, income, family size, 

education, and occupation was collected in the survey, and its use is discussed in section 

4.3 regarding the estimation of models using segmented samples. 

Article 

Ewing, 2000 
Bunch, 1993 
Greene, 1988 
Brownstone, 2000 
McCarthy, 1998 
Manski, 1980 
This study 

lncludes both maintenance and fuel costs. 
Includes attributes like performance, top speed, and acceleration. 
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Table 3.1 - Other vehicle choice models that have zised similar attributes 

Attribute 
Capital 

Cost 

J 
J 

J 
J 
J 
J 

J 

Express 
Lane 

Access 
J 

J 

Operating 
cost6 

J 
J 

J 
J 
J 
J 

Emissions 
Data 

J 
J 

J 

J 

Fuel 
Available 

J 

J 
J 

J 

power' 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 



Table 3.2 shows the possible levels that each of these attributes could take independently 

in each survey. For example, four different values were possible for the purchase price of 

the gasoline vehicle, while only two were possible for the other types of vehicles. I n  

total, two attributes could assume four values independently of the other attributes, and 

twelve attributes could assume two values independently of the other values. Two 

attributes (italicized in table 3.2) were set according to a separate value in the design in 

order to allow their levels to vary without using up a degree of freedom. These were the 

fuel cost of the hybrid electric vehicle (equal to 75% of the gasoline vehicle's fuel cost), 

and the hybrid electric vehicle's access to express lanes (equal to the alternative fuel 

vehicle's access). For example, if the fuel cost for gasoline assumed the value 

I lO%*Ncc, the hybrid electric vehicle would cost 75%*1 IO%*Nc.c. The remaining eight 

attributes were constants. This formulation resulted in a 2'" full factorial design (each 

four level attribute was treated as 2'), for which a resolution IV, 2'"-" fractional factorial 

design was used to conduct the choice experiment (see section 3.1.3). 

Vehicle Type Gasoline Alternative Fuel Hybrid-Electric Hydrogen Fuel 
Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Cell Vehicle 

100% Ncc 

Purchase Price 105% NcC 105% NCc 105% Ncc 110% Nee- 
* 110% Ncc 110% Ncc 120% Ncc * 1209'6 Nc(. 

115%Ncc 

100% NFC 

Fuel Cost 
110% NFC 110% Nr:(. Equals 75% 1 10% NI:c- 
120% NFc 120% NI:c Gasoline C'alzie 120% NFc- 
130% Nw- 

Stations with Proper 
100% 

*25% 35% 
Fuel 75% 100% 75% . No l<quuls i t  Fl' . No Express Lane Access No 

Yes l 'alue Yes 

Emissions Compared 
to Current Vehicle Equal 10% Less 25% Less 100% Less 

Power Compared to Equal Equal Equal 
Current Vehicle Equal 

1O0/0 Less 10% Less 10% Less 
ruble 3.2 - I'o.s.sihle ailribute va1~e.s in vchrcle choice e\per~rment 



The purchase price and fuel costs of the four vehicles were based on the respondent's 

current expenses, with NCC, and NI:C referring to values obtained in the telephone surveyx. 

The variations around those base values were selected from current market data, and 

information in the CIMS database. On average, gasoline vehicles had the cheapest 

capital costs followed by alternative fuel vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, and hydrogen 

fuel cell vehicles, but any ordering was possible depending on the choice profile. Hybrid 

electrics had the cheapest fuel costs regardless of the profile. while the remaining three 

vehicles types had the same average cost, which, depending on the choice profile co~lld 

be ranked in any order. Of particular note are the prices for the hydrogen fuel cell 

vehicle, which are well below any anticipated initial market price (set at I0 or 20 percent 

above current gasoline vehicle prices). The reason for this discrepancy is that differences 

in capital costs exceeding twenty percent have been found to dominate vehicle choice 

decisions (Ewing, 2000 and Washbrook, 2002), so if more realistic prices had been used, 

the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle would never have been chosen. If an alternative is selected 

too few times, the tradeoff points at which it becomes preferred can't be estimated, and 

the alternative can't be included in the model. The remaining attributes levels were 

chosen based on the values found to be significant in other studies, with the most notable 

being the percentage of stations with proper fuel. The minimum value of 25% was 

selected because Greene (1988) found that as availability dropped under 25%, utility 

quickly decreased non-linearly. Although it would have been interestmg to observe these 

effects as well, the limits of the design prevented this given the large number of other 

attributes being examined. 

3.1.2 The Mode Choice Experiment 

Similarly to the vehicle choice experiment, each survey contained four questions asking 

the respondent to choose between five modes for their commute to work. The options 

provided were driving alone, carpooling, taking public transit, using a park and ride 

service, and walking or cycling. Additional modes are obviously available (a more 

"f the respondent either didn't know the capital and fuel costs o f  their current vehicle, or didn't have 
access to  a vehicle, the sample averages for Nc(.($20,000). and F<.(- ($135/montli) were used. 
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detailed breakdown of public transit for example), but the size of the experimental design 

and the available space on the survey page limited the number that could be included. 

The five that ended up being chosen were selected because they were either the most 

heavily used, or they were available to the greatest number of potential new users. Space 

limitations on each survey page made it impossible to fit all five choices on a page, so if 

the respondent lived up to fifteen kilometers from work they were given the 

walking/cycling choice, or if they lived further away than fifteen kilometers they were 

given the park and ride option. This step did not impose an assumption that the 

respondent would not have selected the excluded choice if they had been given the option 

because the eliminated choices were accounted for during model estimation (see section 

4.2.1). As with the vehicle choice experiment, respondents were not given the option to 

choose none of the choices because it was assumed that they would need to continue 

commuting to work, and that the choices they are currently making might not be 

available because of policy influences. It should be stressed that this choice experiment 

focused solely on mode choice decisions for commuting trips, and that other types of 

trips such as shopping, recreation, and social visits often have considerably different 

attributes and decision criterion. 

Unlike the vehicle choice experiment, the attributes describing each option in the mode 

choice were not identical. Driving alone was described with the total travel time, and 

cost; carpooling was described with traveling time, pickupldrop off time, and cost; public 

transit and park and ride were described with traveling time, walkinglwaiting time, cost, 

and the number of transfers; and walking and cycling was described using the traveling 

time, and whether or not a bike route was present. Tliese attributes were all selected 

based on a review of existing research (table 3.3 shows other studies that used these 

attributes), and pre-survey discussions. As with the vehicle choice experiment, the 

attributes presented in the survey were not exhaustive, but additional options were not 

considered to be as important, and their inclusion would have overextended the 

experimental design, and overcomplicated the survey presentation for respondents. Some 

of the excluded attributes that were discussed in the other surveys mentioned in table 3.3 

were environmental impact, reliability, traveling speed, privacy, and level of congestion. 



Time and costs have also been more finely divided than in this study, so that the 

importance of waiting versus walking time could be differentiated for example. 

Reliability in particular, has been cited in some studies as a key deterrent stopping people 

from using modes other than single occupancy vehicles (Translink, 2003). and the 

decision to exclude it as a factor instead of the number of transfers was relatively 

arbitrary. Despite the fact that these attributes were not included in the experimental 

design, they were examined separately in question 13 of the survey, and a discussion of 

how these results fit with the estimated models is presented in section 4.2.2. 

Table 3.4 describes the possible levels for each of these attributes. where all attributes 

Article 

Train, 1979 
Washbrook, 2002 
Asenio, 2002 
Palma, 2000 
Bhat, 1997 
This study 
. . 

could independently take on two values except for the SOV travel time that had four 

possible levels. N I.,,,,,, NC,,,, and Nv,,, refer to the traveling times, coni~nuting costs. and 

lahle 3 3 - Ofhcr. mode choice models tho/ huve ~ r x d  sin~ilur u~trihu~es 

Attribute 

distances that each respondent provided in the telephone survey, each of which were used 

as reference points for the attribute levels"'. The possible values presented in table 3.4 

Travel 
Time 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

indicate fifteen two-level attributes, and one four-level attribute, resulting in a 2'" full 

Cost 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

factorial design, which as in the vehicle choice design was implemented using a 

Pickup 
Drop-off 

Time 

J 

J 

J 

resolution IV, 2I6-l1 fractional design (see section 3.1.3). The different levels were 

Walking1 
Waiting 

Time 
J 

J 
J 

J 
J 

Number 
o f 

Transfers 
J 

J 

J 

selected to reflect the real differences between different modes, scaled to the respondent's 

Bike 
R o ~ ~ t e  

J 

current situation, which helped produce a range of values reflective of the diversity 

experienced across the country. The range of values explored for travel time allowed for 

' NO discrete choice models for mode choice reviewed in the literature contained a cycling option. 
10 For the respondents who didn't commute, sample averages for N-I.,,,,, (35 minutes), and Nc,,,, 
($125/month) were used in the choice questions. For the respondents who didn't commute by SOV, N].,,,,,, 
and Nc,,, were calculated using the inverse of  the forniulas for non-SOV driving tirnes in table 3.4. 
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any of the five modes to be the fastest in a given choice set, but on average driving alone 

was the fastest available mode, followed by carpooling, park and ride, and public transit. 

The ranking for walking and cycling depended on the value provided for ND,,,. For costs. 

carpooling was always cheaper than driving alone, and transit was always cheaper than 

park and ride. The relative magnitudes of these two groups depended on the value 

provided for Nc,,,. 

Vehicle: Alone Vehicle: Carpool Public Transit Park and Ride Walk or Cycle 
7iuvel Tirne Driving f i t w  Driving Tinie Driving 7'inie 7i-uvel 7i'ni~ 

90% NT,,,,~ 90% Nr,,, 105% NT,,,,, 95% NTlmr ND,,, - 6kmlhr or 
100% Nr-,,,,, 100% NT,,,, 1 15% NT,,,,, 105% N.,,,,, ND,,, + 1 5kmlhr 
1 10% N.",,, ND,,, - 8kmihr or 
120% NT,,,, N,,,,, - 20kmlhr 

- 

t'rckup/Drop-off ll'ulk Ll'urt lime IVululkil.t'alf Tlme 
5 niinutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 
I0 minutes 15 minutes I0 minutes 

Cost ('0s t ('c~.s/ Cost ('0s 1 

100% Nr,,, 50% Nc,,,, $60 I month 25% Ncos, + $0 I month 
I 10% Nc,,,, 75% Ncos, $100lmonth Transit Value 

50% Ncorl + 
Transit Value 

7i.ansfir.v Needed Transfers Needed Blke Path . ~ V U I / N ~ / L  

None None Yes 
One One No 

uhle 3 3 - Possible attrlbute vu1zre.s rn nivde cholce experrrnenl 

3.1.3 Experimental Design 

The previous two sections have mentioned that both the vehicle and mode choice 

experiments were carried out using resolution IV, 216-" designs. The experimental 

design dictates the combinations of attribute levels that will be explored in the choice 

experiment. Efficient experimental designs eliminate the need to test all possible 

attribute level combinations, while ensuring that the effect of each attribute can still be 

estimated independently. A design is referred to as orthogonal when it ensures that none 

of the attributes of interest are collinear across the choice sets. The 2"-" design used in 



this study is a resolution IV design", which is important because  sing a resolution IV 

design ensures that the effect of each attribute can be estimated independently from the 

influence of other attributes or combinations of attributes (Montgomery, 2001). If a 

lesser resolution was used, the importance of each variable could not be separated from 

the influence of the other variables, and useful predictions would be impossible. 

2 I "- I I design results in thirty-two different profiles (or choices) that can each be 

converted into a mode or vehicle choice question (i.e. the attribute levels for four vehicles 

or five modes). The complete design is contained in appendix 3. In order to create 

blocks of four questions for each survey, these profiles were first randomized. and then 

arranged into sets of four profiles two different ways. This process resulted in the sixteen 

sets of choice profiles (available in appendix 3), where each choice profile appears twice 

(although never in combination with another profile more than once). These sets were 

assigned to respondents as they were recruited ensuring that the sets were distributed 

evenly across each of the eighteen cities to minimize the possibility that any single set of 

choices would be over or under represented in a specific city. For example, when the 

first batch of surveys was printed, if there were seven respondents from Calgary, choice 

sets one to seven would be assigned to those respondents. When the next batch of 

surveys was printed, the next Calgary respondent was given choice set number eight. 

Although this process s~icceeded in  achieving an even distribution of choice sets at the 

city level, it unintentionally introduced a slight bias at the regional and national levels. 

The assig~iment of choice sets for each city was always initiated with choice set number 

one, so the higher number choice sets had a higher probability of being underrepresented 

by a single choice set in each city. For example, if a city had thirty respondents, choice 

sets fifteen and sixteen would only be assigned once for that city, whereas all the other 

choice sets would be assigned twice. The intl~~ence of this bias was reduced because the 

choice profiles were ordered two different ways, so even thoi~gh choice set 16 was 

' I  The 2"'-" design was obtained by making a copy of the resolution 111. 215.'' design described in 
Montgomery (2001), then reversing all of the copied version's signs, and combining it with the original. 
The 16"' factor is created from the original identity element, which is the product of all ofthe factor levels. 
Performing these steps on any resolution 111 design results in a resolution 1V design (Montgomery. 1001 ). 
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underrepresented, profile numbers 19, 14, 10, and 15 also appeared in one other choice 

set. With the bias being replicated in all 18 cities, the least distributed profile (number 

15) was distributed 18 times fewer (12%) than the most distributed profile (number 4). A 

complete listing of distribution frequencies for each profile is available in appendix 3. 

Once the sets of profiles were assigned to each respondent, the generic design levels were 

replaced with the mode and vehicle choice attribute levels described in tables 3.2 and 3.4. 

This process allowed each choice question to be customized to the individual based on 

the capital cost of their current vehicle (Nee), their average fuel costs (NI c), their normal 

commuting time (N [,,,,), and their expected walking and cycling time based on their 

commuting distance (No,,,). The fuel costs were also presented in weekly or monthly 

units depending on which the respondent preferred, and the respondent's car type was 

included in the descriptive information about the vehicle choice. All of these steps in 

combination helped personalize each survey so that the choices were as realistic as 

possible, hopefully facilitating more realistic responses. 

As mentioned, the design used for both the mode and vehicle choices facilitated an 

independent estimation of all the main effects, and in both experiments a wide range of 

alternatives and attributes were tested. The design faces a number of specific limitations 

however, most notably in the number of attribute levels being explored. Most attributes 

were only set to two possible levels, which limited model predictions to linear 

relationships. Specifically, when only two levels are explored, it becomes impossible to 

identify increasing or decreasing marginal utilities or upper and lower threshold for 

attributes. Knowing this, the developed models should be used with caution in scenarios 

where the attribute levels differ significantly from those explored in the choice 

experiment. This limitation will have the most impact on the costs of hydrogen fuel cell 

vehicles (and to a lesser degree hybrid-electric cars), which were set at prices much lower 

than would be expected without significant subsidies. A second limitation was that the 

design was fully saturated, which means that reducing the number of attribute 

combinations (choice profiles) any further would have reduced the design's resolution. 

Although the design used was still resolution IV and orthogonal, it only explores 32 



attribute combinations compared to the 65,536 that are available in the full 2'' factorial 

design, so 65,502 attribute combinations were not explored. More attribute levels or a 

larger fractional design were not used because the number of alternatives and attributes 

being explored had already dictated a large design, and a larger design would have givcn 

an unacceptably low probability of obtaining the necessary number of responses for each 

profile. If for example, the design had included 64 profiles, and the sample size had 

remained unchanged, each profile would have been sent to half as many respondents. 

3.2 Telephone Recruiting 

CGT Research International was contracted to recruit 1,150 participants for the mailout 

survey. The sample was drawn at random from Canadian households living in urban 

centers with populations over 250,000, and respondents were recruited between the 5'" 

and 16"' of September, 2002. Smaller cities weren't sampled because the availability of 

transportation alternatives is limited, and the choices being explored in the mode choice 

experiment wouldn't have been meaningful. The respondents were stratified according to 

regional, and then metropolitan area population, resulting in the sampling frame 

summarized in table 3.5 based on Canadian census data (Statistics Canada, 2001). This 

stratification process yielded city sample sizes that weren't proportional to city 

populations in other regions, but it ensured that smaller cities received enough responses 

to accurately represent each population. For example, if the stratification was based 

purely on city size, Halifax would have accounted for 1.7 percent of the sample, instead 

of the 5.3 percent achieved using the method described above. All of the deviations 

between the desired and actual sample size were acceptable. 



Region 

British 
Columbia 
Prairie 
Provinces 

Ontario 

Ouebec 

City 

Vancouver 
Victoria 
Calgary 
Edmonton 
Winnipeg 
Saskatoon 
Toronto 
Ottawa - Hull 
Hamilton 
Kitchener 
London 
St. Catharines - Niagara 

Atlantic 

Before accepting any individual respondent, the telephone recruiters were instructed to 

Windsor 
Oshawa 
Montreal 

I Provinces I St. ~ 0 1 1 ~ ' ~ ' ~  

test the following filters. First, to comply with Simon Fraser University ethical 

Population 

1,829,854 
288,346 
879,277 
782,lO 1 
626,685 
196,816 

4,366,508 
827,854 
6 18,820 
387.3 19 
337,3 18 
299,935 

122,709 1 27 1 30 1 -3 1 

guidelines, anyone younger than 19 was not permitted to participate (SFU, 2001). 

263,204 
234,779 

3.21 5.665 , , 

7bhle 3.5 - Desired und uc/ziul sample sttu/~f;cat ion 

Second, each respondent needed to either have access to a vehicle, or commute to work 

4 5 
6 1 

Quebec 
Halifax 

or school at least once per week. Although people not meeting these criteria still have 

Diff. 

1 
0 
0 
- 5 
1 

- 1 
5 
- 8 

1 
0 
-4 
- 3 

Sample Size 

16 
14 

230 
635, 184 
276,22 1 

important transportation related concerns, it was decided that their responses to the mode 

Desired 
13 1 
2 1 
69 
6 1 
49 
15 

262 
5 0 
3 7 
2 3 
20 
18 

43 
62 

choice and vehicle choice questions would be unreliable, and that they would present too 

Actual 
130 
2 1 
69 
66 
4 8 
16 

257 
58 
36 
23 
24 
2 1 
17 
1 7 

216 
2 
- 1 

broad a population to administer a concise survey instrument to. In total, of the 1,266 

- 1 
-3 
14 

people willing to participate in the phone survey, 55  were filtered out because of no 

access to vehicles and no commuting, and 57 were eliminated because they were too 

young or not available during the survey period. The complete script of phone interview 

questions is available in appendix 2. 

In addition to the filters purposely applied, certain subsets of the population could have 

been unintentionally over or under-represented depending on how available they were. 



In order to maximize the probability of contacting each sampled household, surveying 

was conducted between noon and 10:OO pm in each time zone, and each household was 

called up to fifteen times before a replacement was sampled. Despite these efforts, 

certain populations will inevitably be more available to take phone calls, and because 

filtering on a number of demographic factors would have been prohibitively expensive, 

the potential for coverage biases could not be eliminated. To find these biases where they 

did occur, demographic information from the survey was compared with the 1996 and 

2001 Canadian Censuses, where large differences between the two populations would 

indicate that a coverage error had occurred for some reason. Unfortunately, the ranges 

used to collect demographics in the survey did not match exactly with Statistics Canada 

data, so the statistical significance of any biases cannot be tested here. The largest bias 

was the overrepresentation of retirees, and homemakers, which can be explained by the 

fact that these two groups are much more likely to be available for phone calls at home. 

Apart from this, the remaining biases appear to be relatively minor, where compared to 

the Canadian averages, the sampled population has a higher family income, a higher 

proportion of females, a higher level of education, a larger family size, and is slightly 

older. 

A related problem, which is one of the significant weaknesses of telephone recruitment 

surveys, is the potential for self-selection biases. This problem can occur because 

respondents are able to decide whether or not to participate once they had been contacted, 

and if the people who chose not to participate possessed characteristics or attitudes not 

present in the participating population, the results would be biased. Detecting a self- 

selection bias is impossible in this study because nothing is known about the people who 

choose not to participate, but the potential for this bias is illustrated in figure 3.1, which 

shows the breakdown of all valid telephone numbers that CGT International attempted to 

contact. Combining the groups where no was contact made, and those that refused to 

participate yields almost 85% of the total sampling frame, indicating a significant 

'' With a population ofonly 122,709 (Statistics Canada, 2001), St. John's, NF was also included to provide 
an additional center in Atlantic Canada. 
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potential for a bias to exist within either group. Unfortunately there is no way around this 

potential problem, and it is a standard concern with survey research based on telephone 

recruitment. 

3.3 Mailout survey 

3.3.1 Conducting the Survey 

The mailout survey consisted of up to three separate contacts to ensure each participant 

had ample time and opportunity to complete the questionnaire. Throughout the survey 

process, all respondents were kept aware of the fact that their participation was voluntary, 

and that they could withdraw at any time. The researcher's phone number and elnail 

address were provided so that any questions could be posed, and respondents were also 

provided with a contact number for the School of Resource and Environmental 

Management's director in case they had concerns about the survey that they might not 

feel comfortable discussing with the researcher. All correspondence was carried out in 

English or French, depending on the respondent's preference. 

The first mail contact occurred immediately following the recruitment between October 

10, 2002, and October 20, 2002, with each participant being sent an initial copy of their 

survey. Because the phone recruiting took place over 1 1 days, surveys and 

accompanying cover letters (see appendix 2) were mailed in batches so that the delay 

between recruitment and mailing would be minimized. The mailout dates, and average 

delay from recruitment date are summarized in table 3.6, with the maximum delay of 



eight days occurring because of a reporting problem from the recruiting firm". Each 

package included a loonie as a thank you for taking the time to participate, and a promise 

to donate an additional loonie to Unicef for each survey returned. A stamped and 

addressed return envelope was also included in order to minimize the respondent's time 

and cost commitments. These types of financial enticements have been found to 

significantly enhance survey response rates (Dillman, 1999). 

October 10, 2002 
October 13,2002 
October 15, 2002 3.07 
October 20, 2002 4.42 

Table 3.6 - Average deluy,fvotn phone conluct,for euch 

Mailout Date 

butch 

Two weeks after the initial mailout, each respondent who hadn't already replied (770 in 

Surveys 
Mailed 

total) was sent a follow-up postcard (see appendix 2) to remind them to complete the 

survey, or thank them if the survey had been sent back, but not received. This phase of 

Average Delay 
From Initial 

the mailout process resulted in two noticeable benefits. First, the postcards were 

delivered to three respondents who never received the initial mailout for some reason", 

so they were provided with replacement packages. Second, and most importantly. the 

reminder seems to have had a positive effect on response rates as shown in figure 3.2. 

Responses were highest in the second week after the initial mailing, after which they fell 

by 55 percent in week three. In week four however (two weeks after the postcards were 

mailed), the response rate stabilized for one week, which could be the result of the 

postcards. Although not conclusive (the response rate did still fall slightly), this finding 

corresponds with existing survey research that finds early follow-up contacts to be 

effective tools to elicit additional responses (Dillman, 1999). In total, the follow-up 

postcards look to have increased responses by upwards of 100 surveys making them a 

worthwhile component of the data collection process. 

13 These twelve respondents were contacted again by phone to explain the delay in their survey. 
14 A total of 28 surveys were returned due to incorrect or incomplete addresses, and attempts were made to 
contact each of these respondents. Of these mistakes, 12 were corrected and sent a replacement package, 
while the remaining I6 either had intentionally provided an incorrect address. or could not be contacted. 
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Impact of Followup Postcards on S u n e y  lieceipts 

Followup Postcards I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 +  

Weeks After Initial Mailing 

Figure 3 2 - Surveys received by the number of ~veeks after the rnitiul muilrng 

As a final contact, the 386 remaining respondents who had not returned their surveys by 

November 18, 2002 were mailed an identical replacement survey with a revised cover 

letter (see appendix 2) explaining that the survey was drawing to a close, and that their 

responses were still important to the project. Figure 3.3 illustrates the impact of the 

follow-up mailout on weekly response rates, and as with the follow-up postcard, the 

replacement survey appears to have had a minor effect shown by the small increase in 

returns two weeks after the tinal package had been mailed. Unlike the postcard however, 

the increase is much smaller (up to 15 surveys), and it is questionable as to whether or not 

the cost was justified. 

1 Impact of Kcpl~cement Suncys on Survey Hcccipts 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Weeks after November I lth, 2002 

3.3.2 Response Rute 

Surveys were collected until January 3 1,2003; at which point 878 of the initial 1 154 had 

been returned resulting in a raw response rate of 76%. To obtain a more accurate 

calculation for response rate, incorrect addresses (24), blank surveys ( I  0). and surveys 



that weren't taken seriously (2) were removed, resulting in a data set of 866 surveys out 

of a potential 1 1 18, or a revised response rate of 77%. This response rate of 77% 

compares well with Dillman's (1 978) expectation of 8 1% for combined telephone- 

mailout surveys to a general population. In his more recent work, Dillman (1 999) 

explains that expectations today should be lower for telephone based work because of the 

dramatic increase in telemarketing, and the introduction of call screening and call answer 

technologies. The observed response rate also compares well with similar transportation 

choice studies that used similar methodologies involving phone recruitment followed by 

mailout surveys. Some examples include Brownstone (2000) with 66%, Ewing (2000) 

with 59%, and Washbrook (2002) with 84%. An additional point is that these types of 

studies commonly focus on specific localized populations, which is expected to increase 

response rates by ten percent (Dillman, 1999), whereas this research questioned a much 

broader population base. Based on this information, the 77% response rate achieved in 

this survey is extremely satisfactory, and it can be concluded that the multiple 

personalized contacts overcame any drawbacks associated with targeting the survey to 

the general population. 

3.3.3 Response Bias 

Although the response rate was high, 23% of the recruited population did not return a 

completed survey, and if common characteristics or attitudes were present within this 

23% that weren't represented in the returned surveys, the results would be subject to a 

response bias. Unlike the self-selection bias, limited information is available on the 

recruits who did not return surveys (because they completed the telephone survey), so it 

is possible to see if any differences exist between them and the rest of the population. 

Figures 3.4 through 3.8 contrast the demographics for the respondents that returned the 

survey with those that did not. If any of these breakdowns were significantly different, it 

would indicate that the survey appealed to a certain portion of society more than another, 

so that their response rates didn't match with their recruitment rates. The figures show 

that the available demographics are relatively unchanged between the populations who 

returned and didn't return the surveys, so based on the limited statistics available, no 

response biases are present. 
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Figure 3.4 - Response bias in language Figure 3 5 -- Response bias in gender 
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Figure 3.8 - Response bias in regions 

3.3.4 Measurement Error 

Measurement error is introduced when a respondent interprets a question differently than 

was intended when the question was designed, making the results for that question much 

less meaningful. As a result, it is important to test the survey results to ensure that the 

questions were both understandable, and completable in a reasonable time frame so as to 

not to overtax respondents. To examine the first of these possibilities, figure 3.9 

illustrates how many times each question was skipped (not counting skipped pages), 

where commonly skipped questions could possibly indicate misunderstandings. Of the 

42 question where answers were expected, almost 90% were skipped by less than two 



percent of respondents, and no question was skipped more than four percent of the time. 

The questions skipped the most frequently (4 and 41) can both be explained because 

question 4 mistakenly didn't have a "Don't Know" option, and question 4 1 asked 

respondent's about their income. 

- 

Frequecies of Skipped Questions 

1 Question 

Figure 3 9 - Frequencies ofskipped survey ques~ions 

Figure 3.9 doesn't show an increase in skipped questions towards the end of the survey, 

but it doesn't include skipped questions on blank pages, where a higher frequency of 

missed pages towards the end of the survey could also indicate that respondent's didn't 

have enough time to complete the survey. To check for this possibility, figure 3.10 

shows the times each page was skipped, where pages threelfour, and fivelsix were 

skipped considerably more than all of the other pages. Although it would have been 

preferable if no pages had been skipped, the fact that the pages at the end of the survey 

weren't skipped as often indicates that the survey was probably a reasonable length. A 

more likely explanation for the skipped pages is that they stuck together, and because 

they weren't numbered, respondents didn't notice that they had missed a page. The 

combination of evidence presented in figures 3.9 and 3.10 leads to the conclusion that 

respondents found both the complexity and time requirements of the survey questions to 

be reasonable, so the possibility of measurement error is minimal. 



Frequencies of Missed Pages 



4 MODEL ESTIMATION 

The respondent choices in questions 20 through 23, and 25 through 28 were used to 

estimate a variety of multinomial logit models for vehicle and mode choice, where the 

resulting P parameters were those that best explained the set of data points (choices). The 

following discussion focuses on these base models, while their adaptation to ClMS is 

discussed in section 5. The optimal parameter estimates for the entire sample population 

(section 4.2) are preceded by an introductory examination of the choice questions that 

illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of the stated preference experiments (section 

4.1). Also discussed in this section are some of the alternative MNL models developed 

from subsets of the survey results (section 4.3), and some techniques to account for the 

uncertainty surrounding the optimal parameter estimates (section 4.4). 

4.1 Preliminary Assessment of Choice Questions 

Of the 866 valid surveys received, 3,278 useable vehicle choices and 3,335 useable mode 

choices were obtained" for use in model estimation. Although the overall response rate 

was excellent, it is also important to ensure that each choice prof?le was adequately 

represented. Table 4.1 shows how many of each of the 32 choice profiles in the mode 

and vehicle choice designs were received, with the average response rate being 108 

profiles (75%). Where the least represented profile was returned almost 100 times, all 

profiles seem to be adequately represented in the returned sample, so all attribute effects 

can be estimated independently. 

I5 A total of 186 vehicle choice questions, and 129 mode choice questions were eliminated froni the 
possible 3,464 because they weren't answered, or the answer was indiscernible. 
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Profile Received *I 

1 1 112 ] 
Table 4. I - Counts of received choice profiles 

Profile Received MI 

The responses were also examined to see if each alternative received enough choices to 

reveal the tradeoff points at which that alternative becomes preferred. Figures 4.1 and 

4.2 show the total number of choices each alternative received for the vehicle choice, and 

mode choice experiments, and although the alternative fuel vehicle alternative in the 

vehicle choice set, and the park and ride alternative in the mode choice set were chosen 

relatively infrequently in their choice sets (5.2% and 3.5% respectively), neither situation 

prevented models from being estimated. This conclusions was reached based on 

Louviere (2000), who explains that equation 4.1 can be used to determine required 

sample sizes, 

1 - P  I+a 
P ' "  

where n is the minimum required sample size, p is observed market share, a is the desired 

accuracy, and @-' is the inverse cumulative standard normal for signiticance a. 

Rearranging the equation to solve for a, with sample sizes of 3,278, and 3,335, market 

shares of 5.2% and 3.5% can be estimated within 13% and 10% of the true value with 

95% confidence. As the observed market shares increase, the accuracy of the estimates 

also increases considerably. 
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Figwe -1 2 - Choice frequencies.for. each mode type 

The final assessment performed on the choice questions was to examine the number of 

respondents who made the same choice in all four questions on their survey. If this event 

occurred frequently, the attributes' estimated contribution to utility would be reduced 

relative to the alternative specific constants, despite the fact that their levels were 

changing in each choice. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 summarize how many people chose each 

type of vehiclelmode in all four choices, and how many choose a mixture of 

vehicleslmodes. In both the vehicle and mode choice experiments, 56% of respondents 

chose the same alternatives in all four questions. 



Xlixture of Respondent Vehicle <'hoiccs 
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Figure -1.3 - Diversity i n  responden1 vehicle choices 

hlixture of Respondent Rlodc Choices 

Figure -1.4 - Diversity i n  respondenf mode choices 

These high shares can be explained in three different ways. First, the respondents could 

have taken sufficient time to read and understand each question, but the majority 

associated a high utility with the alternative they selected based on something other than 

the attributes presented. This is the prcfcrred explanation, because although it means 

some important factors may have been missing from the choice experiment, each answer 

is still independent, and the estimated models would be valid representations of the 

respondents' views. A second explanation is that the respondents may not have spent 

enough time reading the questions, and as a result failed to notice that the attribute levels 

were changing from question to question. If this were true, the observations for each 

individual wouldn't be independent, and the majority of the choice observations would be 

invalidated. Third, it's possible that the respondents were overwhelmed by the number 

choices and attributes, and therefore had to focus on just a small subset of the possibilities 

in order to make their decision. This outcome would not be as serious as the second 

because the choices would still be independent, but the models would be biased because 



all attributes are assumed to have the same potential to influence the decision, regardless 

of the decision maker. Based on a sampling of survey comments, all three of these 

possibilities seem to be defendable. but the first seems to be the most common 

explanation. The general high quality to which the rest of the survey was completed 

indicates that people did take the time to think about the questions, and there were only a 

few comments saying that the questions were confusing or overwhelming. 

4.2 Estimated Models Using the Complete Sample 

As mentioned, multinomial logit models are estimated using maximum likelihood 

techniques, which maximize the log of the likelihood function, L, 

where f,, is 1 if alternative j was chosen in observation q and 0 otherwise, and P,, is the 

probability of observation q choosing alternative j, which is equivalent to the multinomial 

logit market share calculation given in equation 2.6. The non-logged likelihood function 

would be the product of the different P,,  terms, but by taking the natural logarithms, the 

product is converted to a sum, and the rounding errors that would occur otherwise are 

avoided. The set of P parameters used in PI, that yield the largest sum of choice 

probabilities are the maxinium likelihood estimates for a given utility formulation and set 

of observations. LIMDEP version 7.0 was used to find the MLE's of the parameters for 

both the mode and vehicle choice models. 

4.2.1 Vehicle Choice 

The utility for each vehicle type, V, was estimated according to equation 4.3 

V = PC., . . CC + PI,., . . FC' + . FA + . EXf' + PI,,,,. . POW + P,,,y(. (I<ylrutioti -/ 3) 

where CC is capital cost, FC is the monthly fuel cost, FA is the percentage of service 

stations with the required fuel, EXP indicates if the vehicle has access to express lanes (0) 

or not ( I ) ,  POW indicates if the vehicle has power equal to (0) or 10% less than ( I )  the 

respondent's current vehicle, and ASC is a constant specific to each alternative. The first 



five p parameters are constrained to be identical for the four vehicle types (for example, 

capital cost is equally important for each vehicle type), but the PASC term can be different 

for each vehicleI6. Table 4.2 shows the results of this model using all 3,278 observations. 

with the MLE estimates for the weighting coef'ficients appearing in the second column, 

and the t-values in the third column. It should be noted that emissions were not included 

as a variable in the utility formulation because although respondents were given 

emissions information, the attribute levels were constants in the experimental design, and 

as such, any resulting effect can't be distinguished from the alternative specific constants. 

Beta Parameter 1 MLE I t-value 
Cauital Cost I -9.01E-05 1 -5.76* 
Fuel Cost 
Fuel Availability 
Exuress Lane Access 

ASC - Hybrid Electric 1 -0.36 1 -4.18* 
I I 

Power 
ASC - Gasoline 
ASC - Alternative Fuel 

Log-likelihood - full model 1 -3,625.61 1 
Log-likelihood - constants only 1 -3,699.5 1 1 

-4.60E-03 
1.16 

-0.16 

I Log-likelihood - no coefficients 1 -4,544.27 1 

-3.38* 
8.47* 
-3.09* 

-0.22 
-1.70 
-2.01 

I Observations 1 3,278 1 
*Coelticlent IS s~gn~t icant  w ~ t h  99% confidence 
Tuble -1 2 - Bestfit statisticsfor vehicle choice model 

-4.47* 
-17.22* 
-23.06* 

All of the parameters have the expected sign, with increased capital, and increased fuel 

costs having a negative impact on utility, while increased fuel availability, increased 

express lane access, and increased power all had a positive impact on utility. All of these 

coefficients, and the three alternative specitic constants were significant with 99% 

confidence (when the value in the third column exceeds *2.57). The explanatory power 

of discrete choice models is commonly tested by comparing the cumulative log- 

likelihood of the base model (4"' last row) against models with no coefficients (2nd last 

row), and models just containing alternative specific constants (3rd last row). The test 

statistic for these comparisons is two times the difference in the models' cumulative log 

likelihoods, which approximately follows a chi-squared distribution, with the number of 

I 6  To facilitate model estimation, the alternative specific constant for the fuel cell vehicle was fixed at zero. 
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degrees of freedom equaling the number of coefficients that have been restricted. Both 

test statistics (1,837.3 for the no coefficients, and 147.8 for the just alternative specific 

constants) resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis, meaning that the model presented 

in table 4.2 offers an improved explanation of the data than either of the alternatives with 

99% significance. 

An important comment about the alternative specific constants is that their magnitudes 

are relatively large compared to the other attributes' contributions to utility. This means 

that the alternative specific constants will constitute a significant share of the total 

observed utilities whatever values the attributes take on, and as a result, they will 

potentially become the primary determinants of market share. For example, in a scenario 

where a gasoline vehicle possessed the attributes summarized in table 4.3, 47% (-1.49) of 

the observed utility is the result of the attributes, compared to 53% (-1.70) from the 

alternative specific constant. 

1 Fuel Availability ( 100% 

Attribute 
Capital Cost 
Fuel Cost 

Value 
$20,000 
$ 1  50 1 month 

7uble -1.3 -- Attribute values,for gasoline vehicle 

Access to Express Lanes 
Power Compared to Current Vehicle 

Although the alternative specific constants account for a significant portion of the 

observed utilities, the magnitude of the observed utilities needs to be assessed relative to 

the error term to know what influence they will have on the market shares. If the scale of 

the model is large, meaning that the observed utility is large compared to the error term, 

the attributes and alternative specific constants will strongly influence the market shares. 

If the scale of the model is small however, neither the attributes nor the alternative 

specific constants will influence market shares (regardless of their relative magnitudes). 

Instead, the market shares will be dictated by the error terms, and because all of the error 

terms are identical in a multinomial logit model, the predicted market shares would also 

be equal. In order to assess the scale of the vehicle choice model, it was compared with 

similar models produced by Bunch (1 993), and Ewing (2000). Since the exact 

No 
Equal 



specification of attributes differs from model to model, this task was accomplished by 

comparing the coefticients for capital cost in the different models. Examining the base 

models from Bunch's and Ewing's work revealed their coefficients for capital cost were 

2.2 and 1.5 times larger than the coefficients in this study's model. The larger 

coefficients indicate that the scale of their models is larger, and that the attributes and 

alternative specific constants would therefore have more influence on the market shares". 

With this understanding, the following analysis illustrates the impact that the model's 

scale, and the relative magnitude of its attributes and alternative specific constants have 

on predicted market shares. High and low values were selected for each attribute (shown 

in table 4.4), and then combined to create a high and a low utility scenario for each 

vehicle type. This process resulted in eight different vehicles (an attractive and 

unattractive version for each type). To test how much market share each vehicle type 

could obtain, its attractive (high utility) version was combined with the low utility 

versions of the other three vehicle types. The reverse was done with each vehicle's 

unattractive (low utility) version to test how small a market share each type could obtain. 

The process resulted in eight scenarios in which each vehicle type was as attractive and 

unattractive relative to the other vehicle types in one scenario. The ranges shown in 

figure 4.5 show what market shares are possible for each of the vehicle types in these 

high and low utility scenarios. 

1 Attribute I Low Utility I High Utility I 
Value Value 

Capital Cost 
Fuel Cost 
Fuel Availability 

Table 4.4 - Attribute values used to produce high and low vehicle type utilities 

Access to Express Lanes 
Power Compared to Current Vehicle 

17 This conclusion assumes that all people value capital cost the same regardless of the sample population's 
demographics. An alternative conclusion could be that the sampled population for the given study just 
placed a higher importance on capital cost, and the other attributes might compare differently. This 
complete test was not possible because beyond capital cost, the exact attributes differed from model to 
model. 
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! Market Share Ranges for Each Vehicle Type 

I Gasolme Alternative Fuel Hybr~d-Electrc Fuel-Cell 

E'igzuz -1.5 - Pns.sihle vehicle /ype market shares 

These market share ranges do not represent absolute minimums or maximums, because 

the attribute values could be set to cover a wider range, but they do illustrate two key 

points. First, although the model's scale is smaller than some similar models, the 

attribute coefficients and alternative specific constants are large enough to prevent the 

error terms from dominating total utility, and they allow a considerable range of market 

shares to be predicted. At the same time however, for the range of attribute values 

considered, the magnitude of the alternative specific constants prevents most vehicle 

types from being able to capture the full range of possible market shares (0% to 100%). 

For example, the gasoline vehicle is unable to achieve more than 80% market share, even 

when all of its attributes are superior to the other vehicle types because the alternative 

specific constants for the hybrid electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are so much 

larger than gasoline's. These findings are encouraging, because they contradict DeCanio 

and Laitner's (1 997) conclusions that estimating these types of models leads to 

alternative specific constants that prevent emerging technologies from capturing 

significant market share. In this vehicle choice model, the reverse problem seems to 

actually be present to a minor degree. 

Focusing specifically on the alternative specific constants for the different vehicle types 

reveals another interesting finding, where all else being equal, respondents actually had 

an attraction to the less familiar, non-gasoline vehicles. Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles were 

the most popular, followed by hybrid electric vehicles, and then gasoline and alternative 

fuel vehicles. Figure 4.6 shows predicted market shares for the four vehicle types if each 
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possessed identical characteristics except for the alternative specific constants. This 

finding shows that those surveyed don't seem to be worried about experimenting with 

new engine technologies if the vehicle performance is otherwise comparable to existing 

options. Ewing (2000) reached similar conclusions when he examined the preferences of 

Montreal commuters for gasoline, alternative fuel, and electric vehicles. 

I Vehicle Type Market Shares 

II Alternative Fuel 

0 Hybrid-Electric 

0 Fuel-Cell 

35% 

Figure 4.6 - Vehicle type market shares based on equal attribute values 

An obvious problem with these conclusions is that non-gasoline vehicles haven't gained 

significant new market share anywhere in Canada, and certainly not to the levels shown 

in figure 4.6. This can be explained in part because the attribute values for non-gasoline 

vehicles have been set to extremely attractive levels to produce these market shares 

predictions, so they might be realistic if attribute values reached these levels in some 

future scenario. However, the answer is not this simple, as non-gasoline vehicles 

continue to gain significant market share even when attribute levels are set to values 

closer to those currently experienced by survey respondents. At these levels, upwards of 

70% of respondents said they would choose a hybrid-electric vehicle, when in reality 

only one of the 781 respondents with vehicle access had done so. Question six in the 

survey was designed to help explain the differences in alternative specific constants by 

asking respondents to rate the importance of eight different vehicle attributes (five of 

which, were not attributes in the vehicle choice experiment). As shown in figure 4.7, 

reliability, safety, and vehicle type were the most important attributes that weren't 

included as attributes in the discrete choice survey. Unfortunately, these results don't 

help explain the rankings of the alternative specific constants because there is no reason 



to believe respondents would have rated non-gasoline vehicles to be superior in these 

attributes. They were instructed that all of the vehicle types were the same class, and 

given their limited knowledge about hydrogen fuel cell and hybrid vehicles, it seems 

more likely that they would assume non-gasoline vehicle to have reduced reliability and 

safety. 

5 Atttibute Importance for Vehicle Choice 

Figure -1.7 - Attribute 1nGrtancein Vehicle Choice 

The attractiveness of non-gasoline vehicles could be explained in two additional ways. 

First, nothing in the statistical models accounts for the number of vehicle models 

available, when in reality far more than four alternatives exist, and most of the additional 

models are gasoline vehicles. Leiby and Rubin's (2001) model of vehicle choice includes 

indicators for both the number of makes and models of different vehicle types, and these 

factors are some of the most important determinants of vehicle type market shares. 

Second, it is also possible that the alternative specific constants are artificially large 

because respondents said they would pay more for emission reductions than they would 

actually pay in reality. With the exception of the alternative fuel vehicles, the ranking of 

the alternative specific constants paralleled the ranking of emissions reductions for each 

vehicle type, so this explanation seems to be plausible. Bunch et al. (1993) did vary 

emissions levels in their experimental design, and they found emissions reductions to 

have a positive influence on utility, but they questioned the believability of this 

conclusion on the basis that the results were artifacts of the stated preference study, and 

wouldn't have been found using revealed preferences. Similarly, Johansson-Stenman, 

and Martinsson (2002) found in a survey of 2,500 Swedish car owners that survey 

respondents consistently (and unconsciously) overstated their concern for the 
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environment when asked to rate its importance in their decisions. Both of these 

explanations make sense intuitively, and techniques to account for them are discussed in 

section 5.2. 

The remaining attributes also play an important role in each vehicle's utility, but it is 

difficult to directly compare them because their influence is dependant on the changes i n  

attribute level, and none of the units are equivalent. Table 4.5 displays how much of each 

attribute would be equivalent to a $1,000 increase in capital costs. For example, a 

consumer would be willing to accept the capital cost being $1,000 more if fuel costs were 

decreased by $19.59 per month. Under this presentation format, a direct comparison is 

still difficult, but one interesting observation is the relative unimportance of express lane 

access. Only an 8% increase in availability or a 4% increase in power is required to 

compensate a $1,000 increase in capital cost, whereas a 56% increase would be required 

for express lane access. Although it is quite possible that respondents placed a much 

higher importance on fuel availability and power, an alternate explanation that should be 

considered is that their limited knowledge of express lanes caused respondents to 

marginalize the attribute. In total, 83% of respondents either didn't have access to, or 

didn't know what a carpool express lane was, so they may not have understood the 

attribute well enough to give it significant weighting in their decisions. 

Attribute Change Equal to 
$1000 Increase in 

Fuel Cost 
Capital Cost 

$-I 9.59 / month 
Fuel Availability 
Express Lane Access 

7i1hle 4 5 - Cupitul cost equival~.ncy for vehicle uttrihufes 

When changes in attribute values don't offset each other, market shares will be altered, 

and the ,magnitude of that change will depend on both the initial market share and the 

initial attribute value of the technology being altered. This dependence results from the 

multi-nomial logit's non-linear market share curve, which is steep (high elasticity) when 

utilities are similar, and tlat (low elasticity) when utilities are different. Typically, a 
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+ 8% 
+ 56% 

I Power* + 4% 
*Value ~nd~ca te s  4% or total power, not 4% of 10% 



technology's market share elasticity, E, is expressed as the percent change in the 

technology's market share resulting from a percent change in one of its attributes 

(equation 4.4). Alternatively, equation 4.5 shows how the numerator can be expressed as 

the change in market share instead of percent change, yielding an elasticity defined as E*. 

* AMS E =--- 
%Ax, 

When this second form of elasticity is calculated for a multinonlial logit model with a 

linear-additive utility formulation, equation 4.6 results, 

E* =p.x, .MS, . (I-MS,) (@z/ulion 4 6) 

where p is the weighting coefficient of the attribute being changed, XI is technology i's 

value for that attribute, and MS, is technology i's initial market share. 

Because the attribute weighting coefficients are equal for each vehicle type, equation 4.6 

will also produce the same results for each vehicle type with a given XI and P,, so the 

following elasticity curves apply to all of the vehicle types. Figures 4.8 through 4.12 

show E* for the five vehicle choice attributes at four different attributes values. 

Examining each figure individually, the largest changes in market share occur when a 

vehicle is capturing 50% of the market, which is the steepest point in the market share 

curve. Also, larger initial attribute values lead to larger changes in market share because 

market shares are calculated based on absolute differences, SO a percent change is larger 

for larger initial values. Comparing across figures, changes in capital cost result in the 

largest changes in market share, followed by similar effects for fuel costs and fuel 

availability, with the snlallest impacts resulting from express lane access. 
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4.2.2 Mode Choice 

(Jnlike tlie vehicle choice niodel, the utility of each mode. VA{(OI)E, has a unique 

formulation, as shown in equations 4.7 through 4.1 I. 

where Dl '  is the driving time, PDT is the pickup and drop-offtime, WW'I' is the walking 

and waiting time, COST is tlie monthly cost of the mode, and TRANS is tlie number of 

transfers required. Anywhere a P parameter occurs in  more than one utility formulation 

(Br l r  and Bc.osl- for example) the estimated value is the same for all occurrences. It sliould 

also be noted that the alternative specific constant for the walking and cycling option is 

fixed to zero because a maximum of four of tlie five alternatives can be varied during 

model estimation. In addition to tlie utility formulations presented above, some alternate 

for~ns  were experimented with (allowing the value of driving time to be different for each 

mode for example), but the model presented in  this section seemed to provide the best 

combination of explanatory power, and simplicity. Table 4.6 shows the MLE parameters 

and t-values when tlie above equations were estimated using all 3,335 mode choices. 

Beta Parameter 

( ' ~ t  

Driving Ti111e 
f'ichup1Drop-ofl'Tiriic 
WalhingIWaiting 'Time 
l'ranskrs 
('yeling Path 
ASC - SOV 

ASC - 110V 
ASC -- Transit 
ASC - Park 11' Ride 

Observations 3.335 1 

MIX 
-2.84E-03 
-4.42E-02 
-7.94E-02 
-7.32t.l-02 

-0.16 
0.17 

-0.53 
-0.47 
-0.46 
-1.95 1 -10.80* 

I .og-likelihood 
Img-lihelihood - colistants only 
Log-likelihood - no cocl'licients 

t-value 
-5.29* 

- 1  3.84* 
-5.07* 
-8.30* 
-2.00** 
1.26*** 

-3.94' 

-2.73* 
-3.02* 

-4.088.34 
-4.673.59 
-5,367.48 



As with the vehicle choice model, all of the attributes entered the model with the 

expected signs. Increasing time, cost, and the number of transfers had a negative 

influence on utility, with only increasing access to bike routes having a positive effect, 

and the estimates were each significant with 99% confidence, with the exception of the 

number of transfers (95%), and the presence of cycling paths (80%). Despite the lower 

confidence in the cycling path parameter, it has been left in the main model because a 

number of comments on surveys indicated that people felt positively about bike routes, 

and the lower confidence is partially the result of the smaller sample size of cycling 

choices. The log-likelihood ratio statistics for the just constants model (1 ,I 70), and no 

coefticients model (2,558) both exceed their respective chi-square distribution values, 

indicating that the parameter estimates in table 4.6 offer greater explanatory values than 

those with the restricted parameter sets. 

Prediction ranges for possible mode market shares are dictated by two factors: the 

attributes' and alternative specific constants' relative contributions to utility, and the 

relative magnitudes of the observed utility and the error term. The range of market shares 

possible for each mode type was tested using the same procedure described for the 

vehicle choice model, with the high and low attribute values shown in table 4.7. These 

attribute values are well within the ranges of values presented in the surveys, and as the 

resulting market share ranges in figure 4.13 show, market shares from 0% to almost 

100% are possible for each of the modes. These results show that like the vehicle choice 

models, the observed component of utility is large enough relative to the error terms to 

allow the market share predictions to be influenced by realistic attribute values. Unlike 

the vehicle choice models however, the alternative specific constants in the mode choice 

utility formulations are not as dominant relative to the attributes' contributions to utility. 

In other words, almost a full range of market shares is possible for each of the modes 

because of the alternative specific constants' smaller relative magnitude. 



Attribute 
Cost 
Driving Time 

Market Share Ranges for Each Mode 

PickupIDrop-off Time 
WalkingIWaiting Time 
Transfers 
Cycling Route Access 

SOV HOV Transit ParWRide WalWCycle 1 

Low Value 
$50 I month 
5 minutes 

Figure 4.13 -- Range ofpossible market shures,for each mode 

High Value 
$200 / month 
60 minutes 

Table 4 7 - .lltt.rbute values ~rsed to produce h ~ g h  and low tno& ope  zrtrlrtres 

0 minutes 
0 minutes 

0 
No 

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the actual and predicted market shares for the five modes, 

where the actual shares were obtained from survey responses, and the predicted shares 

were based on the costs and times provided by respondents in their survey responses. 

The detailed attribute values for each of these scenarios can be found in appendix 5. 

Given that it was difficult to know the exact level of some attributes (respondents weren't 

asked to decompose the time of their commutes for example), the two figures seem to 

match fairly well. The major divergence between the actual and predicted shares occurs 

with the carpooling option, which is predicted to be almost four times as popular as it is 

in reality. A possible explanation for this problem is that some respondents chose the 

carpooling option in the choice experiment, when in reality it was not a possibility for 

them. This possibility is supported by some survey comments, which indicated that 

carpooling was not a feasible option, even though it had been selected. If the carpooling 

option is eliminated for the 39% of the population that claimed it was not available to 

them, its share drops to 16%, which is much closer to the actual share. The issue of mode 

availability is discussed further in section 6. 

20 minutes 
20 minutes 

I 
Yes 



Actual Mode Market Shares 

C3 SOV 

HOV 

0 Trans it 

Park & Ride 

t@ WalWCycle 

Predicted Mode Market Shares 

Figure 4.14 - Actual mode shares for respondents Figure 4.15 - Predicted mode shares for respondents 

Taking a closer look at the alternative specific constants reveals that the values for the 

SOV, HOV, and transit options are all relatively similar, while park and ride was the least 

attractive, and walking and cycling was the most attractive. In a scenario where the costs 

and times of the different modes (with the exception of walking and cycling) were quite 

competitive, the similarity of the alternative specific constants for SOV, HOV, and transit 

means that each mode will obtain considerable market share. The results of such a 

scenario are displayed in figure 4.16, with the exact attribute values available in appendix 

5. The aversion to using park and ride services can possibly be explained because many 

respondents were unfamiliar with the option (the service was either unavailable or 

unknown to 61% of respondents compared to 2% for SOVs), and as a result they were 

hesitant to select it even though the attributes may have been attractive. The attraction to 

walking and cycling makes sense because many of the attributes associated with walking 

and cycling, such as personal health and environmental benefits were not included in the 

survey, so they are accounted for in the alternative specific constant. 



Predicted Mode Market Shares 
7% 

Figure 4. I6 - Market Sharesfor scenario with similar times and costs 

The results of survey question 13 were designed further explain the relative rankings of 

each alternative specific constant by asking respondents how they rated eight different 

mode attributes (six of which, weren't included in the experiment design). Interestingly, 

the results in figure 4.17 show flexibility, safety, and reliability were the most important 

attributes excluded from the mode choice experiment. These would all seem to be 

attributes that favor SOV travel, and they do little to explain why carpooling and transit 

were rated equivalently in the model. Environmental impact is an attribute that would 

favor non-SOV modes, but it was not rated as a particularly important attribute in the 

survey. Two additional factors that may explain this difference are the companionship 

possible in non-SOV modes, and the ability to work on other tasks. Based on survey 

comments, these factors would seem to be important to some respondents, but 

unfortunately, no questions in the survey specifically targeted these attributes. 

Attribute Importance for Mode Choice 

I 

Figure 4.17 - Attribute Importance in Mode Choice 



Tlie triode clioice models have three variables describing time (driving time, 

walkinglwaiting time, and pickupldrop-off time), and because the units are identical, they 

can be compared directly. Interestingly, tlie respondents' valuations of the different types 

of time were not identical, with the coefficients for the lion-driving time attributes 

approximately equal, and almost twice as influential as the driving time attribute. 'This 

means for example, that an average respondent considers spending half an hour driving to 

work to be roughly equivalent to waiting for I0 minutes, and then driving for another 10 

minutes. So although the absolute time involved in these non-driving activities may be 

small relative to the entire commute, their influence on respondent choice, and therefore 

their role in policy, can be significant. A nulnber of other mode choice studies 

(Washbrook, 2002, Asenio, 2002, and Bliat, 1997 for example) have reached tlie same 

conclusion that traveling time is more bearable then lion-driving time. altliougli it sliould 

be noted that the values they observed for different types of non-driving time often had 

differcut relative rankings. Tlie only counter conclusion found in the literature belonged 

to Train (1979), in which in vehicle time was found to be slightly more important than 

waiting time (carpooling was not examined). 

The elasticities for the six mode choice attributes are displayed in figures 4.18 through 

4.23. As with the vehicle choice experiment, the elasticities are presented as the change 

in market share over the percent change in attribute values, with four initial values shown 

for each attribute. The three figures for time-based attributes reinforce tlie conclusions of 

the preceding paragraph, witli pickupldrop-of'fand walkinglwaiting time elasticities being 

relatively equal, and approxin~ately twice as important as driving time. This can be seen 

by comparing the lines marked by triangles (time = 15 minutes) on figures 4.20 and 4.21 

witli the line marked by squares (time = 30 minutes) on figure 4.19. The tigures also 

show that time seems to be a more important determinant of clioice tlian cost, and that 

both cycling route access and the number of transfers have similar but much smaller 

impacts on niarket share tlian the time and cost attributes. 
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4.3 Estimated Models Using Segmented Samples 

The models discussed to this point have all included tlie full sample of respondents, 

without any attempt to disaggregate the results based on different deniograpliic 

indicators. Different segments of society com~iionly hold different views, and the niodcls 

estimated for these different populations would presumably also be different. For 

example, income and gender have commonly been interacted in utility fortiiulations to 

allow market share predictions to vary across different populations (Buncli, 1993 and 

Ewing, 2000 provide vehicle choice examples). Although these segnientations can be 

informative, they are not particularly usefill for a model like CIMS, because there is no 

nieans of distinguishing between different populations (except on a regional basis). As 

such, the following discussio~is of sub-models for vehicle choice and mode clioicc are 

primarily to illustrate the potential for model niisspeciflcations by not having 

demographic differences represented within CIMS. 

4.3.1 Vehicle Clroice 

In addition to the vehicle choice model based on all 3.278 observations, eight sets of sub- 

models were estimated according to tlie same utility formulation presented in equation 

4.3, to yield 32 individual sub-models. The segments were based on region, city size. 

ma-jor cities, age, gender, education, family income, vehicle access, and vehicle type. 

Each set of sub-models can be compared with the base model, using the same test that 

compared tlie base model against those with no coefticients. The test statistic is two 

times the dift'erence between the cumulative log likelihood of the base model, and the 

sum of cumulative log likelihoods for a set of sub-models (all five regions for example). 

Tliis statistic i'ollows a clii-squared distribution, with the number of degrees of freedom 

equal to the number of coefficients sunimed across sub-models minus tlie number of 

coel'iicients in the base model. 'flie only caveat to this procedure is that the cumulative 

sample sizes for tlie sub-~iiodels need to equal the saniple size for the entire population. 

In the cases where some respondents didn't fit  into a category (some people didn't 

provide an income for example) the log likelihoods were scaled up to be comparable to a 



satnple size of 3.?781X. The results of these tests ore displayed in table 4.8, and with the 

exception of the major cities segmentation all of the sub-models offered greater 

explanatory power than the base rnodel with 99% confidence. 

Segmen t 
Models Statistic Freedom H othcsis* 

Ke ?ion 
C'it S i x  68.9 Yes 
Maior Cities -24.5 I6 N o  

A gc 
Education 

As groups, alrnost all of the segmentations explain the observed vehicle choices better 

Gender 
I nconie 
Vehicle Type 

than the base model, but riot all ofthcir individual sub-models necessarily make sense 

4 
4 

intuitively. For example, in the rcgion sub-models, only two of the five sub-modcls had 

*Model\ w r c  \ ~ p n ~ l i c a n t l y  d~llcrclit 141th 99% conl'dcncc 

2 
5 
4 

all five cocflicicnts with the cspccted sign. and none of the rnodels had eight significant 

92.5 
1 13.8 

cocflicicnts. I'ablc 4.9 summarizes how many times each attribute coefticient I~ad the 

55.3 
1 13.7 
57.3 

cxpcctcd sign and was significant, and as can bc seen, none of the coefficients wcrc 

24 
24 

significant in all 32 sub-modcls, and two of the live attribute coefficients didn't have thc 

Yes 
Yes 

8 
32 
2 4 

cxpcctcd sign all the time. I'hc fact that the lircl cost coefficient is not the expected sign 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

in seven of the  32 sub-models'" is ol'particular concern because it is difficult to explain 

why increasing file1 costs would have a positive iniluence on ~ltility. Also of note is that 

both the cspress lane access, arid ASC fi)r hybrid vehicles weren't significant in very 

many sub-rnodcls ( I2 and 17 respcctivcly). so although they were significant in the base 

case, conlidcnce in those estimates should be cautioned. 



Times Times 
expected coefficient 1 sign was 1 was 

Coefficient 
Capital Cost 

Ex~ress Lane Access 1 29 

Fuel Cost 
Fuel Availability 

observed 
32 

significant* 
26 

13 

2 5 
32 

Power 
ASC - Gasoline 
ASC - AFV 

7uhle 4.9 --- Szrmmaty of  cocficien/s in  vehicle choice model segments 

22 
2 7 

ASC - HEV 

Recognizing that the sub-models have some problems, table 4.10 presents more detailed 

information on each of the individual sub-models, while the complete parameter 

estimates and t-statistics are available in appendix 6. Some of the most noteworthy 

segments are those based on age, education, and gender, which all have the expected 

signs in all of their sub-models. In these three segmentations, some of the differences 

between sub-models followed distinct trends, whereas others seemed to be patternless. In 

the age segments, vehicle power and access to proper fuel had less importance for older 

respondents, which could be the result of older respondents having less interest in driving 

long distances, and a decreased desire for powerful vehicles. In the education segments, 

access to the proper fuel was more important for people with more education, perhaps 

because they were more likely to be traveling longer distances. Interestingly, higher 

education leads to a greater importance being placed on vehicle power, which contradicts 

the findings of Ewing (2000), and Bunch ( 1  993), who both find increased education leads 

to increased environmental concern. This tinding also seems to contradict other model 

results that show respondents with a higher education also had the greatest aversion to 

gasoline vehicles compared to the cleaner hybrid electric, and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. 

Finally, when looking at the gender segments, women place less importance on power 

than men, and they also place a much higher value on the operating costs relative to the 

other attributes. 

3 2 
na 
na 

22 
3 1 
3 1 

* W ~ t h  95% confidence 
na 17 



' W ~ t h  95% conf~dence 
Table 4 10 - Summary of nlodels in vehicle choice model segtvenls 

Although some interesting ideas and trends can be drawn from the segments, when the 

accompanying problems are also considered there does not seem to be any critical 

information being excluded by building a model based on the entire population. This 

conclusion is important because it helps rationalize the use of a single set of behavioral 

parameters in ClMS for all of Canada. More detailed segments and greater attention to 

demographics would likely continue to increase the explanatory power of the vehicle 

choice models, and potentially even eliminate some of the counter-intuitive results 



observed in this section. CIMS operates at a relatively coarse demographic resolution 

however, and the level of detail that could realistically be included doesn't seem to offer 

any improvements. 

4.3.2 Mode Choice 

An almost identical seven segments were developed for the mode choice model following 

the same utility formulations laid out in equations 4.7 through 4.1 1 ,  resulting in 28 sub- 

models. The only differences were that the vehicle access segmentation was replaced 

with a cotnmuterlnon-comlnuter segmentation, and the vehicle type sub-models were 

removed. As with the vehicle choice segmentations, each group of sub-models was 

tested against the base model using a log-likelihood ratio test. The test statistics and 

results sulnlnarized in table 4.1 1 show that all seven segmentation groups provided an 

improved understanding of the data with 99% cont7dence. 

I Segment I Sub - I Test 1 Degrees of 1 Reject Null I 

'Models were s~gn~l icant ly  d~l'lkrent w ~ t h  99% conlidcnce 
7uhlc 4. I I - Significance of mode choice cleniogruphic segnients 

Like the vehicle choice sub-models however, although the base model was highly 

significant with all signs appearing in the expected direction, the same cannot be said for 

all of the individual sub-models. Table 4.12 shows how many times each attribute 

coefficient had the expected sign and was significant over the 28 sub-models. All three 

time coefticicnts had the expected signs in all 28 segments, but cost, the number of 

transfers, and bike route access, had unexpected influences on utility in up to six sub- 

models. Although bike route access, and the number of transfers could probably have 

been non-factors for many respondents (especially those who may not have examined the 

non-vehicle options closely), it is difticult to explain why increasing cost would be seen 

as a benefit in four of the 28 sub-models. Also of concern is that access to a cycling path 

70 



was only significant in one sub-model, and pickupldrop-off time, the number of transfers, 

and the ASC's for SOV, HOV, and transit were significant in less than twenty of the sub- 

models. This summary information about the mode choice segments shows that they 

possess a corisiderable number of weaknesses and although the models may provide some 

interesting insights, minimal overall value is lost by working with the base model in 

CIMS. 

- 
Coefficien t ( observed I significant* 

Times 
expected 
sign was 

Times 
coefficient 

was 

( ASC - HOV Na 9 

Transfers 
Cycling Path 
ASC - SOV 

, . I able 4.13 illustrates how many coef'ficients had the expected sign, and how many were 

statistically significant in each of the mode choice sub-models. l'he complete sub-model 

specifications are also available in appendix 7. Sotile of the most interesting, and 

reasonable segmentations are those by region, city size. and age, but as with the vehicle 

choice sub-models, the trends across different sub-tnodels weren't always explainable. 

]:or example, all else bcing equal, park and ridc was the least popular mode in all regions, 

and walkinglcycling was the most popular except for Quebec where it was carpooling. 

The aversion to park and ridc could be explained by respondents' general lack of 

experience with the mode, but Quebecois' attraction to carpooling is strange considering 

they also had the greatest aversion to high pickupldrop-off times. The importance of 

driving time was relatively constant across regions, while cost had the highest relative 

importance in BC and the Atlantic provinccs. Although the coefficients in each of the 

city s i ~ e  sub-tnodels all have the expected signs, there are only negligible differences 

between the three sub-l~~odels, and the base model. 'There are differences across the age 

24 
A& 37 

N a 

ASC - Transit 
ASC - Park n' Ride 

7 
1 

14 

*W~th  95% conl'dcncc 

Na 
N a 

1 1  
2 5 



sub-models however, where cost is most important for young and old respondents, 

possibly because those samples are heavily weighted with students and retirees who have 

less disposable income, making travel costs a more significant portion of  their budget. 

The attractiveness o f  the SOV and transit options were relatively similar for all four age 

groups, but these modes were more attractive than walkinglcycling for the elderly, while 

the reverse was true for the younger age groups, possibly because they were more 

physically able to undertake more active forms of  transportation. Clearly there are a 

number o f  estimated differences between the different sub-models, but because so many 

are either inconsistent, or  unexplainable, deciding which ones are valid, and which are 

artifacts o f  the smaller sample sizes would be extremely problematic. 

Model Segment 

All Observations 
Region - Atlantic 
Region - Quebec 
Region - Ontario 
Region - Prairies 
Region - BC 
City Size - More than 1,000,000 
City Size - 500,000 to 1,000,000 
City Size - Less than 500,000 
City - Toronto 
City - Vancouver 
City - Montreal 
Age - Yo~lnger than 25 years 
Age - 26 to 40 years 
Age - 4 1 to 55 years 
Age - Older than 56 years 
Education - Grade 9 or less 
Education - Grade 12 

Education 
Education - University 
Gender - Male 
Gender - Feniale 
Family Income - Under $20,000 
Family Income - $20,00 1 to $40,000 
Family Income - $40,00 1 to $60,000 
Family Income - $60,00 1 to $80,000 
Family Income - Over $80,000 
Colnlni~ters Only 

* W ~ t h  95% confdcncc . . Inhlc -/ 13 Slrnr~?rut:~~ o f  t ~ ~ o d ~ . l . s  111 nlotle cho~ce  n ~ o t k ~ l  .scgt?ictil.s 

Obs. 

3,335 
282 
758 

1,277 
597 
421 

1,707 
944 
684 
750 
361 
596 
300 

1,074 
1,254 
701 
134 
649 
1,094 
1,432 
1,366 
1.95 1 
253 
626 
727 
547 

1,058 
2,637 

CLL 

-4,088.3 
-339.4 
-909.8 

- 1.555.6 
-723.7 
-505.7 

-2,070.6 
-1,151.2 
-842.3 
-900.4 
-435.7 
-709.1 
-322.9 

- 1,3 18.2 
- 1,466.2 
-865.1 
-162.4 
-790.4 

-1,334.8 
- 1.732.3 
- 1,67 1.3 
-2,345.6 
-308.6 
-737.7 
-92 1.0 
-642.1 

- 1,194.5 
-3,146.9 

Expected 
Signs 

6 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
6 
6 
6 
5 
3 
5 
6 ---- 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 

Significant 
Coefficients* 

9 
4 
5 
6 
5 
7 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
7 
5 
0 
7 
4 
7 
9 
6 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 



4.4 Accounting for Uncertainty 

Until now only the maximum likelihood estimates have been presented, and although 

they do provide the best explanation of the data, they don't provide a perfect explanation. 

Many other combinations of P parameters could provide reasonable fits with the observed 

choices, and by just focusing on the maximum likelihood estimators these additional 

possibilities are ignored. Accounting for these alternative parameter estimates allows the 

full range of possible outconies and their associated probabilities of occurrence to be 

assessed. Once this information is available, tlie relative strength (or certainty) of the 

MLE's can be easily seen. If niany parameter combinations are equally likely, the 

confidence in the MLE's should be reduced, but if the MLE's are much more likely than 

the alternative combinations, confidence in them should be increased. These two 

extremes are illustrated in figures 4.24 and 4.25, wliere both diagrams show tlie 

probability that various parameter estimates explain hypothetical data sets. In both cases, 

the maximum likelihood estimator is identical ( 5 ) ,  but the certainty in that estimate is 

much greater in figure 4.25. 

1'1)1; of I'arameter I<stimates 

I'arametcr I<stinlate 

This way of thinking about uncertainty is significantly different from confidence intervals 

or sensitivity analyses that focus primarily on the potential outcomes. without considering 

thcir probability of their occurrence. Without both types of information, it is impossible 

to take advantage of the f i~l l  benefits of uncertainty analysis. Morgan and Henrion ( 1  990) 

outline tliree general reasons why incorporating uncertainty is often beneficial to policy 



analysis. First, accounting for uncertainty allows the most important factors in a decision 

to be identified, and potentially unexpected outcomes can be anticipated. Second, 

disagreements over predicted outcomes can be debated more fruitfully by comparing full 

ranges of potential outcomes (which may overlap) instead of focusing on single point 

estimates. In highly uncertain analysis, this can be particularly useful, because estimates 

that initially seem to be vastly different may in fact overlap with each other once 

uncertainty is accounted for. Third, properly documenting the uncertainty in an analysis 

helps future work return to the ideas and incorporate them into additional analysis 

without misinterpreting or overextending the results. These three reasons in combination 

with the intuitive notion that attempts to understand human behavior will always be 

clouded with uncertainty give a strong justification for the following techniques for 

quantifying uncertainty in discrete choice models. 

4.4.1 Technique for Quuntifying Uncertainty in Discrete Choice Moclc.1~ 

In order to account for the uncertainty in the parameters of the vehicle and mode choice 

models developed in section 4.2, it is necessary to return to the cunlulative log likelihood 

function presented in equation 4.2. The estimation routine in LIMDEP 7.0 focuses 

exclusively on finding the parameters that maximize this equation using the most 

efficient method possible. This is accomplished with the first and second order 

derivatives of the likelihood function, and as a result of the efficient solving algorithm, 

many of the possible combinations of beta parameters are skipped over in the search for 

the MLE. The approach taken in this section first develops a series of possible values for 

each p parameter centered at its respective MLE, and then determines the value of the 

likelihood function for every possible combination of P parameters. The value of the 

likelihood function for any set of parameters is directly proportional to the probability of 

that combination of parameters occurring, so once enough combinations are evaluated, 

the complete joint probability density function can be interpolated. Fortunately, local 

minimum and maximums are not a concern because the parameter space of the log- 

likelihood function for an MNL model is concave in all parameters (Train, 2003), and as 

such, the likelihood fimction will decrease as any of the parameters are moved in either 

direction away from the MLE. This technique is illustrated for a hypothetical DCM with 



a single P parameter in the figure 4.26. The left hand side of the diagram shows the 

likeliliood filnction evaluated at nine different parameter values. These points are then 

scaled to unity on the riglit hand side and interpolated to form a probability density 

function for the lull range of explored J3 values. Altliough much harder to visualize, the 

technique is the same when dealing with a ~nulti-dimensional parameter space. 

- -- --- 

Points on 1,ikelihood Function 

Uncertainty was explored in eight of nine vehicle choice parameters, and nine of eleven 

mode choice parameters. In both models, the alternative specitic constants set to zero in 

the initial estimation (hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, and walking/cycling) were fixed at 

zero for the uncertainty analysis. I:ixing one oftlie alternative specific constants to its 

m a x i m i ~ ~ n  likelihood estimator does not detract from the analysis because it is only the 

difference in utility values that matter, so if one is arbitrarily fixed to zero the full range 

of possible diffkrences is still explored. Becailse of computational time limitations, the 

park 6t ride alternative specitic constant was also fixed to its MIJE (-1.95) to reduce tlie 

amount of uncertainty being considered in tlie mode choice model. I'Iiis simplification is 

of minor significance because the park and ride option is not included in CIMS, so tlie 

uncertainty surrounding its utility constant is relatively unimportant. 

Series of seven possible parameter estimates were centered around each of tlie uncertain 

13 parameters' MI,E's so that tlie marginal probability for the values furthest from tlie 



MLE's were between 2% and 5%'". The marginal probability of a parameter value is its 

probability of occurring independent of the other parameters' values, so this step means 

that between 4% and 10% of the possible values for each parameter are not being 

considered. The resulting ranges of parameter values for the vehicle and mode choice 

models are shown in tables 4.14 and 4.15 respectively. The log-likelihood function for 

every possible combination of these P parameters was then calculated with the 3,278, and 

3,335 choice observations using macros programmed in Excel 2000. Ideally, a wider 

range of values, and finer intervals could have been explored, but the computation time 

required to run the Excel macros was already considerable, and the fact that the 

Iikelil~ood functions are concave minimized the potential to overlook subtle behavior. 

1 Attribute I Low I High ( 

I WalkIWait Time 1 -0.093 1 -0.066 1 

Commuting Cost 
1 

PickupIDrop-off Time 
Number of Transfers 
Cycling Route Access 
Single Occ~~pancy Vehicle ASC 
High Occupancy Vehicle ASC 
Transit ASC 
Park & Ride ASC 
WalkICycle ASC 
7'rihlc. -1 IS  Kur 

Value 
-0.05 1 

10 This step was somewhat problematic because the ranges were determined using subsets of uncertain 
parameters. Because the marginals are dependant 01-1 all the uncertain parameters, once the full set was 
analyzed, the desired marginal wasn't achicvcd euc t ly .  

7 6 

Value 
-0.038 



4.4.2 Resu1t.s of the Uncertainty Anulysis 

Figures 4.27 through 4.34 present the ~narginal probability distributions for each of the 

uncertain parameters in the vehicle choice models. So that the different figures can be 

effectively compared, the vertical scales range from 0% to 30%. Horizontally, the scales 

have been chosen so that they retlect each attribute's average contribution to utility. For 

example, the range for the capital cost coefficient is much slnaller than the range for any 

of the alternative specific constants because its contribution to utility is multiplied by the 

values for capital cost. If these scaling adjustments were not made, the distributions for 

the parameters that are multiplied by larger numbers would appear to be very narrow 

(highly certain), which would misrepresent the actual uncertainty because utility is the 

measure of interest. Using the presentation format in the following figures, direct visual 

comparisons can be made, where high, narrow tnarginals indicate little uncertainty in the 

parameter's contribution to utility, and short, wide marginals indicate the opposite. 

The probability distribution functions provide additional information that is not available 

from the t-statistics presented in section 4.2. For example, even though both PFc, and 

PEXIj have very similar t-statistics (-3), the uncertainty in those parameters is quite 

different, with P I - ~ ' s  contribution to utility being almost three times as uncertain. An 

additional point of interest is that although pee and contribute the most uncertainty to 

utility, the actual values they are likely to cover fall within relatively small ranges. For 

example, 95% of the likely pee values are between -1.22' 10-%ad -5.86* lo-'. This 

finding is important because the relationship between these parameters is typically used 

to estimate private discount rates (see section 5.3), so a narrow range of likely parameter 

values will translate to a narrow range of likely discount rate estimates. 
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Figures 4.35 through 4.43 present the marginal probability distribution functions for the 

beta parameters in the mode choice model and, similarly to the vehicle choice figures, the 

-0.009 -0.004 

30% - 

20% 

10% ; 

0% A ,  
- 1  -0 .5  0 0 .5  

vertical scales all range from 0% to 40%, and the horizontal ranges are selected to be 

directly comparable in terms of contribution to utility. In terms of the relative 

k'igure 4.2 7 - pdf /Ic ., . Figure 4.28 - pdf !fl.., . 

contributions to utility, these figures illustrate that the three time variables are the least 

uncertain parameters. This finding is important because as discussed in section 4.2. they 
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are also the most influential variables on choice predictions. Also of note is the relatively 

large degree of uncertainty surrounding the utility contributions from Prr,,,,ser, and 

PCycle~at~l r  both of which have a significant probability of actually subtracting from a 

mode's utility. These possibilities match with the t-statistics presented in table 4.6, which 

showed that both of these parameters couldn't be significantly differentiated from zero. 
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In addition to the marginal probability distributions for each of the uncertain parameters, 

vehicle type market shares were calculated for each combination of parameter values. 

Figures 4.44 through 4.47 show market share distributions for the different vehicle types 

in a scenario where the attributes reflect current values, and cases where each of the three 

non-gasoline vehicle types are individually promoted through cost subsidization, and 

increased fuel availability (the details of these scenarios are available in appendix 4). As 

with the marginal probability distributions, the peak of each curve represents the 

maximum likelihood prediction for that vehicle type's market share, and the wider the 

distribution the less certain the prediction. In all of the scenarios, the figures show a 

range of possible market shares for each of the vehicle types, where the most likely 

estimate is sometimes less than 20% probable. Possible values for vehicle type market 

shares cover ranges of up to 20%, and often overlap, which provides backing to the idea 

that the single most likely outcomes shouldn't be focused on. 
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Figures 4.48 through 4.5 1 show the market share distributions for the different 

commuting modes in a business as usual scenario, and scenarios where each of the non- 

SOV options are each individually promoted (the details of these scenarios are available 

in appendix 5). The widths of the distributions are slightly narrower than those obtained 

for the different vehicle types, with ranges of up to 15% possible. The narrower 

distributions are partially explained because fewer possible values were explored in some 

parameters, which has the effect of increasing the likelihood of the maximum likelihood 

estimates relative to the less likely parameter values. In general, both the vehicle type 

and mode type market share distributions are narrow considering the range of values that 

seemed likely in each of the parameters' marginal probability distributions. This is 

encouraging, because although the importance of each attribute is uncertain, that 

uncertainty is not additive, and the resulting uncertainty surrounding the market shares 

(and costs, and emissions) is not overwhelming. The techniques in this section have 

successfully demonstrated the degree of uncertainty in the vehicle and mode choice 

models, and ways of incorporating this understanding into ClMS will be discussed in 

section 5.5. 
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5 INCORPORATING DCM'S INTO CIMS 

The discrete choice models developed in section 4.2 are effective at predicting market 

shares for niode and vehicle choice in isolation, but because they are isolated from the 

rest of the economy, they are not itntnediately useful in an energy-economy niodeling 

context. To gain value from tlie discrete choice models, their performance will be 

incorporated into ClMS once two specitic obstacles are overcome. First, the technologies 

theniselves, and their organization in the DCM's do not match exactly with the 

technology hierarchy used in CIMS. Second, the key ClMS parameters (v, i ,  and r) don't 

correspond directly with the weighting parameters used in discrete choice models. The 

remainder of this section elaborates on these issues, and discusses the techniques used to 

match the DCM technologies and predictive characteristics to CIMS (sections 5.1 

through 5.3). The resulting CIMS parameters, and means of propagating estimates of 

uncertainty into CIMS are discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. 

5.1 Matching the Mode Choice DCM to CIMS 

Two specific problems were encountered when matching the discrete choice model for 

mode choice to CIMS. The first ofthese is that ClMS competes SOV's, tlOV1s, transit, 

and walkinglcycling, whereas the DCM also includes a park and ride option. This issue is 

easily resolved by removing tlie park and ride option fioni the DCM, and leaving the 
r .  other utility thrniulations unchanged. I his action doesn't necessitate alterations to tlie 

utility formulations because of the ~nultinomial-logit model's property of independent 

clioice probabilities (see section 2.2). By removing the park and ride niode, the market 

share it would have received is divided between the remaining modes so that their 

relative choice probabilities are unchanged. This step also makes sense intuitively, 

because a person who would have chosen tlie park and ride option was already willing to 

use a lnixture of niodes, so their choices i n  the absence of the park and ride option seem 

likely to also comprise a mixture of ~nodes. 



The second problem is that CIMS competes modes using capital cost as an attribute. 

which wasn't included in the DCM formulation. Capital costs are conin~only excluded 

from mode choice models (Waslibrook, 2000 and Bliat, 1997), because the decision is 

viewed as a day-to-day usage decision where the simk capital costs of a vehicle purchase 

do not intluence tlie decision. In other words, once a person has purchased a vehicle, 

only the marginal cost of operating that vehicle intluence tlie decision to use it". The 

reason that not including capital costs in tlie DCM for~nulation is a problem stems Srom 

the way modes are competed in CIMS. Figure 5.1 presents a simplified illustration of tlie 

mode choice competition in CIMS", where light grey boxes are individual technologies, 

and dark grey boxes are the parent nodes that group competing teclinologies or nodes 

together. When a competition occurs between teclinologies (vehicle 1 and vehicle 2 for 

example), the characteristics of those technologies are used to determine the resulting 

market shares. When a competition occurs between nodes (SOV, 110V. transit, and 

walkinglcycling for example), market shares are dcterniined using tlie market share 

weighted averages of tlie life cycle costs for tlie underlying technologies. In tlie niodc 

choice con~petition fhr example, the SOV and I IOV cliaracteristics are both based on the 

market shares and lik cycle costs of vehicle one and two. 

'' The decision to model mode choice as a usage or purchasing decision has implications for the calculation 
of costs, because i t  is iniportnnt to know if people who change their commuting patterns also change their 
vehicle ownership. l:or exaniplc. docs a commuter who decides to start taking transit to work also decide 
to sell their vehicle. 7'1iis issue is returncd to in more detail in section 6. 
'' In reality, the underlying vehicle technologies are developed in much greater detail. 
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This method of calculating market shares for mode choice in CIMS leads to a problem 

because the capital costs, which are needed in the vehicle choice competition, cannot be 

excluded from the mode choice competition where they are not desired. CIMS does not 

currently possess the capability to exclude or block capital costs from market share 

calculations, so to circumvent the problem, the mode choice competition is determined 

outside the simulation. More specifically, CIMS is run normally without any changes to 

the mode choice parameters, and once complete, the weighted average characteristics of 

the resulting vehicle mix are calculated in an Excel spreadsheet. This allows the capital 

costs to be omitted, and the remaining parameters are used in the external mode choice 

competition. The resulting mode shares are used to determine the total stock in each 

mode's underlying technologies, so that costs and emissions can be calculated. 

Although this approach fails to directly embed the performance of the discrete choice 

model within CIMS, the predictions are almost identical2' because the technology 

attributes (excluding capital costs) are obtained from the simulation output, and the mode 

shares are calculated using the parameters that would have been embedded in CIMS. 

Macro economic feedbacks have been turned off' in all simulations to prevent mode 

'' Slight discrepancies will occur because the CIMS outputs that the external mode choice calculation is 
based on are less precise than the values actually used in CIMS' calculations. 
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shares fro111 affecting fuel costs, which would in turn affect vehicle stocks. If this 

feedback were allowed to occur, market shares calculated o ~ ~ t s i d e  the model wouldn't be 

correct because equilibrium would not have been reached. In reality, any errors 

introduced by disabling the macro-econon~ic feedbacks are likely minimal because the 

demand for transportation services is typically inelastic (Espey, 1997). In future, the 

revised competition algorithm could be directly embedded in ClMS so that macro 

features could be activated, and all competition and costing calculations could occur 

within the model. This could be simply accomplished by keeping the components of the 

vehicle type life cycle costs disaggregated when passing them to the mode choice 

competition. ClMS users would also need to be given controls to declare which 

components of the life cycle cost should passed to the mode choice competition. These 

steps would allow users to prevent capital costs from intluencing the mode choice 

competition, without removing them from the vehicle choice competitions. 

5.2 Matching the Vehicle Choice DCM to CIMS 

I he challenges encountered when preparing the vehicle choice model for integration with 

CIMS were considerably more co~nplex than those linked to the mode choice model. In 

total, four specific problems were addressed, two of  which stem from the fact that ClMS 

provides a more detailed breakdown of fuel and engine types than presented in the survey 

questions. Instead of reducing the complexity of the DCM as was the case in the mode 

choice model, the DCM needs to be expanded to represent a wider variety of decisions. 

CIMS' complete model for vehicle choice is presented in figure 5.2, where the clear 

boxes are individual technologies, and light and dark grey boxes group together 

competing technologies or nodes. The underlying (or child) technologies/nodes of light 

grey boxes compete endogenously within CIMS, while those stemming from dark grey 

boxes are currently assigned market share using exogenously defined fixed ratios. 
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The first problem presented by figure 5.2 is that the nested node structure for various 

vehicle types results in some undesired substitution patterns. For example, if all ten 

vehicle types had identical characteristics, one would expect them to each obtain equal 

market shares, but this is not the case, with the desired and actual predictions presented in 

table 5.1. 'I'lie reason for the discrepancies is that the weighted average costs used to 

compete the alternative fuels, other fuels, and gasoline veliicles nodes would be equal, so 

these nodes are first assigned equal market shares (33%). ClMS would then divide the 

33% equally between the conipeting child technologies, and because the number of 

technologies in each node is different, the resulting market shares will also be different. 

This is an cxtrelne example, but the same sorts of problems occur regardless of the 

technology characteristics. These substitution patterns are difticult to defend 



theoretically2" and they make it very difficult to match CIMS to the performance of the 

DCM that doesn't contain any nested competitions. To solve the problem, all ten of the 

new car technologies were reassigned to the gasoline vehicles node, and the market share 

for that node was fixed at 100%. An identical operation was performed on the new 

trucks node. These modifications have been made to the version of CIMS used for this 

research, but in order to make CIMS as transparent and intuitive as possible, it is strongly 

recommended that they be adopted permanently. 

Ethanol 10% 
Electric Batter ) 10% 
H brid-Electric 10% 
H dro en Fuel Cell 10% 
Tuhle 5.1 Market share discrqxmcies resulting.fiotn nested techno lop  s/r.zrc1zrre 

The second problem presented by the vehicle choice models is that the four technologies 

in the discrete choice model don't match the ten modeled in CIMS. As with the mode 

choice model, this problem can be solved because the IIA property of the multinomial 

logit model permits the addition or subtraction of alternatives without the need to re- 

estimate the model. This step was accomplished by mapping the DCM technologies 

directly to CIMS where possible, and adding new technologies where necessary. All new 

technologies had the same weighting coefficients for attributes, but the alternative 

specific constants were chosen to reflect differences in vehicle types where appropriate. 

Hybrid electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles were mapped directly to their namesakes 

in CIMS, and the alternative fuel vehicle was assumed to be equivalent to propane, 

natural gas, methanol, and ethanol options, so no changes to the alternative specific 

'"hey were initially grouped this way because CIMS did not allow more than five technologies at a node, 
and the hierarchy allowed policies like vehicle emissions standards to be roughly simulated. The 
technology liniitatiori no longer exists, and these types of policies can be simulated using other techniques. 
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constants were required for these technologies. The ASC for diesel vehicles was set as 

the average of gasoline and alternative fuel vehicles, indicating that it was slightly less 

preferred than the gasoline option, but more so than less conventional automotive fuels. 

The ASC's for the high and low efficiency gasoline vehicles were selected so that the 

DCM market shares were equivalent to the business as usual shares predicted in CIMS, 

and that the market share weighted average of their alternative specific constants equaled 

the ASC of the gasoline vehicle in the base DCM. Selecting an ASC for electric vehicles 

was somewhat problematic because the driving range, and recharging time are both 

significant attributes for this type of vehicle (Bunch, 1993) that weren't tested in this 

vehicle choice experiment. Based on the work of Ewing (2000), and assuming a driving 

range of 160 km, and a recharging time of 40 minutes, 0.54 was subtracted from the 

alternative specific constant of the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle's ASC. The resulting 

alternative specific constants displayed in table 5.2, were input into the version of CIMS 

used for this research, and should be included in the standard version in the future. It is 

important to note that although a number of technologies in CIMS are taking on the same 

DCM attribute coefficients and ASC's (all of the alternative fuel vehicles for example), 

they won't necessarily have identical costs within CIMS, because the tangible and 

intangible attribute values can still be set independently. 

Vehicle Type Alternative 
Specific 

I Electric 1 -0.54 1 

Methanol 
Ethanol 

-0.36 

Diesel -1.86 

-2.01 
-2.01 

I Propane -2.0 1 I 

- 
I Gas - Low Efficiencv I -0.92 

Natural Gas 
Gas - Hieh Efficiencv 

After the technology hierarchy had been modified to match with CIMS, the vehicle 

choice models also needed to be adjusted to account for the possible false environmental 

-2.01 
-2.39 



effect mentioned in section 4.2. The concern with emissions reductions is that people 

may unconsciously say they are willing to pay more for them than they would do so in 

reality, so the alternative specific constants would be artificially inflated to reflect the 

survey responses. To account for this problem, a portion of each vehicle type's 

alternative specific constant was assumed to represent its environmental attractiveness, 

and that portion was removed. The amount subtracted was based on the work of Ewing 

(2000), who analyzed the influence of emissions reductions as a varying attribute. In 

order to be able to use the information from Ewing's model, all of the coefficients in his 

model were scaled so that the coefficient for capital cost eq~taled the value for capital cost 

obtained in this research. Next, the scaled estimate for the emissions reduction 

coefficient was multiplied by the percentage emissions reductions for each vehicle type to 

produce an emissions modifier for each vehicle type's alternative specific constant. The 

resulting modifiers are presented in table 5.3. It is important to note that the influence of 

reduced emissions on utility could be real, so the policy analysis performed in section 6 is 

undertaken with and without the environmental effect. 

I Type 
Emissions 
Modifier 

1 Methanol -0.18 J 
Ethanol 
Electric 

[ Diesel -0.16 1 

-0.04 
0.00 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Natural Gas 

0.00 
-0.16 

The final challenge presented by the vehicle choice models was that the DCM's don't 

Gas - High Efficiency 
Gas - Low Efficiency 

account for the availability of different makes and models within a vehicle type. For 

-0.1 1 
-0.32 

example, even though a hydrogen fuel cell car may be preferable to a comparable 

Table 5 3 - Allerna/i\v Spec$c Con.s[un[ hlod~fiet~,s,for Gmi.ssions L;Recl 

gasoline vehicle, if 100 different makes of gasoline vehicles are available compared to 

one make of hydrogen fuel cell vehicle, the gasoline vehicles will likely capture a greater 

cumulative share of the market. To account for this effect, an additional factor has been 



added to each vehicle type's alternative specific constant to represent its availability, 

assuming that the base model represents a scenario where all vehicle types are equally 

available. Similar to the possible emissions modifiers, these moditiers are highly 

speculative because they were not part of the initial experimental design, and as such, the 

policy simulations in section 6 are carried out both with and without the moditiers. The 

modifiers were initially calculated by determining the necessary adjustments to the base 

alternative specific constants so that the resulting market shares were equivalent to those 

presented in table 5.4. These target market shares were based on CIMS' business as 

usual predictions before any modifications to the decision algorithms were made. The 

same table also shows the alternative specific constant modifiers needed to achieve those 

market shares. Appendix 8 contains additional tables of alternative specific constant 

modifiers that are designed to reflect different availability scenarios. These are 

unfortunately not dynamic, because only one set of modifiers can be used for a single 

CIMS run (see section 5.3), but they do provide additional flexibility that wasn't 

previously available in CIMS. 

I Methanol I 0% 1 -1.44 1 

Vehicle Type Market 
Share 

I Ethanol 

I Hydrogen Fuel Cell 1 0% 1 0.00 1 

Availability 
Modifier 

Electric 
Hvbrid-electric 

1% 

I Natural Gas 1% 1.31 

0.94 
0% 
1 %  

Propane 
Diesel 

( Gas - High Efficiency I 49% 3.10 1 

-2.67 
-5.36 

0% 
4% 

Although make and model availability is undoubtedly an important component of vehicle 

choice, the results of this exercise show that some other effects are probably present 

because the sizes of the modifiers are not consistent. For example, the electric hybrid 

modifier is much larger than the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle moditier even though some 

hybrid cars exist, while no hydrogen fuel cell vehicles can be purchased yet. As a result, 

these modifiers are recommended only for use as a sensitivity analysis in combination 

-0.48 
1.94 

I Gas - Low Efficiency 1 44% 2.26 
7uble 5.4 - 1khicle 7:vpe Aurket Shares, unc/.~l.ssociuted:lvuilabili/~~ 12/od$er..s 



with the base estimates. This approach is motivated in part by DeCanio and Laitner 

(1 997), where techniques that solely use the calibrated estimates are critiqued for being 

too static in their predictions because the calibration is trying to account for too many 

different factors. 

In future, it is recommended that availability be modeled more explicitly so that it can be 

easily changed to reflect different scenarios. Two possible approaches to this challenge 

are discussed here in hopes that they will be addressed more thoroughly in future 

research. First, the CIMS vehicle choice algorithm could be split into a number of 

identical competitions designed to reflect the different classes of cars people focus their 

vehicle searches within (small cars and SUV's for example). Within each of these sub- 

decisions, CIMS would be modified to allow the analyst to declare which vehicle types 

are available (hybrids not being available in the SUV decision for example). This 

approach would reflect consumer's apparent willingness to purchase alternative vehicle 

technologies as long as they are available in the vehicle type of interest. A second 

approach would be to repeat the vehicle choice survey with an additional attribute 

describing the number of models available in each vehicle type. The model could then be 

estimated with availability explicitly defined as an attribute, and the market dynamics 

would be endogenous to the model. A challenge with this approach is that describing 

availability in a hypothetical choice is extremely difficult, and would present a significant 

hurdle in survey design to ensure respondents could picture the intended market scenario. 

5.3 Estimating CIMS Parameters 

Once the performance and structure of the discrete choice models had been suitably 

modified to reflect the desired mode and vehicle choice decisions being modeled in 

CIMS, their behavioral performance could be incorporated into CIMS. Equation 5.1 

(initially introduced as equation 1.2) illustrates how market share for competing 

technologies is allocated in CIMS. 



In the equation, MS, is the market share of technology j, CC, is the capital cost, r is the 

discount rate, n is the technology lifespan, MC, is the maintenance cost, ECl are the 

energy costs, i ,  is the intangible cost, v describes the degree of market heterogeneity, and 

K is the number of competing technologies. Two key differences exist between this 

equation and the market share calculation for discrete choice models (equation 2.6), each 

of which present challenges for matching the two together. First, the i parameter in 

ClMS is a single constant, whereas in the DCM's the non-monetary attributes are each 

explicitly defined, and weighted by their own coefficients. As a result, the same amount 

of detail and flexibility that is present in a DCM can't be expressed in CIMS using the 

current algorithm. Second, the observed utility is the exponent of the term for each 

alternative in the DCM, whereas in CIMS, the life cycle cost is the exponential base in 

each term. Although both relationships produce exponential curves, this difference 

means that changes in market share for the DCM's are dictated by the magnitude of the 

differences between utility, while in CIMS, changes in market share are dictated by the 

ratio of life cycle costs. This difference in the performance of the two relationships 

makes it impossible to make the two curves equivalent, and as discussed at the end of this 

section, it also has implications for market share calculations and cost estimates for 

nested nodes. 

Two basic approaches exist for bridging these disconnects between the DCM's and 

CIMS' market share allocation algorithms. First, it is possible to maintain the existing 

algorithms within CIMS, and select the v, i, and, r parameters so that the predictions in 

CIMS match those produced by the DCM's. Alternatively, the market share allocation 

algorithms in ClMS could be replaced with the market share allocation formula for 

DCM's directly. The first approach is the simplest, because it doesn't necessitate any 



structural changes to CIMS, but at the same time it reduces modeling flexibility because 

intangibles can't be manipulated individually or dynamically, a perfect match with DCM 

predictions isn't possible, and estimating parameter values is still subject to a degree of 

arbitrariness. The second approach would make the internal workings of CIMS more 

complex (especially during a changeover from one metl~odology to another), but 

tlexibility would be maximized, and the performance of the DCM's would be perfectly 

preserved. These tradeoffs were discussed at length within EMRG (Horne and Rivers, 

2002) and the decision was made to follow the first approach, primarily because of the 

desire to preserve simplicity and consistency across the model. If more competition 

nodes are based on discrete choice models, this decision deserves revisiting. 

The first approach is possible because in general, the market share curves for CIMS and 

DCM's are essentially mirror images of each other, as illustrated for a two technology 

case in figures 5.3 and 5.4. Although CIMS allocates market share based on life cycle 

while DCM's allocate based on utility, the matheniatical forms for market share 

result in similar behavior. For a given change in cost or utility, each model predicts 

signiticant market share changes (high elasticities) when a technology has close to 50% 

tnarket share (the dark squares on either tigure). Conversely, when a technology has the 

majority or minority of  market share, both models predict small changes in lnarket share 

(low elasticity) for the same change in cost or utility (the light triangles on either figure). 

The techniques described in the following paragraphs describe a standardized 

methodology for mapping the P parameters in DCM's to the v, i ,  and r parameters in 

CIMS that make the market share predictions as equivalent as possible. 

2 5  As mentioned, the life cycle costs in CIMS contain financial and non-titiancial costs. so they are 
analogous to utility in many ways. 
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Technology hlarket Shares: ClhlS 

Life Cycle Cost (Technology I )  

Technology Market Shares: DCMs 

lltility (Technology I )  

Figure 5.3 - C'IMS market share curve 

The simplest CIMS parameter to obtain from a DCM is the discount rate, r, which Train 

(1 985) has shown can be derived from a multi-nomial logit model using equation 5.2, 

where pee and pot are the DCM coefficients for capital cost operating cost, and n is the 

lifespan of the technology. If n is sufficiently large, the term to the right of the 

multiplication sign approaches I ,  and the discount rate can be calculated according to 

equation 5.3. 

Table 5.5 summarizes some points when this simplification can be accurately used2'. 

where the validity depends on the discount rate. Because the technology lifespan for 

vehicles in CIMS is 16 years, and many studies have observed discount rates under 35% 

for vehicle purchases (Train, 1985), the simplification probably isn't valid in this case so 

the full equation will be used. 

'' The simplification was deemed to be accurate if it produced estimates for the discount rate within I% of 
thc full formula. 
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The intangible cost parameter i ,  is calculated in a similar manner to the way capital costs 

are annualized, starting by determining the tradeoff between each non-monetary attribute 

and the operating cost (i.e. a capital recovery factor for each coniponent of the intangible 

cost), illustrated by equation 5.4 

where, C R F k  and PI, are the capital recovery factor and weighting parameter for each non- 

monetary variable k. I'hc intangible cost parameter in equation 5.1, i , ,  is then calculated 

by applying the capital recovery factory to each non-monetary variable, and suniming all 

the terlns according to equation 5.5 

where Xk is the value for non-monetary variable k, and K is the nuniber of non-monetary 

variables, including the alternative specific constant2'. The reason that the capital 

recovery factor is applied to each XI, is that no frequencies were given for any of the 

intangible costs in the survey, so respondents are assumed to have treated them as up 

front considerations similar to capital costs. 



Equation 5.5 req~~i res  values for each XI, to be selected (the value for average SOV 

driving time for example) before i ,  can be calculated. This requirement means that any of 

the intangible variables are fixed at a single XL value for a given ClMS run, and cannot 

be dynamically altered during a simulation. They can however be changed prior to a run 

to describe a particular scenario (see section 6 for further discussion). As a possible 

future improvement to CIMS, it would be useful to be able to set XI, to different values in 

each time period. This approach would necessitate modifying ClMS to allow each i ,  

parameter to be defined independently for each period. For example, this improvement 

would allow changes in traveling time, or changes in fuel availability to be explicitly 

modeled by calculating the desired i ,  parameters based on the discrete choice models and 

inputting them exogenously for each CIMS period. 

Once the r and i ,  parameters have been estimated, v can be selected so that the market 

shares predicted by CIMS match the market shares predicted by the discrete choice 

models. Based on equation 2.6 and 5. I ,  this relationship is shown by equation 5.6. 

[cc. r + M C + E C . + i j  J .I 
1 - (1 + r)-" - I (Eqzrutioti 5 .6)  

r + MC, + EC, + i, 
k = l  1 - (1 + + I 1  I 

'The difticulty with this relationship is that no direct analytical solution exists for v that 

will satisfy all combinations of attribute values that can occur within or across different 

simulations. Because the v parameter represents market heterogeneity. it shouldn't be 

affected by changes in attribute values. As a result, v should be selected to best satisfy 

the range of possible attribute values that are likely to occur during a simulation. To 

mcet this requirement, an array of possible attribute value combinations was created for 

each set of  technologies, and starting with a guessed value for v, each technology's 

market share was calculated using both sides of equation 5.6. The squared error between 

CIMS' market share and the DCM's market share were then summed across technologies 

27 The Xk7s for the alternative specific constants equal one. 
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and attribute value combinations to yield a cumulative error term for the given v. 

Microsoft Excel solver was then used to tind the v that resulted in the minimum 

cumulative error term, which was taken as the optimal estimate for v given the ranges of 

attribute values explored. Although this is essentially a calibration step (which was one 

of the problems with the current methodology for obtaining CIMS parameters), it is 

calibrating CIMS to a wide range of empirically estimated tradeoffs, and it is only 

calibrating a single parameter. 

Calculating CRFk for each alternative specific constant leads to an issue with market 

share allocation because the magnitudes of the alternative specific constants in a discrete 

choice model are arbitrary. As mentioned, DCM market shares are dictated by the 

differences in utilities, so only the differences between alternative specific constants 

matter. This means that the arbitrary anchoring of the alternative specific constants to 

zero doesn't effect the market share predictions. The alternative specific constants' 

anchor point does impact the calculation of CRFk however, because CRFk is directly 

related to each alternative specitic constant's value. Even though a different value for 

CRFk would lead to a different intangible cost parameter, i , ,  the CIMS and DCM 

predictions would still be almost identical because v is determined after i,, and would 

change to reflect changes in i,?'. Problems occur however when the results of one 

competition feed into another, as is the case in the mode choice competition. If the 

vehicle choice model's alternative specific constants were anchored at 10,000 instead of 

zero, the life cycle costs being propagated to the mode choice competition would be 

substantially higher, and the market shares for the non-vehicle modes would be much 

larger as a result. This problem is not a concern for this research because only the 

operating and fuel costs (instead of the life cycle costs) were transferred to the mode 

choice competition. To ensure that the problem is not encountered in the future, it is 

strongly recommended that discrete choice models be developed for any nodes that feed 

into one another, and that only explicitly declared attributes (capital, fuel, and operating 

'' This means that different anchor points in the discrete choice model could lead to any value for v, even 
though model performance would be unchanged. 
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costs) be passed between these nodes. Intangible costs would therefore need to be 

declared at each node separately based on that node's discrete choice model, and scaling 

problems would be avoided. If additional attributes are made explicit within CIMS in the 

future (travel time for example), these could also be propagated from node to node with 

the financial costs. 

Even if the recommendations in the preceding paragraph are followed, tlie same issue 

leads to potential problems when calculating the welfare costs of a policy. Currently in 

CIMS, welfare costs are only calculated for tax-based policies by interpreting the area 

under a cost curve as society's willingness to pay (MKJA, 2002). This method would 

still work correctly, but more direct approaches at calculating welfare costs such as those 

discussed in Rivers and Horne (2003) would be more problematic. In these approaches, 

welfare costs would be calculated directly based on tlie stocks, and financial and non- 

financial costs for each technology in CIMS. Unfortunately, the component of the non- 

financial cost that stems from tlie alternative specific constants is essentially arbitrary, 

and the selection of an anchor point would have significant bearing on the final cost 

calculations. A potential solution for dealing with this problem would be to exclude the 

alternative specific constants' contributions to the intangible cost when calculating costs. 

As long as the discrete choice models are well designed, the alternative specific constants 

should constitute a relatively small portion of observed utility, so excluding them should 

not signiticantly impact cost predictions. 

5.4 Resulting Parameters 

The resulting v, and r parameters for the vehicle and mode choice models are shown in 

tables 5.6 arid 5.7. 'I'lie most likely estimate for the vehicle choice discount rate was 

calculated to be 22.6%, with 95% of the possible estimates falling between 10% and 

59%. These estimates fall well within the wide range of values observed in similar 

studies, with 'frain's ( 1  985) survey of the literature finding rates of 0% to 40% in vehicle 

choice decisions in eight studies. More recently, Ewilig's (2000) results s l i o ~ ~  



discount rates of 19% or 70% depending on the coefficient examined, while Bunch's 

( 1  993) parameters leads to a rate of o % ~ '  (none of these values were discussed in either 

of the papers). Although this range of estimates in the literature is quite wide, the fact 

that the rate observed in this study is well within the extremes lends confidence to the 

model results. The v estimates were selected as the best-fit values across 3,072 and 576 

combinations of vehicle and mode choice attribute values. Depending on the subset of 

combinations, the solution varied from 2.79 to 2.99 for the vehicle choice models, and 

1.99 to 2.26 for the mode choice models, showing that optimal solution is fairly robust to 

changing attribute values. These values for the v parameters are quite low compared to 

the current values used in CIMS (10 for vehicle choice and 6 for mode choice), which 

means that the new parameters will predict more market heterogeneity given similar life 

cycle costs. In other words, the less preferred technologies will receive more market 

share than they currently do. These changes have been made to a version of CIMS used 

solely for this project, but they are also recommended as modifications for future CIMS 

modeling projects. 

/ Parameter / Estimate 

Although the i parameters for each technology in CIMS are functions of non-cost 

attributes, tables 5.8 and 5.9 present the most likely estimates for the vehicle and mode 

types based on the attribute levels provided by respondents in the telephone and mail 

surveys. The vehicle type estimates also include the possible modifiers for emissions and 

availability, which are not dependant on the attribute values3'. The magnitudes of the 

/ Parameter ( Estimute 

'" Calculated assuming average driving distance of 17,000 kmiyear (Transport Canada, 2000). 
30 The lower v for the mode choice does not contradict the earlier conclusion that the mode shares were 
more influenced by attribute values than vehicle shares (see section 4.3). The lower v value is simply an 
artifact of the larger intangible costs in the mode choice model. 
" The base values and modifiers for the vehicle types' i parameters presented in table 5.8 were not the 
exact values entered in CIMS because of a bug in the simulation software. CIMS does not allow negative 
operating costs, so to ensure that the sum of the i parameter and the existing O&M value were positive, a 
portion of the modifier was discounted and applied to the capital cost instead. The declining capital cost 
functions were adjusted so that their performance mimicked the original CIMS setup. 

100 

r I Not Applicable / r 
k h l e  5.6 - v and r. for. ~vhicle choice 7irble 5.7 - v and rfot. mode choice 

22.6% 



intangible cost parameters for vehicle types seem reasonable even though the availability 

modifiers are quite large, with a spread of over $20,000 1 year between the hybrid-electric 

and high-efticiency gasoline vehicles. These moditiers are large enough that they will 

completely dominate the vehicle type decision, but that is not unreasonable considering 

they are designed to simulate a case where only gasoline vehicles are available to the 

majority of the population. Until alternative vehicle technologies are made available to 

the public, they will not see significant adoption, regardless of how attractive their 

attributes are. The intangible costs for the mode choice are also quite large, but once 

again this makes sense based on the survey data. where respondents indicated that they 

felt time was the most important factor in their mode choice decisions. 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 
Ethanol 
Electric 
Hybrid-electric 
Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Propane 
Diesel 
Natural Gas 
Gas - High Efficiency 
Gas - Low Efticiency 

i - Base 

$ 4,771 / year 
$ 4,O 13 / year 
$ -1,05 1 1 year 

Mode 
SOV 

I WalkICycle I $1 1,947 / year 1 
7uhle 5.9 - I3 t in ia~es of ; , f i r  each nzode type 

7uhle 5.8 -- Estimates of i.for each vehicle type 

$ - 1 , 5 2 1 l y e a r  
$ 270 /year  
$ 4,771 / year 
$ 3,335 1 year 
$ 4,771lyear 
$ 3,774 / year 
$ -633 / year 

I 

$ 6.352 / vear 
HOV 
Transit 

As a validation step for the techniques mentioned in this section, the market shares 

predicted by the DCM's are compared with the market shares predicted by ClMS using 

the DCM derived parameters. Figure 5.5 through 5.8 and 5.9 through 5.12 show these 

comparisons for four validation scenarios of mode and vehicle choice, with the details of 

i - Emissions 
Modifier 

$ -469 1 year 
$ - 104 / year 
$ 0 1 year 

$ 7,828 1 year 
$12,394 / year 

each scenario available in appendices 4 and 5. The predicted market shares resulting 

from the discrete choice models and ClMS based on the discrete choice models are 

i - Availability 
Modifier 

$ 3,756 / year 
$ -2,452 / year 
$ 6.964 / year 

$ - 2 3 5 l y e a r  
$ 0 / year 
$ -496 / year 
$ -4 17 1 year 
$ - 4 1 7 1 y e a r  
$ -287 / year 
$ -835 / year 

$13,98O/year 
$ 0 / year 
$ 1,252 / year 
$ -5,060 / year 
$ - 3 , 4 1 7 l y e a r  
$ -8,086 / year 
$ -5,895 / year 



extremely close. The discrepancies in the vehicle choice comparisons are slightly larger 

than their mode choice counterparts because the greater number of choices makes the fit 

for the v parameter less exact. In a two-technology case, the fit between ClMS and the 

DCM would be almost perfect. The steps described in the previous section have been 

programmed in Excel 2000 so that CIMS parameters can be easily estimated for any 

desired scenario of attribute values. A variety of these scenarios and the resulting i 

parameters are presented in appendix 9, with their use in CIMS discussed in section 6. 

MS Comparisons - Validation 1 
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MS Comparisons - Validation 4 

0 CIMS 
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'igure 5.12 - Mode choice vulida/ions - Scenario 4 

5.5 Propagating Uncertainty Into CIMS 

The steps outlined in the preceding section only discuss how to estimate single values for 

behavioral parameters while it has already been noted that the P parameters they are 

based on are only the best estimates. Each of these alternative values could lead to 

different model predictions for stocks, emissions, and costs, and as such, it would be 

advantageous to be able to propagate the information gained about preference uncertainty 

into an energy-economy model. Doing so would allow the advantages of including 

uncertainty raised by Morgan and Henrion (l990), namely identifying key factors, 

facilitating comparison, and enabling future elaboration, to be exploited. In addition, a 

full examination of uncertainty also opens the possibility of determining the expected 

outcomes of a policy scenario, which are defined as the sum of the possible outcomes 

individually weighted by their probability of occurrence. Rechow (1994) explains that 

the expected outcome can differ from the most likely outcome if either the magnitude of 

possible outcomes or their probabilities of occurrence are asymmetrically distributed. 

Whenever this is the case, making decisions based on the most likely outcome (i.e. not 
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accounting for uncertainty) can lead to sub-optimal actions. As an example, take a 

situation where policy A would lead to low emissions in the most likely scenario, but 

disproportionately high emissions if a certain set of parameter estimates turns out to be 

true. If policy B predicts slightly higher emissions levels for the most likely parameter 

estimates, but isn't accompanied by the extremely negative outcomes for other estimates, 

it could be the decision maker's preferred action. Before being able to take advantage of 

these strengths, the challenge that remains is finding a way to propagate the information 

gained in section 4.4 into ClMS in an accurate and efficient manner. 

Currently, energy-economy models generally recognize the importance of uncertainty, 

but their actual treatment is inadequate, commonly neglecting the issue entirely, or 

simply exploring a selection of possible scenarios (Schimmelpfennig, 1996). Some of the 

stronger approaches include Manne and Richels ( 1  994), and Fiddaman (2002) who have 

addressed uncertainty using top-down models (Global 2 100 and FREE respectively). 

Manne and Richels surveyed experts to develop distributions for GDP growth, elasticities 

of substitution, AEEI, availability of economically competitive renewable substitutes to 

coal-tired electricity, and the costs of non-electric liquid fuel backstops. Fiddaman 

developed subjective distributions for a similar set of parameters. Their works account 

for a wide range of uncertainty, and they produce predictions for global carbon emissions 

ranging between 5 and 25 ,  and 5 and 20 gigatons in 2030 respectively. Although useful, 

neither of these models are based on empirical data, nor do they explicitly account for the 

uncertainty in preferences for different technologies. This avoidance of preferences 

could be attributed to the conventional neoclassical economic assumption that 

preferences are static in the short-run, and unchanged by government or market 

influences. This would be unfair, as accounting for uncertainty is not necessarily a 

rejection of these assumptions, and should more correctly be interpreted as a recognition 

that consumer preferences cannot be perfectly observed and modeled by an outside 

observer. Therefore, even if preferences are static, preference modeling should allow for 

a range of possible preferences. Techniques that account for behavioral uncertainty using 

empirically estimated confidence intervals have been demonstrated by Stavins (1 999) i n  

the specitic context of converting farmland to forests to sequester carbon, and also 



discussed by Jaccard et al. (2003). These approaches are beneticial in that they show a 

range within which the most likely outcome is likely to occur, but they do not provide 

information on the distribution of outcomes, which is critical when determining the 

expected costs of a policy. 

A logical approach to comprehensively account for behavioral uncertainty in ClMS 

would be to solve v, i, and r for each combination of P parameters, and use values from 

the joint probability function for the P parameters to develop a joint probability 

distribution of v, i ,  and r. This distribution could then be sampled from, and with each set 

of v, i ,  and r parameters used to run CIMS, the resulting simulation outputs could be 

compiled to develop probability distributions for technology stocks, costs, and emissions. 

Unfortunately the time required for this approach is not feasible for two reasons. First, 

solving v, i ,  and r already takes considerable time, so repeating these steps for each 

combination would be too time consuming, especially considering that it would need to 

be done for each change in attribute values that would lead to different i values. Second, 

ClMS already takes upwards of ten minutes to run using single parameter estimates, and 

that time would become unmanageable if parameter estimates needed to be sampled 

hundreds of times for a single ClMS run. 

In order to circumvent the problems discussed above, an alternate approach involves 

calculating market shares normally in CIMS (using the most likely estimates of v, i ,  and 

r), and then randomly modifying those market shares based on the market share 

distributions obtained in section 4.4. l o  describe the process more specifically, imagine 

a ClMS technology competition between three technologies. First, assuming that the 

market shares are approximately normally distributed (limited within the range of 0% to 

100%), a standard deviation is selected for each technology as a function of that 

technology's most likely market share by fitting the proposed distribution to the market 

share curves developed for vehicle and mode choice in figures 4.44 through 4.5 1 .  After 



the initial market shares are calculated, the following four3' steps are repeated until 

smooth distributions are obtained for the three hypothetical technologies. First, a revised 

market share is sampled for the first technology using its initial market share as the 

distribution's mean. Second, the shares of the remaining two technologies are scaled so 

that their relative shares equal the initial proportions, and the total market share sums to 

100%. Third, a market share is sampled for the second technology using its revised 

market share as the distribution's mean. Finally, the third technology's market share is 

assigned so that the sum of the three shares equals 100%. This approach is only 

mathematically valid if the market share distributions are independent of each other, 

meaning that sampling a certain market share for the gasoline vehicles doesn't affect the 

likelihood functions of the remaining vehicle types. This assumption was not rigorously 

tested, but the symmetry of the marginal distributions for each P parameter, and the 

symmetry of the market share distributions shows that any dependencies are probably 

negligible. 

Standard deviations for the distributions of market shares for vehicle types and mode 

types were described according to the quadratic equations shown in equations 5.7 and 5.8 

respectively33, where MS refers to the maximum likelihood estimate for market share. 

sd,,. = -0.0004963 x MS' + 0.04963 x MS + 0.5 186 (Eqcllrufion j 7)  

sd ,,,. = -0 .0004284~  MS' + 0 . 0 4 2 8 4 ~  MS+0.5055 ( I+ l r~~/ ion j 8) 

These equations produce standard deviations between 0.52% and 1.76% for vehicle type 

choice, and 0.5 1 %  and 1.57% for mode choice, which come very close to approximating 

the original distributions. The steps to produce distributions of vehicle type and mode 

market shares were programmed using an Excel 2000 macro, which also calculated the 

related distributions for stocks and emissions. The macro utilized ClMS outputs, and 

process was iterated 10,000 times to achieve smooth distributions that were unbiased 

the 

12 For competitions with more or less than three technologies, the number of steps to be repeated is equal to 
one less the number of technologies multiplied by two. 
3 1  Quadratic equations were used because they allow the function to mimic the behavior of decreasing 
uncertainty as the most likely market shares approach 0% or 100%. A simple direct relationship with 
market share would not have facilitated this performance. 
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from the maximum likelihood estimates. The results of this analysis are presented in the 

following section, which examines a number of different policy scenarios. 

This approach is subject to three limitations that should be discussed before proceeding. 

First, and probably most importantly, the uncertainty being discussed in this paper only 

refers to the uncertainty surrounding consumer preferences. In addition to this source of 

uncertainty, there is also a considerable degree of uncertainty in the technical data within 

CIMS, and its magnitude relative to the behavioral components is unknown. To properly 

address this issue, a detailed review of the costs and emissions data in CIMS is 

required". Second, the techniques have only been applied to the personal urban 

transportation technologies in CIMS, and until the majority of the key technologies are 

approached in a similar manner. estilnates of uncertainty for the economy would be 

considerably understated. This problem is easily solved because the aforementioned 

techniques could be extended to other sectors of the model once the underlying 

parameters have uncertainty distributions associated with them. Third, the uncertainty in 

each time period is assessed independently, meaning that an unlikely event in period one 

can't influence the likelihood of outcomes in subsequent periods. This limitation results 

in an underestimation of uncertainty, which could only be resolved if parameter values 

were sampled as Cl MS was running. 

Despite these limitations, the techniques described in this section provide a workable 

solution to the problem of incorporating empirically estimated behavioral uncertainty in 

an energy-economy model like CIMS, and as such represent a valuable advancement in 

the presentation of results. An inseparable challenge from quantifying uncertainty is 

successfully conveying the ideas so that they can be understood and incorporated into a 

policy analysis. Using probability distributions to quantify uncertainty (as opposed to 

more traditional frequentist approaches such as confidence intervals) increases the 

challenge of conveying information because many people are not familiar with the 

14 Much of  CIMS' technology data was reviewed between 1999 and 200 1 by experts as part of the model's 
application to estimating GHG emission reduction costs for the National Climate Change I n ~ p l e r n e n t a t i ~ ~  
f'rocess in Canada, but little was done to address the uncertainty in this data. 
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technique. Instead, it is natural to prefer to focus 011 single outcomes, while 

marginalizing many other, slightly less probable outcomes (Morgan and Henrion, 1990). 

Teaching people to recognize the non-zero probability associated with a wide range of 

outcomes is probably not the simplest way of conveying uncertainty, but because of the 

benefits discussed earlier, the endeavor is worthwhile. This is not to say that traditional 

statistical techniques are no longer usefit13', but instead that a probabilistic approach 

offers additional benefits, which should make it the preferred tool when feasible. 

1 5  For example, confidence intervals are a much more visually accessible tool for showing cost or emission 
time trends, because usillg probability distributions for outcomes necessitates a three-dimensional 
representation of  the data. 
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This section demonstrates CIMS' new capabilities to model a range of policies effecting 

various decision attributes in both mode and vehicle choice. More specifically, sections 

6.1 through 6.4 look at the business as usual case, a carbon tax, incentives for non- 

gasoline vehicles, and incentives for non-single occupancy vehicle modes. The first two 

simulations do not demonstrate new CIMS capabilities, but they do include the revised 

baseline parameters, so for the resulting predictions will likely be different from existing 

CIMS forecasts. The last two policies are designed specifically to demonstrate the new 

attributes incorporated into the CIMS parameters for mode and vehicle choice, and they 

could not have been reliably simulated prior to this research. All of the analysis for this 

section uses the results of runs for Ontario's transportation sector because it accounts for 

3 1 % of national transportation emissions (Transport Canada, 2000). With the exception 

of base stocks and demands, the transportation models do not vary from region to region, 

so these results could easily be scaled up to reflect national predictions, or the modifiers 

could be applied to each region to facilitate national runs. 

In each of the simulations, the output information focuses on the transportation sector's 

COz equivalent emissions in five-year time increments from 2005 to 2035. In the 

interests of simplicity, market shares are only presented for the unmodified business as 

usual case (full market shares are available in appendix 10). Costs are not presented in 

this analysis because the two new policies being tested have associated financial costs 

(financing additional fuel availability, and building bike lanes for example) that have not 

been quantitied. Without a better estimate for these policy costs, reporting financial or 

social costs would be highly misleading. This information would ideally be available 

before deciding between policies, but it is not required for the demonstrative purposes of 

this section. As discussed, the discrete choice models forming the foundation of the new 

CIMS parameters are not perfect, and two steps are taken to account for this uncertainty 

in the simulations. First, the availability and emissions modifiers developed for the 



vehicle choice alternative specific constants in section 5.4 were included by running foirr 

variations of each simulation. The different runs are shown in table 6.1. Second, 

emissions distributions were calculated for the year 2 0 3 5 ~ ~  to show the range of outcomes 

that the data implies to be plausible. Additionally, policies could have been simulated 

with and without minimum mode shares to account for mode availability (introduced in 

section 4.2). This step has been omitted from this research because it was considered less 

important than looking at the different policies and the uncertainty surrounding the 

vehicle choice model, which already resulted in 16 different cases to analyze. 

The following results for mode shares are referring to usage, and not ownership. This 

issue has been highlighted by MKJA (2002) who point out that although a person may 

Include the availability modifiers 
Include the emissions effect modifiers 

choose to take transit to work, they may continue to own that vehicle for other purposes. 

ClMS produces aggregate mode splits, meaning that it doesn't indicate what percentage 

7uhle 6 I - hfodi/ie~:s to inclzrde in d~ifferznt rzms,fi,r each policy 

Run 1 
No 
No 

of the population is using each mode, instead showing the percentage of total travel 

demand that is satisfied by each mode. For example, ClMS does not differentiate 

between half the population riding their bikes all the time or the entire population riding 

Run 4 
Yes 
Yes 

Run 2 
Yes 
No 

their bikes half the time. This issue is not critical to emissions, because they are dictated 

Run 3 
No 
Yes 

entirely by usage patterns, but it is much more important for costing, because the actual 

vehicle stocks (instead of their usage) dictate how much capital investment is made. 

MKJA (2002) handle this issue by calculating costs under the primary assumption that all 

changes in mode choice lead to changes in vehicle ownership, and second that no 

changes in mode choice lead to changes in vehicle ownership. This treatment of costs 

leads to national financial differences of$1,000,000,000 to $18,000,000,000 (in 1995 

dollars) in the transportation sector for taxes of $ I0 to $150 per tonne of carbon. This 

sensitivity analysis could be refined based on figure 6.1, which presents some survey 

1(, Only one period's results are displayed here because the uncertainty is handled independently for each 
period, so the tigures for different periods will all possess similar characteristics around the most likely 
estimates. 
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results showing how many people think their families could make due with fewer 

vehicles if their traveling habits changed. In total, only 24% of respondent's said they 

could meet their traveling needs with fewer vehicles, so calculating costs assuming that 

either 0% or 50% (instead of 0% or 100%) of the population give up their vehicles would 

provide a more concise range for the sensitivity analysis. 

- - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - 

Families Able to Meet  Their Travel 
Needs with Fewer Vehicles 

700 1 - - - - - - -- - 

6.1 Business As Usual 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the vehicle type and mode shares for the unmodified (run 1 )  

business as usual case. The new vehicle emissions by period from each of the business as 

usual runs are displayed in figure 6.4, while figure 6.5 focuses on the range of possible 

emissions in 2030. In all runs, new vehicle emissions increase quickly until 2010 

because the older vehicles are quickly being replaced. After this initial rise, the rate 

slows to a more gradual increase retlecting an ongoing growth in transportation demand. 

Also relatively common across runs are the mode share patterns, with single occupancy 

vehicles gaining the most market share (35%), followed by carpools (30%), walking and 

cycling (20%), and transit (10%). The stability in mode shares is in stark contrast to the 

vehicle type shares, which are dramatically influenced by the different modifiers, with the 

high and low efficiency gasoline vehicles moving from a combined 35% market share in 

run 1 to 98% in run 4 where they are as attractive as possible. It is interesting, but 

believable, that considerable swings in the vehicle market can have such little impact on 

1 1 1  



the choice of modes. The stability occurs because only the operating and fuel costs of the 

vehicles are passed to the mode choice competition, and these assert much less influence 

on mode choice than the non-financial factors such as driving time. 

Although minimal, the availability modifier (used in runs two and four) did have some 

influence on mode shares from period to period, as the single occupancy vehicles 

increased their market share at a slightly faster rate when availability wasn't accounted 

for. This difference is explained by the increasing shares of hybrid-electric and electric 

vehicles in runs one and three, both of which have lower fuel costs than the vehicles they 

are replacing. Runs two and four are different because the availability modifier makes 

these vehicle types too expensive relative to gasoline vehicles. This difference amplifies 

over time because once hybrid electric and electric vehicle begin capturing market share 

their capital costs decline to simulate economies of scale and learning37. As the capital 

costs decline, the vehicle types gain more market share, causing the weighted average 

fuel and operating costs for vehicles to drop even further. The effect of the modifiers is 

also illustrated through the emissions figures, where carbon dioxide output increases from 

runs one to three, to two, to four. The most likely rankings make sense because both 

modifiers make more polluting vehicle types more attractive, and as expected, the 

availability modifier (run 2) exerts a greater influence on market shares than the 

emissions modifier (run 3). It is interesting to note however, that the uncertainty 

distributions presented in figure 6.5 show that there is considerable overlap in these 

distributions, meaning that these rankings aren't necessarily fixed. 

37 The declining capital cost feature of ClMS does not apply to mature technologies such as gasoline 
vehicles. 
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Total Mode Shares - Run 1 
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Figure 6 2 - Mode Shares -- Nun I (No hhdfiers) 
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Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 1 
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Figure 6.3 - Vehicle Type Shares - Run I (No Md$ers) 

Total New Vehicle Emissions 

Figure 6 4 -  Total new vehicle emissions for the business as usual scenario 
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Probable Carbon Emissions - 2030 
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Figure 6.5 - of new vehicle emissions for the BA U scenarios in 2030 

6.2 Carbon Tax 

The new vehicle emissions for runs one through four with a $50/tonne carbon tax are 

shown in figures 6.6 through 6.9 in comparison with the equivalent business as usual run. 

Figure 6.10 also shows these emissions in 2030 with their associated probability 

distributions. The associated vehicle and mode shares are available in appendix 10. The 

tax results in a modest reduction in carbon dioxide emissions between one and five 

megatonnes per year. The reduction occurs because market share for the low efficiency 

gasoline vehicles, which are most effected by the tax, has been distributed relatively 

evenly between the other vehicle types. Emissions reductions are the greatest in run four 

because the gasoline vehicles have more market share in the business as usual case, so 

even though a comparable percentage of consumers are predicted to switch, the absolute 

number changing is greater. If the reported emissions included all modes, the reduction 

would be slightly larger because the zero emission option of walking and cycling gains 

market share at the expense of the other three modes. 

38 The probability associated with a given emissions level is inversely related to the number of possible 
emissions outcomes assumed to be possible. In other words, as finer intervals are explored the associated 
probabilities get smaller. In this figure emissions were evaluated in 0.1 megatonne intervals, so a 0.01 
probability for 20 megatonnes mean that there is a 1 percent chance that the emissions will be between 19.5 
and 20.5 megatonnes. 
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NewVehicle Emissions - Run 1 
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Figure 6.6 -New vehicle emissions (no modtfiers) 

NewVehicle Emissions - Run 3 

New Vehicle Emissions - Run 2 
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Figure 6.7 -New vehicle emissions (availability) 
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Figure 6.10 - Probable new vehicle emissions for carbon tax scenarios in 2030 



6.3 Incentives for Non-Gasoline Vehicles 

The non-gasoline incentives entailed increasing the fuel availability of methanol, ethanol, 

natural gas, propane, diesel, and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 25%. giving express lane 

access to hydrogen fuel cell and electric vehicles, and increasing the power of every 

vehicle except diesels and low-efficiency gas. Using the existing financial cost attributes. 

a surcharge of $1,000, and $3,000 was also applied to high, and low efficiency gasoline 

vehicles respectively. The annual emissions resulting from each run using these 

incentives/disincentives are shown in figures 6.1 1 through 6.14, while figure 6.15 shows 

the 2030 emissions including uncertainty. The market shares for mode and vehicle types 

for each run are available in appendix 10. 

The emissions reductions resulting from the non-gasoline incentives were slightly greater 

than the $50/tonne tax, ranging from I to 6 megatonnes depending on the combination of 

moditiers. The incentives have the desired affect of discouraging people from choosing 

the high or low efficiency gasoline vehicles, most of which chose hybrid-electric and 

electric vehicles instead. The impact of these policies increases with time because they 

also cause the capital costs of hybrid-electrics and electrics to decline, making them even 

more attractive. Despite all of the incentives, the capital cost of hydrogen fuel cell 

vehicles still makes them prohibitively expensive, as they are unable to capture any 

market share. One ofthe most interesting effects of this policy is that it actually 

increases (albeit by less than 1 %) the SOV and HOV market shares. The reason for this 

change is that the policy encourages people to use more environmentally benign vehicles, 

which happen to have cheaper fuel costs. Switching to these types of vehicles lowers the 

weighted average fuel cost for all vehicles, making the SOV and HOV options more 

attractive mode choices. This result illustrates the potential pitfalls of the rebound effect, 

which describes a situation where people have saved money on energy (fuel) 

consumption, and then put those savings into different kinds of consumption, thereby 

negating some of the energy savings (Jaccard and Bataille, 2000). The integrated nature 

of ClMS allows these types of counter-intuitive interactions to be foreseen and 

quantified, where they would have otherwise been missed in an isolated vehicle choice 

model. 
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6.4 Incentives for Non-Single Occupancy Vehicle Modes 

The non-SOV incentives included increasing SOV driving time by 15%, decreasing the 

in-vehicle time of all other modes by 20%, reducing the waiting time for transit by two 

thirds, cutting the number of transfers in half, and increasing the percentage of commutes 

with bike route access by 50%. In additional to non-financial policy levers, the cost of 

transit was also reduced by $400 per year. The annual emissions resulting from these 

incentives / disincentives are illustrated in figures 6.16 through 6.19, while figure 6.20 

illustrates the uncertainty surrounding year 2030 emissions. The market shares for mode 

and vehicle types are available in appendix 10. 

'The non-SOV incentives resulted in the greatest emissions reductions, ranging from five 

to ten megatonnes depending on the combination of modifiers, which are slightly 

exaggerated because they don't account for the marginal increase that will result from 

greater transit use. It should be noted, that these large reductions are not an indication 

that the mode switching policies are superior, because the costs of the different policies 

are not accounted for in this analysis. The findings are important however, because they 

show an additional potential for emissions reductions through mode switching that has 

not been revealed in earlier simulations with the ClMS model (MKJA, 1998 and MKJA, 

2002). The emissions reductions are entirely caused by the almost 10% decline of market 

share for single occupancy vehicles. The market share for carpooling also decreased 

slightly, while walking and cycling, and transit have both experienced significant 

increases (5% and 10% respectively). 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The primary goal of this research was to develop a rigorous method to improve the 

behavioral parameters in CIMS. Doing so would help bridge the traditional gap between 

top-down and bottom-up approaches to energy-economy modeling by incorporating both 

technological detail, macro-economic feedbacks, and empirically estimated, behavioral 

realism into a single model. These improvements would advance beyond previous efforts 

to develop a hybrid model by providing more accurate model predictions and allowing a 

wider range of policies to be simulated. Both of these improvements would be of 

significant benefit to policy makers who can be limited and confused by the divergent 

modeling approaches currently used. To place this goal within a tangible context, 

personal urban transportation (mode choice and vehicle choice specifically) was selected 

as the research focus. This sector of the Canadian economy is significant in terms of 

environmental impact (accounting for approximately 13% of national carbon dioxide 

emissions), and the consumer decisions that define the sector are also an interesting mix 

of tinancial and non-financial factors. These combined characteristics make personal 

urban transportation an ideal candidate for hybrid modeling. As discussed in the 

following sections, these goals have largely been met, but new challenges have emerged 

and each stage of the project has offered lessons that will benefit anyone charting a 

similar research course in the future. Section 7.1 summarizes the underlying discrete 

choice models, which bring the behavioral realism to CIMS. Section 7.2 follows with a 

discussion of where the project has left hybrid modeling, and section 7.3 points to future 

research agendas for hybrid models. 

7.1 Behavioral Realism in Personal Urban Transportation 

After identifying the general research goals and context, discrete choice models were 

selected as an econometric modeling approach that could provide the detailed 

representation of consumer decision-making behavior needed in a hybrid model. An 

additional strength of discrete choice models is that they can be compatible with the 



existing parameter structure of CIMS and, although not perfect, the match between DCM 

and CIMS predictions can be very good. The data needed to estimate these models was 

obtained by surveying a random sample 1,154 Canadians living in urban centers about 

their preferences for different commuting modes and vehicle types. Although some 

biases were inevitably present, the combination of a high response rate (77%), a wealth of 

respondent comments, and general high quality responses led to the conclusion that the 

survey data was highly representative of the respondent population. Despite the success 

of the data collection phase of the research, the process was challenging, and a possible 

improvement would be to follow-up on a sampling of the initial responses. If 

respondents could have been interviewed to explain their choices in more detail, a 

number of lingering questions about the meaning of certain types of responses could have 

been resolved. Such follow-ups would need to be carefully considered because they 

would require additional time and money, and would probably need to be accomplished 

as multiple stages in a larger research project. 

The otherwise successful survey produced a rich data set that permitted the estimation of 

highly significant multi-nomial logit models, in which all of the attribute coefficients had 

the expected signs. These results show that the attributes and alternatives used were 

meaningful to respondents, and that they were important factors in mode and vehicle 

choices. The final vehicle choice and mode choice utility formulations are shown again 

in equation 7.1 through 7.4 and 7.5 through 7.9 respectively. In addition to the maximum 

likelihood estimates, the techniques developed in this research have shown how to look at 

the probability associated with a range of parameter values. 

Vehicle Cl~oice Utility Formulution 

V,; d , , , ,  ,,,,, =-9.0.10-' .CC-4.6.10- ' .  FC+1.2. FA-0.2.LXP -0.2.  POW -1.7 (t<q,/a/jw 7.1) 

V,,, = -9.0.10-" C C - 4 . 6 . 1 0 -  . FC+ 1.2. FA-0.2. W - 0 . 2 .  POW -2.0 (&jl,trtjot7 7 2 )  

V,,,n, =-9.0.10-' . C C - 4 . 6 . 1 0 - ' .  FC+ 1.2. FA-0.2.  EYP -0.2 .  POW -0.4 ( t G l / ~ t j ~ ~  7.3, 

V ,,,,c,,Lc,, = -9.0. lo-' . CC - 4.6. lo-' . FC + 1 2 .  FA - 0.2. EXP - 0.2. POW (~~yuuliot7 7. -1) 



Mode Choice Utility Formulutions 

V ,,,, =-0.04.DT-0.003.COST-0.5 (15yzrulron 7 5) 
V,,,,, = -0.04. DT - 0.08. PDT - O.OO3.COST - 0.5 (Eyzrufron 7 6) 

V ,,,,,,,, = -0.04. DT - 0.08. WWT - 0.003 . COST - 0.2 . TRANSFER7 - 0.5 (I*Iyzra~ion 7 7 )  

V ,,',,,,,t,t, = -0.04. DT - 0.08. W P T  + -0.003. COST - 0.2. TRANSFERS - 2.0 (Eylratron 7 8) 

V, ,,,k g,,,,, = -0.04 DT+O.2. PATH (Eyzrufron 7 9) 

Although highly significant and intuitive, the models were not without problems as the 

base line predictions did not match as well with reality as desired, and many of the 

segmentations based on different demographic variables were inconsistent. Two 

significant avenues were identified to explain these shortcomings in the model. First, 

only a limited number of attributes could be explored because of limitations in the 

experimental design. Based on the results of other survey questions and the literature, 

some of these excluded attributes would likely have influenced the decisions. Second, 

the utility models could have been better specified to allow error terms to be correlated 

across alternatives, or certain factors to have non-linear effects on utility. These alternate 

model formulations weren't explored because the basic forms were challenging enough to 

apply, and the broad scope of the experimental design didn't allow non-linear affects to 

be estimated. Although any of these extensions could have improved model validity, 

alternate approaches would have had their own limitations as well. 

Before the discrete choice models could be incorporated into CIMS, two significant 

changes were needed. First, the park and ride alternative was removed from the mode 

choice model, and six additional vehicle types were added to the vehicle choice model. 

The mathematical properties of the discrete choice model facilitated these modifications, 

but error was inevitably introduced as alternative specific constants were assigned to the 

new technologies. Second, various versions of the alternative specific constants were 

designed for the vehicle choice model, because it seemed to have some significant 

(although explainable) divergences from reality. The modifiers for vehicle type 

availability were of some concern because they are large enough to dominate the other 

choice attributes. This dominance is quite likely accurate, but it points to the need to 

better understand how changes in availability affect consumer choice, which is handled 



very rudimentarily with the modifiers. To recognize the crudeness of this approach, any 

model predictions were made both with and without the modifiers. 

7.2 Hybrid Modeling Today 

In addition to the modifications made to the discrete choice models, two structural 

changes were made to CIMS to improve the way it represented transportation decisions. 

First, the original nested vehicle type node structure was modified so that all vehicle 

types competed directly in a single node. Second. capital costs were blocked from the 

market share allocation algorithm for mode choice to reflect the design of the discrete 

choice model. Currently this change has only been implemented external to the standard 

CIMS simulation procedures, but would ideally be programmed as an endogenous 

feature. Both changes have also just been made in the database used in this research, and 

it is strongly recommended that they be implemented in the standard version of CIMS so 

that they can be used in future research. 

Once the changes were implemented, the performance of the discrete choice models was 

smoothly transferred to CIMS in a manner that limited changes to the existing parameters 

for the discount rate used in the decisions, the intangible costs of each technology, and 

the degree of market heterogeneity. The fit between the discrete choice models and 

ClMS were extremely satisfactory, although a perfect match is impossible because of 

fundamental differences in the mathematics of the market share curves. Although the 

lack of an exact fit isn't a serious issue, the same mathematical differences lead to 

potential problems in welfare costing and market share allocation when nested node 

structures are present in CIMS. Some suggestions for minimizing this error have been 

provided, but if additional DCM work is integrated with CIMS, the potential for error 

will continue to accumulate. Because of this concern, the decision to work with existing 

CIMS parameters instead of directly embedding the DCM utility formulations should be 

revisited in the future. Although there are clearly benefits to directly embedding the 

DCM's, this is by no means an easy decision because of the signiticant costs involved in 

changing the underlying structure to CIMS. Also, it is important to remember that ClMS 



has already been significantly improved in comparison with traditional top-down and 

bottom-up approaches, and that these additional improvements may not be that critical. 

With the DCM's integrated into CIMS, the improved modeling capabilities were 

demonstrated with three policy simulations. In particular, a set of incentives for non- 

gasoline vehicle alternatives, and a similar set for non-single occupancy vehicles 

demonstrated the new types of policies that can now be simulated with CIMS. The 

results of these simulations confirmed the success of the integration exercise, because all 

of the simulations and their variations produced outcomes congruent with the underlying 

DCM's. They also demonstrated an ability to influence consumer decisions in mode and 

vehicle choice through both monetary and non-monetary policy. The simulations took 

advantage of the uncertainty that was quantitied around the discrete choice models, 

which allowed CIMS outputs to be produced as probability distributions instead of point 

estimates. Although the initial time investment to develop the uncertainty curves was 

considerable, subsequent runs can now be produced in slightly more time than a single 

estimate CIMS run. This improvement over traditional CIMS outputs is a significant 

advancement because it provides explicit acknowledgement that predictions are 

uncertain, and that each possible outcome has a non-zero probability associated with it. 

The steps described to this point have successfully improved the behavioral realism of a 

hybrid energy-economy model. Although a number of shortcomings have been idelltitied 

throughout the process, none of these changes are required in the immediate future 

because the changes already implemented represent a significant improvement over the 

existing CIMS model. In comparison with the top-down approaches lacking 

technological detail, or bottom-up approaches failing to account for the reality of 

preferences, the improved version of CIMS represents a significant step forward in 

energy-economy modeling that is capable of much more sophisticated simulations to 

advise policy. All of the mentioned shortcomings were consciously omitted because they 

would have presented too many challenges for the scope of this research. and they were 

all deemed to be less significant than the issues already being addressed. That is not to 

say that they are not valuable steps forward in the development of hybrid models, but 



instead that they are only inlprovements on the significant progress that has already been 

made. 

7.3 Hybrid Modeling Tomorrow 

In addition to the already mentioned problems encountered in the research methodology, 

this section attempts to provide some broad directions for future research in hybrid 

energy-economy modeling, and ClMS in particular. All of these improvements are 

extensions of this work, and will likely need to either draw on multiple bodies of work. or 

become parts of longer-term research projects. As shown by some preliminary attempts 

to piece together different discrete choice models in this research, the tirst approach 

quickly opens up a vast wealth of potential modeling tools, but much of that information 

can be difficult to work through and can lead to inconsistent results. Looking at the other 

option, longer-term research would facilitate complete control of the research agenda. but 

it could also reduce research flexibility by charting a course too far into the future. The 

strengths and weaknesses of both approaches are not fully apparent at this juncture, and 

when any of the following agendas are pursued, both approaches should be given serious 

consideration. The four major avenues for future research are expanding the research 

scope, understanding the dynamics of emerging technologies, improving policy 

simulation flexibility, and continuing to quantify uncertainty. 

Scope 

The tirst avenue for improvement is probably the most important, and it would thankfully 

be able to draw upon all of the techniques and lessons learned in this research. Currently 

the scope of this research has been limited to mode and vehicle choice within personal 

urban transportation, and even when concurrent research in residential heating and 

industrial cogeneration is considered, a vast array of decisions could be better understood. 

Both within the transportation sector, and across other sectors, discrete choice models 

could be developed for other decisions and incorporated into ClMS to improve the 

overall realisin of model predictions. For some of these decisions the DCM's developed 

in this research could probably be modified, but for the majority of them, the decisions 

characteristics are different enough to warrant additional research. 
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Dy numics of Emerging Techno1ogie.s 

The approach in this research took a broad view of a number of different technologies 

and attributes for mode and vehicle type choice, and although valuable, it made it 

impossible to garner a detailed understanding of any single attribute or technology. This 

detailed understanding is exactly what is required to effectively s i ln~~la te  the innovation 

and adoption of emerging technologies. For example, this research looked at two levels 

of fuel availability and assumed a linear response to all other levels, where in reality 

consumers have been found to be much more interested in fuel availability at low levels 

and there is probably a threshold below which they are unwilling to buy a vehicle. These 

types of detailed dynamics are co~nmonplace in new technologies, and to successfully 

address them, one or two specific policy levers needs to be selected for detailed study. 

Policy Simulution Ch allmges 

Despite the fact that this research has offered some interesting policy simulations, they 

are by no means comprehensive analyses, and in order to properly compare different 

policy options, the work needs to be extended in three ways. First, costs were excluded 

from the presentation of results because the costs associated with the different policies 

were not available. This has not been a problem in the past, because CIMS has primarily 

been used to model taxes, which are re-distributive (i.e. zero financial costs ~tnless 

changes in technology choices are induced) policies with the exception of the 

administrative costs. For the infrastructure investments involved in many transportation 

policies, the policy costs are far from negligible, and some estimate would need to be tied 

to a policy scenario before the costs could be estimated. Without this, investnlents in 

transit, or subsidizing fuel availability would seem like win-win options because they 

would be making more environmentally benign f o r m  of transportation more attractive at 

apparently zero cost. This is not a limitation of CIMS, because once costing estimates are 

obtained for various policies, they could easily be included in any financial or welfare 

cost calculations. 



A second limitation, which is closely tied to the current CIMS setup, is the limited ability 

to model non-monetary policies that change through time. Policies that include changing 

targets for stocks or shares in each period (such as vehicle emissions standards) can be 

simulated, but any of the new non-monetary variables introduced in this research can't 

currently be changed through the course of a simulation. Once values for the intangible 

costs are selected, they are fixed for all periods of the simulation. This is probably the 

most straightforward of all the enhancements discussed in this section because it could be 

simply accomplished by adding an intangible cost field to ClMS for each period instead 

of using a single value. Despite the simplicity, it would open up a broad range of policy 

options for simulation including examples such as steadily increasing investments in 

transit service, or increasing fuel availability for non-gasoline vehicles. Being able to 

simulate these types of policies would be beneficial because they are much more 

representative of the marginal changes that are likely to take place in reality. 

Even with these two extensions, effectively modeling transportation policy will be 

challenging with CIMS because of the spatial element involved in many transportation 

policies. More specifically, it will always be difficult to relate the impact of an actual 

policy to a change in an attribute value in the discrete choice model, which would be 

translated into CIMS. Examples of this challenge include trying to figure out what 

attribute values to use for time to reflect a new carpooling lane on a city's major 

expressway, or determining the appropriate change in cost to reflect a toll to enter a city's 

downtown core. These types of policy would change the traveling time or cost for some 

commuters, but the impact would be negligible for those who don't use the affected 

roads. CIMS is a geographically aggregated model, meaning that it doesn't account for 

spatial differences (other than regions), so physical quantities such as roads and 

highways, and the cities and neighborhoods they connect are not considered, which 

makes simulating policies tied to these physical boundaries extremely problematic. Even 

if the average effect of a policy could be determined for an entire ClMS region, a second 

problem is that there is no guarantee that applying the average value to the entire 

population is equivalent to focusing the full effect on a subset of the population. Based 

on DCM's developed in this research the two approaches will yield identical results, but 



only because the attributes have all been assumed to have linear effects on utility. If 

more complicated utility functions were explored and the relationships were found to be 

non-linear, additional approaches would need to be considered. A possible future 

approach for dealing with this problem would be linking CIMS with more disaggregated 

transportation model for the major urban centers in Canada. The exact details of such an 

approach are beyond the scope of this research, but based on the recommendations 

resulting from Tisdale's (2003) work with CIMS on the effect of air contaminants at a 

local scale, such an approach shows promise. 

Uncertainty 

Throughout this paper, the uncertainty surrounding model predictions has been an 

ongoing focus because of its importance in illuminating confidence in predictions, 

facilitating comparisons between predictions, and helping decide between alternative 

actions. The benefits of including uncertainty in any analysis should never be 

undervalued, but it is also important to recognize that the analysis in this paper has 

focused on a single source of uncertainty. By limiting the consideration of uncertainty to 

the behavioral aspects of personal urban transportation decision, the challenge has been 

made tractable, but the omitted portions should not be forgotten. Possibly just as 

important is the uncertainty present in technical estimates, such as the base stocks, costs, 

and emissions factors needed to make CIMS a technologically explicit model. Each of 

these quantities represents an amalgamation of a variety of similar technologies and the 

values have been estimated to reflect the average for the range that exists across the 

country. Because the technical figures in CIMS' transportation model were updated for 

the National Climate Change Implementation Process the mean estimates are probably 

quite accurate, but the data resulting from the process did not explicitly account for 

uncertainty. Until this source of uncertainty is investigated as thoroughly as the 

behavioral component, the magnitude by which the uncertainty estimates under-present 

the range value won't be known. 

These four major avenues, scope, the dynamics of emerging technology, policy 

simulation challenges, and uncertainty, all represent significant steps forward for CIMS, 



or any model for that matter. Returning to the top-down 1 bottom-up debate again 

however, none of these improvements are required to bridge the gap in modeling 

philosophies. They all represent improvements to what is already a hybrid model 

according to the definition used in this paper. With that perspective, it may be more 

useful to take a step back to examine the current improvements and gain as much from 

them before moving onto new challenges. This approach will allow the new capabilities 

to be fully tested and exploited, and in addition to the valuable policy analysis that can be 

done during this process, new avenues for improvements will also probably be identified. 
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Phone Script (3 Pages) 
Hello, my name is 
a survey to learn about Canadians' 

calling on behalf of Simon Fraser University. We are conducting 
attitudes and preferences toward personal transportation. Your answers 

will be used to help Canadian cities set their transportation priorities, and shape future transportation 
policies across Canada. 

The survey is composed of  a five minute phone interview, and a twenty minute follow-up mail 
questionnaire. For each completed mail survey, we will donate one dollar to Unicef. 

IF NECESSARY READ: 
I am not selling anything, and all of  your responses will be kept confidential. 

Part A - Recruitment 
I. Are you, or someone else in your ltouseltold who is 18peurs of uge or older interested in 

participating in this survey? 
I. Yes 
2.  No SKIP TO Q13 

2. Thank you. Before we continue, tnuy 1 cottfirnt that you are I 8  years ufuge or older? 
1. Yes 
2. No THANK AND TERMINATE WITH REJECTION REASON I 

Part B - Vehicle Ownership 
3. Do you own or have access to a vehicle? 

I .  Yes 
2. No SKIP TO Q6. 

4. What type of vehicle do you use most often, 
READ LIST 

1. A compact car (such as Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla, or Chevy Cavalier), 
2 .  a mid-size car (such as Ford Taurus, Toyota Camry, or Honda Accord), 
3. a full-size car (such as Ford Crown Victoria, Chrysler Concord, or Lincoln Town Car), 
3. a Pickup Truck, 
5 .  a Minivan, 
6. a SUVi (Sport Utility Vehicle), or 
7. a motorcycle? 
8. DON'T KNOWIREFUSED 

5. How much did this vehicle cost when it was purchased (the vehicle you most co~nmonly use)? 

999999. DON'T KNOW1 REFUSED 

Part C - Com~nuting 
6. Do you commute to work or school at least once per week? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

IF Q6=2 AND Q3=2 THANK AND TERMINATE WITH REJECTION REASON 2 



IF Q6=2 SKIP T O  Q11 

7. How do you most comn~only conmute to work or school? 
READ LIST IF NECESSARY 
A L L O W  MULTIPLE RESPONSES 

1. driving alone (SOV), 
2. carpooling, 
3. public transit, 
4. walking, or 
5.  cycling? 

8.  On average, approximately how many minutes does it take you to travel one-way between home and 
work or school when u'rrvrng alone curpoolrng lukrng /runsrt walkrng cycling ? 

9. Approximately how many kilometers is your one-way trip from home to work or school? 
IF DK - ASK FOR BEST GUESS 

999999. DON'T KNOW 

If Q7<>l, 2 or 3 SKIP T O  Q l l .  
10. On average, approximately how much do you spend on cotllmuting costs when \*--driving ulorw 

cu~pooling i luking l~.unsif:-' to work or school? 
IF C O M M O N  COMMlJTlNG M O D E  IS DRIVING ALONE O R  CARPOOLING: 
Please only consider gas, parking and road toll expenses, and feel free to give your answer on a weekly or 

monthly basis; whichever is easier. 
IF C O M M O N  M O D E  IS TAKING TRANSIT: 
Please only consider transit fares. and feel free to give your answer on a weekly or monthly basis; 

whichever is easier. 

999999. DON'T KNOW 1 REFUSED 

Part D - Prepare for Mail Portion of  Survey 
That completes the phone portion of  this survey. The second half of  the survey will be sent to you by mail 
within the next week. 

I I .  May I please have your complete address in order to mail the nest portion of  the survey? 
ADDRESS: 
CITY: 
PROVINCE: 
POSTAL CODE: 

12. Finally, what name would you like to appear on the mailing label? 
FIRST NAME: 
LAST NAME: 

'Thank you very much for your time. Have a great daylnight. 

Part E - Rejection Information 
13. Before you go, could you please tell me why you aren't willing to participate in this S I L I ~ Y ?  

I. Not interested, 
2. Don't know enough about transportation issues, 
3. Don't have time, 
4. Other, 

132 



5 .  Prefer not to say/ REFlJSED 

Rejection Reiisorr I :  I'm sorry, but Simon Fraser University ethical regulations restrict us from 
interviewing anyone under the age of 18. Thank you for your time. 

Rejectiori Reason 2: I'm sorry, but because you don't have access to a vehicle, and don't commute at least 
once per week, you don't qualify for the remainder of this survey. Thank you for your time. 



Cover Letter I (1 Page) 

Simon Fraser University 
School of Resource and Environmental Management Burnaby, BC, V5A IS6  

Department: 604.291.4659 
Survey: 604.268 6621 

15-Sep-03 
((First - Name)) ctl,ast .- Namo), 

As a follow up to our recent telephone contact, please find enclosed your copy of the 
Canadian Transportation Preferences Survey. We appreciate your help with this 
important research. and your input will help us understand how Canadians perceive and 
utilize the transportation systems in their communities. The results of the study will 
help us pinpoint current strengths and weaknesses, which we can use to predict how 
transportation patterns will evolve under various policy and investment strategies. 

Your answers are completely confidential, and will only be released as summaries in 
which no individual's answers can be identified. When you return your completed 
questionnaire, your name will be deleted from the mailing list, and never connected to 
your answers in any way. Your participation is entirely voluntary. and we will assume 
that by completing and returning this survey you are indicating your consent to 
participate in this research. Please note that Simon Fraser University ethical regulations 
require you to be 18 or older to complete this survey. If you are not 18 or older, or if 
you decide for some reason not to complete the survey, please return it unanswered in 
the eticlosed envelope. 

We can't stress how grateful we are that you are willing to contribute to this study, and 
as a slnall token of our gratitude, please accept the enclosed $ 1  coin. Also, for each 
survey returned to us, we will donate an additional $ 1  to Unicef. 

If you have any questions or concerns about this research we would be glad to talk to 
you. Please direct questions or concerns about the survey to the primary researcher, 
Matthew Horne, by phone at 604.268.662 1 or via elnail to mhorne@sfu.ca. All 
lnessagcs will be returned the next day. More general concerns about the research can 
be directed to Frank Gobas at 604.29 1.4659. 

Thank you very much for your time. Your help with this survey is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew 1 Iorne 
Graduate Student Researcher 
School of Resource and Environmental Management 



Survey (16 Pages) 

Simon Fraser 
University 

Energy and 
Materials 

Research Group 



Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey. This information will be used to 
analyze the transportation choices available to Canadians today and in the future. 
Remember that with each received survey, we will donate $ 1  to Unicef. Your opinions 
and ideas are important, so please answer each question. The following sample illustrates 
the fo at that will be used for questions in the survey. 

Sumple Question 

Question (plain text) 

I. How satisfied are you with these features of public transit in your city'? P l e m e  

ind icu le  y02u  opinion f o r  cuch,f>atzo.e. 

I Level of Satisfaction With Public Transit 
Very Don't 

Dissatisfiedf- satisfied Know 
I I Frequency of Service I a a a 0 a a 

Cleanliness of vehicles 
Friendliness of drivers 
Timeliness of arrivals 

. ?  I he survey should take approximately 25 minutes to complete. 

0 0 la 0 0 0 
0 a 0 la 0 0 

a PI 0 0 0 

Public Transit Features 

I Part 1 - Your Transportation Options, Requirements and Habits 1 

Your Answers 

I .  How Inany vehicles do you or your family own? 

I 

0 None ) c9 // 'none, pletrsc .skip lo qlicstion 8. 

O One 
n Two c9 Ifone or /now,  please con/inlie to  question 2 

0 Three or more 

2. What is the make, model, and year of the vehicle you most often use? 

Make: Model: Year: 
(l.i)rt<Jiw exutnple) (Lkp/ot.er,fi,r exut~iple) 

3 .  How long have you or your family owned this vehicle? 

years 



4. How mucli longer do you expect you or your family will own this vehicle? 

years 

5 .  Wliat are the annual maintenance costs for this vehicle? 

0 Less than $1,000 per year 
5 $1,000 to $2,000 per year 
0 $2,001 to $3,000 per year 
0 More than $3,000 per year 
5 Don't know 

6. Wliat importance did the following factors have in your family's decision to 
purchase t 11 is veliic le? Pleuse itiu'icole (lie ir~rporlat~ce you place o r r  each. fucr01, 

Purchase Price 

Vehicle Type 

Fuel Economy 

t-lorscpower 

Safety 

Seating Capacity 

Reliability 

Appearance and Styling 

Other: 

Importance of Factor in Vehicle Purchase Decision 
Not at All Somewhat Very Don't 
Important Important Important Know 

0 0 5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n n 0 
0 0 0 0 5 5 
n 5 n 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 5 
0 5 5 0 0 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
0 0 0 cl 0 5 
5 5 0 5 5 5 

7. Considering your transportation requirements, do you think your family could 
meet its needs with fewer vehicles, either by travelling less, or using different 
methods of transportation'? 

Yes 
0 No 

8. How many people in your family travel to work or scl~ool at least three times per week? 

5 None 
5 One 
5 Two 
0 Three or morc 



9. Do you travel to work or school at least once per week? 

10. On average, how long would it take you to travel from home to work or 
school by each of the following methods? Pleuse check the best responseJ3r 
errclr metlt or/. 

I Travel Time to W o r k  o r  School 

Vehicle: Alone 

Vehicle: Carpool 

Public Transit 

Park and Ride 

Cycling 

Walking 

Other: 

Under 20 2 1 to 40 41 to 60 61 to 90 Over 90 Not Don't 
Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Available know 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 I .  On average, how many times per week do you travel from home to work or 
scliool using each of  the following methods? Please check /he hcst re.spotue,fi)r 
each tnethod. 

Vehicle: Alone 

Vehicle: Carpool 

Public Transit 

Park and Ride 

Cycling 

Walking 

Other: 

Times per week 
Five or None One Two Three Four 
more 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 a 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

12. Does the pattern y o ~ l  just described change tliroughout the year? 



13. What importance do the following factors have in your decision between 
different methods of  travel? Please indicute the ilnportance youpluce on euclz 

Cost 

Travel Time 

Comfort 

Flexibility 

Safety 

Privacy 

Environmental Impact 

Reliability 

Availability of Method 

Other: 

Importance of Factor in Travel Method Decision 
Not at All Somewhat Very Don't 
Important Important Important Know 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o a o o 0 
o 0 a a 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o a o a 0 
0 0 u 0 0 0 
a o u o o o 
0 0 0 0 u 0 

14. In an average week, what proportion of your personal total travelling time is 
spent commuting to work or school? Please consider all uf your travelling 
needs including cornmuting running errand, shopping visiting,fa~nily and 
,friends, und entertuinmenl. 

0 Less than 25% 
0 25% to 50% 
0 More than SO% 

15. Regarding your commute to work or school, do you have the option of using the 
following services? Please indicate the availability ofeach transportation 
service. 

Bringing bicycles on public transit 

Using bike routes or paths 

Showering and changing at work or school 

Driving in carpooling lanes 

Riding express buses or rapid transit 

Using a carpool coordinating service 

Driving on express toll roads 

Yes, No, Not Don't 
Available Available Know 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 u 
0 0 0 
0 0 u 
0 0 0 



16. How many days a week do you think your job or education could be completed from home? 

0 None 
0 One or Two 
0 Three or Four 

F' ~ v e  or more 
0 Don't know 

17. Considering your current commute, how many days a week wo~lld you work from home i f  
you had an employer or school that gave you the option of working from home? 

0 None 
0 Oneor Two 
0 Three or Four 

F' ~ v e  or more 
0 Don't know 

18. Do you have friends or co-workers who use the following transportation methods or types of 
vehicles as their primary means of commuting to work or school? PIease check one ansvver 
for each transportation method and vehicle type. 

Carpooling 

Public Transit 

Walking 

Cycling 

Hybrid electric vehicle (such as the Honda ~nsight) '~ 

[ Alternative fuel vehicle (using natural gas for e w n ~ ~ l e ) ' ~  I 

Don't 
Yes No Know 

19. Do you have any comments on the answers you provided in this section of the survey? 



I Part 2 - Your Vehicle Preferences 
This section presents four hypothetical choices, each asking you to choose between four vehicles 
For each choice, read over the attributes, and indicate the vehicle you ~ o u 1 d ~ r e f i . r .  Imagine 
that all four vehicles are <<compact cars/mid-size cars&dl-size cars/trzlcks/vuns/SuVs>> 
Important Concepts 

Alternative Fzlel Vehicle - Powered using$tels other than gasoline or diesel, such us nurw.al 
gas, ethanol, andpropane. 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle - Powered using a combination of gasoline and electric systems. 
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle - Powered using hydrogen.fue1, producing water as e , ~ h ~ z n l  
Anticipated release date of 2004. 
Express Lane Acce.ss - Scenario where vehicles with lower emissions would be given access 
to express lanes on major roads. Assume a time savings of 20% when lanes are avuiluble. 

20. If these were the only four vehicles available to you,  which would you  choose? 

Vehicle Type 

Purchase Price 
Fuel Cost 

Stations with Proper Fuel 
Express Lane Access 
Emissions Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Power Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Gasoline Alternative Fuel Hybrid-Electric H-ydrogen Fuel 
Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Cell Vehicle 
$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 

$I Olweek $1 Olweek $I Otweek $I Olweek 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
None None None None 

Equal 25% Less Equal 100% Less 

Equal Equal 25% Less 10% Less 

21. If these were the only four vehicles available to you,  which would you choose? 

Vehicle Type 

Purchase Price 

Fuel Cost 
Stations with Proper Fuel 
Express Lane Access 

Emissions Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Power Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Gasoline Alternative Fuel Hybrid-Electric Hydrogen Fuel 
Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Cell Veli icle 
$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 

$I Olweek $I Olweek $I Olweek $I Olweek 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
None None None None 

Equal 25% Less Equal 100% Less 

Equal Equal 25% Less 10% Less 



22. If these were the only four vehicles available to you, which would you choose? 

Vehicle Type 

Purchase Price 

Fuel Cost 
Stations with Proper Fuel 

Express Lane Access 
Emissions Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Power Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Gasoline A Ner~ative Fuel Hybrid-Electric Hydrogen Fuel 
Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Cell Vehicle 
$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 

$I Olweek $I Olweek $I Olweek $I Olweek 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
None None None None 

Equal 25% Less Equal 100% Less 

Equal Equal 25% Less 10% Less 

23. If these were the only four vehicles available to you, which would you choose? 

Vehicle Type 

Purchase Price 
Fuel Cost 

Stations with Proper Fuel 

Express Lane Access 
Emissions Compared to 
Current Vehicle 
Power Compared to 
Current Vehicle 

Gasoline Alternative Fuel Hybrid-Electric Hydrogen Fuel 
Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Cell Vehicle 
$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 

$1 Olweek $I Olweek $1 Olweek $I Olweek 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
None None None None 

Equal 25% Less Equal 100% Less 

Equal Equal 25% Less 10% Less 

24. Do you have any comments on the choices you made in this section of the survey? 



I Part 3 - Your Transportation Mode Preferences 
This section presents jbur hypothetical situations, each asking you to choose hetween.foltr 
options,fbr getting to work or school. For each question, read over the atrrihutes, and in&cute 
~ ! h i c h  method you wouldprqfir. You can assume that all of the methods are availuhle to J V U  

(even ifjiozr don't have access lo a car,for example). Please consider all other cotntnuting 
construinrs you might have when rnaking your decision. 

Important Concepts 
Park and Ride - Parking at a transit slation and taking transit to work from there. 
Cjicle or Walk - Please select this choice ifjiou prefer the cycling or the walking optiotl 

25. if  these were the only methods available to get to work or school, which would you choose? 

Veliicle: Alone Velricle: Carpool Public Transit P ~ r k  and Ride 
Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: 

20 minutes 30 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 
Pickup I Drop-off Time: Walking / Waiting Time: Walking / Waiting Time: 

5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 

Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost: 
$10 per week $10 per week $10 per week $10 per week 

Transfers Required: Transfers Required: 
One None 

26. I f  these were the only methods available to get to work or school, which would you choose? 

Vehicle: Alone Vehicle: Carpool Public Transit Walk or Cb*cle 
Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: 

20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 20 or 30 minutes 
PickuplDrop-off Time: Walking / Waiting Time: 

5 minutes 5 niinutes 

Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost: 
$10 per week $10 per week $10 per week $0 per week 

Transfers Required: Cycling Conditions: 
One On road or On path 



27. If these were the only methods available to get to work or school, which would you choose'? 

Vehicle: Alone Vehicle: Carpool Public Transit Park and Ride 
Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: 

20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 
Pickup I Drop-off Time: Walking 1 Waiting Time: Walking I Waiting Time: 
5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 

Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost: 
$10 per week $10 per week $10 per week $ I0 per week 

Transfers Required: Transfers Required: 
One None 

28. If these were the only methods available to get to work or school, which would you choose'? 

Velticle: Alone Vehicle: Carpool Public Transit Walk or Q d e  
Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: Total Travel Time: 

20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 20 or 30 minutes 
PickuplDrop-off Time: Walking / Waiting Time: 

5 minutes 5 minutes 

Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost: 
$ I0 per week $10 per week $10 per week $0 per week 

Transfers Required: Cycling Conditions: 
One On road or On path 

29. Do you have any comments on the choices you made in this section of the survey? 



I Part 4 - Your Views on Trans~ortation Issues 
- 

30. What is your level of support/opposition for the following government actions that would 
influence your transportation system? Please check the best answer,for each group o f  N C ~ ~ O P I S .  

Improving traffic flow by building new roads, and 
expanding existing roads. 

Discouraging automobile use with road tolls, gas taxes, and 
vehicle surcharges. 

Making neighborhoods more attractive to walkers and 
cyclists using bike lanes, and speed controls. 

Reducing vehicle emissions with regular testing, and 
manufacturer enlissions standards. 

Making carpooling utfd transit faster by giving tliem 
dedicated traffic lanes, and priority at intersections. 

Making transit more attractive by reducing fares, increasing 
frequency, and expanding route coverage. 

Reducing transportation distances by promoting mixed 
commercial and residential, and high-density development. 

Reducing transportation needs by encouraging compressed 
workweeks and working from home. 

Your Degree of Support 

3 1. Do you have any comments regarding the actions discussed in question 30? 

32. How do yoit feel about the role governtnents plays in shaping your transportation system? 

0 They are doing too much. 
0 They are doing about the right amount. 
0 They arcn't doing enough. 
0 Don't know 



33. Thinking about your daily experiences, how serious do you consider the following probletns 
related to transportation to be? Please indicutc yozcr opinion,for ecrch potential prohlenl 

Traffic congestion you experience while driving. 

Traffic noise you hear at home, work, or school. 

Vehicle emissions, which impact local air quality. 

Accidents caused by aggressive or absent minded drivers. 

Vehicle emissions, which contribute to global warming. 

Unsafe communities due to speeding traffic. 

I Seriousness of Problem 

34. How d o  you believe hybrid electric vehicles (such as the Toyota Prius) compare with 
standard gasoline vehicles in the following categories? Please indicate your opinion.fbr eucll 
category. 

Impact on the Environment 

Reliability 

Refueling Time 

Distance per Fill-up 

Horsepower and Acceleration 

Fuel Costs 

Purchase Price 

Compared to a Gasoline Vehicle 

Much Slightly Equal Slightly Much Don't 
Worse Worse Better Better Know 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

35. Are you satisfied with the selection of hybrid electric vehicles available in the market? 

O Yes 
No 4 Please explarn _ - -- - 

0 Don't Know 



36. How do you believe carpooling, taking transit, walking, and cycling each compare with 
driving alone on each of the following criteria? Ple~ise indicaie your opinion,fi,r eacll 
irun.sporiu~ion method. 

I Comparison with Driving Alone I 

37. How satisfied are you with the following features of the public transit system in your city? 
Pleuse indicatc your opinion fur euc.11 frunsitjitrture. 

Much Slightly Equal Slightly Much Don't 
Worse Worse Better Better Know 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
R O 0 CI 0 0 
0 0 O 0 O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 U 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 O 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 U 

Safety while 
travelling 

Comfort 

Impact on the 
Environment 

Flexibility 

I Satisfaction with Public Transit 

Carpooling 

Public Transit 

walkillg 

Cycling 

Carpooling 

Public Transit 

Walking 

Cycling 

Carpooling 

Public Transit 

Walking 

Cycling 

Carpooling 

Public Transit 

Walking 

Cycling 

Dissatisfied Neutral 
Very Don't 

Satisfied Know 

( Location of bus stops 1 0  0 0 0 0 U 

Cost of fares O 0 0 0 0 

Frequency of bus service 

Timeliness of bus service 

Availability of seats 

Cleanliness of vehicles 

Convenience of bus routes 

0 0 0 a 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 O O 0 



38. Do you have any comments on the answers you provided in this section of  the survey? 

I Part 5 - Additional Information About Yourself J 
39. What is your gender? 

0 Female 
0 Male 

40. How many people live in your family houseliold? 

0 One 
0 Two 
0 Three 
0 Four or more 

41. In 2001, which category best described your total family income, before tax? 

0 $20,000 or less 
0 $20,001 to $40,000 
0 $4O,OO 1 to $60,000 
0 $60,0001 to $80,000 
0 $80,00 1 or over 

42. What type of  dwelling do you live in? 

0 Single-family detached house 
0 Duplex, townhouse or row house 
0 Apartment building 
0 Other: - 

43. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

0 Less than Grade 9 
0 Grade 9 
0 Grade I2 
0 College, CEGEP or other post-secondary diploma 
0 University 



44. What is your age? 

25 years or less 
0 26 to 40 years 

41 to55 years 
a 56 years or older 

45. What is your current occupation? 

46. Do you work at the same location most days? 

a Yes 
a No 6 If no, please explarn 

47. Do you work tlie same hours most days? 

a Yes 
a No * If no, plecrsc ex/hiin 

48. Do you have any comments on tlie answers you provided in this section of tlie survey'? 



If you have any questions about this survey, or the 
research in general, please contact the primary 
researcher, Matt Horne. 

Phone: 604.268.662 1 
Email: mIiorne@sfu.ca 

If'you would like to speak to a representative of the 
School of Resource arid Environmental Management, 
please contact the director, Frank Gobas. 

Phone: 604.29 1.4659 

Once you have completed this survey, please return it in 
the accompanying stamped envelope to the following 
address: 

Canadian Transportation Preferences Study 
EMRGICIEEDAC 
Room 2 123 East Academic Annex 
Simon Fraser University 
8888 University Drive 
Burnaby, BC, V5A I S6 

If you would like to see the results of this study, updates 
will be regularly posted at the following website: 

http:/lwww.emrg.sfu.ca/transportation 

Thank you again for taking the time to offer us your 
ideas on these important issues. 



Followup Postcard ( 1 Page) 

((First Name)) ctL,ast Name)), 

Two weeks ago you were sent your copy ofthe Canadian Transportation 
Preferences Survey as a follow-up to our phone interview on 
ct Respondant-Date)). 

If you have already completed and returned the survey, we want to express our 
appreciation for your help with this research pro-ject. If not, please do so 
today. We are especially grateful for your I d p  because it is only by asking 
people like you to share your experiences that we can understand how 
Canadians view their transportation systems. 

If you didn't receive your copy of the survey, or if you have misplaced it, 
please contact us and we will send you a replacement immediately. You 
can leave a message by telephone at 604.268.662 I ,  or by email at 
~nliorne@sfi~.ca. 

Thank you again for your participation in this pro-ject. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew 1 lorne 



Cover Letter 2 (1 Page) 

Simon Fraser University 
School of Resource and Environmental Management Burnaby, BC, V5,4 i s 6  

Department Phone: 604.291.4659 
Survey Phone: 604.268.6621 

15-Sep-03 
((First-Name)) ((Last - Name)), 

About four weeks ago we sent you your copy of the Canadian Transportation Preferences 
Survey. To the best of our knowledge, it hasn't been returned as of 15-Nov-02. The study is 
drawing to a close, and this is the last contact that will be made to the people who were 
contacted by phone in early October. 

Individuals from across the country who have already returned their surveys have responded 
with strong opinions on the state of their transportation systems and how they feel they can be 
improved. As well, they have provided a wealth of information on their commuting patterns and 
vehicle purchasing preferences. The results of the survey will provide a clear picture of the 
Canadians' opinions and preferences, and will be very useful for both transportation planning 
and energy use research. 

We are sending this final contact because we are concerned that people who have not yet 
responded may have experiences with their transportation system that differ from those who 
have already replied. Hearing from everyone initially contacted helps ensure that the results are 
as acciirate as possible and reflect the broad range of opinions found across Canada. 

If you have any questions about the survey or research, please leave a message by phone at 
604.268.6621 or by email to mhorne@sfu.ca. Both the voice mail and elnail are checked daily 
and any messages will be returned the next day. 

As a reminder, all of your answers are completely confidential, and they will only be released as 
si~lnlnaries in which no individual's answers can be identitied. When you return your completed 
questionnaire, your name will be deleted from the mailing list, and never connected to your 
answers in any way. 

We hope you will fill out and return the enclosed survey, but if for any reason you prefer not to, 
please let us know by returning the blank survey in the enclosed stamped envelop. 

Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Horne 
Primary Researcher, 
School of Resource and Environmental Management 



Basic 2'"" Experimental Design 



Profiles Within Each Choice Set 



Times Each Choice Profile Was Included in a Survey 



APPENDIX 4 - SCENARIOS FOR VEHICLE CHOICE PREDICTIONS 

l ~ u e l  Cost 1 200 1 200 1 150 1 250 1 

Scenario Attributes for Figure 4.44 

Scenario Attributes for Fieure 4.45 

Capital Cost 

Fual Availability 
Express Access 
Power 

Hybrid- 
Electric 
30000 

Gasoline 

20000 

Hydrogen 
Fuel-Cell 

60000 

1 

1 

0 

Alternative 
Fuel 

25000 

0. I 
1 

I 

1 

1 

I 

0. I 
1 

1 





APPENDIX 5 - SCENARIOS FOR MODE CHOICE PREDICTIONS 

l ~ ~ c l i n ~  Path 

Scenario Attributes for Figure 4.16 

0 

Transfers 
Cycling Path 

0 

Trans 
100 

3 0 

0 

HOV 
100 

30 

5 

Cost ($/month) 
Driving Time 
PickupIDropoff Time 

0 

0 

SOV 
150 

3 0 

0 

0 

Park 
150 

30 

0 

0 

0 

W!C 

0 

90 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 



SOV HOV Transit W/C 
Cost ($/month) 150 120 100 0 
Driving Time 22 2 0 38 45 
PickupIDropoff Time 0 10 0 0 
Walkingwaiting Time 0 0 15 0 
Transfers 0 0 0.5 0 
Cycling Path 0 0 0 1 

lCycling Path 

Scenario Attributes for Figure 4.51 
0 

Scenario Attributes for Figure 5.9 

Transfers 
Cycling Path 

0 

Scenario Attributes for Figure 5.11 

HOV 
1500 
20 

0 

Cost ($/year) 
Driving Time 

Pickup/Dropoff Time 

Transit 
1000 

38 

15 

0 

0 

Transfers 

Cycling Path 

0 

SOV 
2000 

22 
0 

W/C 
0 

6 5 
0 

0 

0 
0 

HOV 
1500 

20 

0 

Transit 
500 
20 

10 

Cost ($/year) 
Driving Time 

Pickup/Dropoff Time 

0 

0 

W/C 
0 

6 5 

0 

SOV 
2000 

2 5 

0 

0.5 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0.1 

0 
0 

0 





APPENDIX 6 - VEHICLE CHOICE SUB-MODELS 

Ca ilal Cost -9.0 I E-05 -5.76 Gray 
I'uel Cost -4.608-03 -3.38 

Fuel Ci ray 
1:s ress -0.16 -3.09 

I'ower -0.22 -4.47 

cells 

cells 

in thc 

in the 

beta coefficient column arc the cspcctcd sipn. 

betdSt. Error column are statisticollj signilicallt 

ASC - I -1.70 1 
A s c - A F v  I -3n1  I I , 3-2 , 
ASC - HEV -0.36 -4.18 

I ,oT-  -3625.61 
Observations 

Discount 24% 

1 Coeff. I Err. 1 Coeff. I Err. 1 Coeff. I Err. I 

City Size 
Small 

Beta ( b/St. 
Large 

Beta I b/St. 

1,og-likelihood 
Observations 

1)iscount Rates 

Medium 
Beta I b/St. 

-1875.30 
167C 

8% 

-973.39 
924 

10% 

-742.45 
684 

-47% 



Major Cities I 

Education 
Grade 9 or less 

Beta 
Coeff. 

Grade 12 
b/St. 
Err. 

Beta 
Coeff. 

b/St. 
Err. 

College 
Beta 

Coeff. 

University 
b/St. 
Err. 

Beta 
Coeff. 

b/St. 
Err. 



1 Car Access I 

Income 

I Beta I 
Coeff. 

< $20,000 

Capital Cost 

l:ucl ('ost 

I:ucl Availability 
I,iprcss Access 

$40,001 to 
$60,000 

$20,00 1 to 
$40,000 

Beta 
Coeff. 

I'owcr 
A X '  - G:~so l i~~c  

ASC - AI:V 
ASC - I ll,:V 

I,og-likclil~ood 
Ohscrvations 

1)iscount Katcs 

Beta 
Coeff. 

Beta 
Coeff. 

b/St. 
Err. 

-9.1 XE-05 
-4.2213-03 

1.12 
-0.15 

b/St. 
Err. 

b/St. 
Err. 

$60,001 to 
$80,000 

-5.68 
-3.02 
7.75 

-2.79 
-0.23 
- I  .68 
-2.04 
-0.3 1 

-3306.36 
300 1 
26% 

Beta 
Coeff. 

> $80,000 

-4.39 
-16.24 
-22.09 

-3.45 

b/St. 
Err. 

Beta 
Coeff. 

b/St. 
Err. 





All Obs 

Coeff. 

Observation 

Gray cells in the beta coef!icient column arc the expcctcd sign. 

Gray cells in the bctdSt. Error column are statistically signilicant. 



I Major Cities 1 



Gender 
Male Female 

I'll) l'im~[-8.12~-021 -3.041 -7.50~-021 -3.82) 

Cost 
[)riving Time 

-1.02E-03 
-4.48E-02 

W/W Time 
'l'ransfkrs 

Cycling I'ath 

Income 
i $20,000 1 $20,001 to 1 $40,001 to 1 $60,001 to I > $80.000 

AX - I IOV 
Asc - Transit 
Asc - I' & I< 

I,og-likelihood 
Observations 

-2.04 
-9.10 

-5.83842 
-0.0975 1 
0.450465 

-0.8 103 
-0.60336 
-2.21829 
-1671.28 

1366 

I 

-7.208-03 
-4.83E-02 

-4.46 
-0.8 1 
2.25 

1 $40,000 1 $60,000 ( $80,000 1 
Beta I b/St. 1 Beta I blSt. 1 Beta I b/St. 1 Beta I b/St. 1 Beta 1 b / ~ t .  

-7.45 
-10.72 

-2.93 
-2.67 
-8.35 

--- 

-8.69E-02 
-0.2 I823 
-0.02755 

-7.29 
-2.05 
-0.13 

-0.12384 
-0.14357 
-1.4161 5 

-2345.6 
1951 

-0.53 
-0.67 
-5.63 

- 



Vehicle 
Type 
Methanol 
Ethanol 
Electric 
Hybrid 
Fuel-cel l 
Propane 
Diesel 
Natural Gas 
Gas - High 
Gas - Low 

Vehicle 
Type 
Methanol 
Ethanol 
Electric 
Hybrid 
Fuel-cell 
Propane 
Diesel 
Natural Gas 
Gas - High 
Gas - Low 

Case 7 

Case I Case 2 
Market 
Share 

0% 
1 % 
0% 
1 % 
0% 
0% 
4% 
1 % 

49% 
44% 

Market 
Share 

5 % 
5% 
5 % 
5 % 

5 % 
5 % 
5 % 
5% 

30% 
3 0% 

Case 3 

Case 5 Case 4 

Vehicle I Market I Availability I Market I Availability I Market I Availability 
Case 8 

Availability 
Modifier 

- 1.44 
0.94 
-2.67 
-5.36 
0.00 
-0.48 
1.94 
1.31 
3.10 
2.26 

Availability 
Modifier 

0.2 1 
0.14 
-0.44 
-2.1 1 
0.0 1 
0.78 
-0.0 1 
0.87 
0.35 
-0.20 

Market 
Share 

I % 
1 % 
1% 
4% 

70% 
1% 
1 % 
1 % 

10% 
10% 

Market 
Share 

4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 

34% 
34% 

Market 
Share 

2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
4% 
2% 

4 1 % 
41% 

Case 6 

Case 9 

Availability 
Modifier 

- I  .33 
- 1.40 
-1.99 
-2.16 
I 1 .25 
-0.76 
-1.54 
-0.67 
-0.59 
-1.14 

Availability 
Modifier 

-0.73 
-0.80 
-I .39 
-3.05 
7.59 
-0.16 
-0.96 
-0.07 
-0.15 
-0.70 

Availability 
Modifier 

-0.93 
-1.00 
- 1.58 
-3.36 
7.32 
-0.35 
-0.64 
-0.26 
0.47 
-0.09 

Market 
Share 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
I 00/0 
10% 
10% 

Availability 
Modifier 

-0.30 
-0.37 
-0.96 
-2.62 
8.02 
0.27 
-0.53 
0.36 
-1.87 
-2.42 



The following tables list the actual values used in ClMS simulations. These differ frorn 
the base values described in section 5 because some of the vehicle type moditier was 
applied to the capital cost. The capital cost modifiers are shown immediately below. 

1 Vehicle Type I CC Modifier I 
Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric $0 

Hybrid-Electric 

( Diesel -$4,255 1 

-$4,255 

-~ ~ 

I 

1 Natural Gas 1 $0 1 

Propane 

Fuel Cell 

$0 

Business As Usual - Run 1 
I Mode I i 1 [vehicle Type I 

$0 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

-$12,766 

-$24,255 

( Gas - Low Efficiency 1 5067 1 

Transit 14345 

I Diesel 1 -725 1 

. . 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hy brid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

Gas - Hidl  Efficiencv 

Business As Usual - Run 2 

477 1 

40 13 

-1051 

-52 1 

270 

477 1 

4335 

477 1 

6774 

I 

8527 

1561 

59 13 

13460 

270 

6023 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 



Business As Usual 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Natural Gas 

Gas - High Efficiencv 

1 Walk / Cycle 1 11947 1 

- 
1354 

-1 3 12 

[ Gas - LOW Efficiency 1 -82 

- Run 3 
I Vehicle Type I 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric -1051 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 1 4275 

1 Diesel 1 39181 

I Natural Gas 1 4354 1 
Gas - High Efficiency ( 648 

I Gas - Low Efficiency 1 4232 1 

Propane 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

Business As Usual - Run 4 

( Gas - Low Efficiency 1 - 1662 I 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Walk 1 Cycle 1 1947 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

$50/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 1 

i 

8057 

1457 

59 13 

13225 

270 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

4335 

477 1 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

P r o ~ a n e  

i 

477 1 

40 13 

-1051 

-52 1 

270 

477 1 



$Soltonne Carbon 

E=EJ 
Transit M 

( Walk 1 Cycle 1 1 1947 1 

Tax - Run 2 

Methanol 8527 

Ethanol 

Electric 59 13 

Vehicle Type 

Hybrid-Electric 13460 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 6023 

i 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

-725 

1354 

- 13 12 

-828 

$Soltonne Carbon Tax - Run 3 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

Natural Gas 1 937 

6487 

4232 

$SO/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 4 

I Gas - High Efficiency 1 - 1598 1 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hy brid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

Vehicle Type 

6352 Methanol 

Ethanol 

Transit 14345 Electric 
Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 

Diesel 

I Gas - Low Efficiency 1 - 1667 1 

i 

430 1 

3908 

-1051 

-755 

270 

4275 

3918 

4354 

i 

8057 

1457 

5913 

1 3225 

270 

5527 

-1 142 



Methanol 4287 

Ethanol 

Electric - 1  195 

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 1 
Mode I i Vehicle Type I i 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

- 

-247 

-632 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

3 994 

4287 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

7283 

6 189 

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 2 

Natural Gas 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

I Walk I Cycle 1 1 1947 1 

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 3 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

1 

8043 

1077 

5770 

13734 

-632 

-803 

294 



Gasoline Vehicle Disinc 

HOV 

Transit 14345 

entives - Run 4 
Vehicle Type I i )  

Methanol 7573 

Ethanol 972 

Electric 1 57701 

Hybrid-Electric 13499 

Fuel Cell -632 

Natural Gas 

Gas - High Efficiency - 1089 

Gas - Low Efficiencv -540 

Transit M 

SOV Disincentives - Run 1 

HOV 7402 

Transit 

1 Walk I Cycle 1 9532 ] 

SOV Disincentives - Run 2 

1 Diesel 1 -725 1 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 

Diesel 

Natural Gas 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiency 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hybrid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Propane 

I 

477 1 

4013 

-1051 

-521 

270 

477 1 

4335 

477 1 

6774 

5067 

i 

8527 

156 1 

59 13 

13460 

270 

6023 

I Gas - Low Efficiencv 1 -828 1 

Natural Gas 

Gas - Hich Efficiency 

1354 

- 13 12 



Propane 4275 

Diesel 

SOV Disincentives - Run 3 

( Natural Gas 1 4354 

Transit 

SOV Disincentives - Run 4 

Transit 

Vehicle Type 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Electric 

Hy brid-Electric 

Fuel Cell 

Gas - High Efficiency 

Gas - Low Efficiencv 

I 

430 1 

3908 

-1051 

-755 

270 

6487 

4232 



Business as Usual - Run 1 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 1 

I . Methanol kli Ethanol 
lane Diesel 

r 

Total Mode Shares - Run 1 

-- 

Business as Usual - Run 2 
Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 2 

W A 1  

G?? 



Total Mode Shares - Run 2 

Business as Usual - Run 3 

Total Newvehicles - Market Shares - Run 3 

Total Mode Shares - Run 3 I 



Business as Usual - Run 4 

ropane II Diesel 

Total Mode Shares - Run 4 I 
0 SOV C1 HOV 

I 8 Trans~t 8WaikICycle I 

1 

$50/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 1 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 1 

-- -- -- 
;. ~e thano l -  r$II Ethanol O Ekclric 0 Hybrid 0 Fuel CeU 1 Propane II Diesel Natural Gas II Gas - Hi& LI Gas - Low 



Total Mode Shares - Run 1 
-.--- - -- 

$50/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 2 
- - - -- -- -- -- -- 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 2 

, Propane Diesel B! Natural Gas . Gas - Hi& 

Total Mode Shares - Run 2 

CI HOV 
Walk / Cycle I 

_.-__I--. _ 1 

0 Fuel Cell 
0 Gas - Low 

- -- i I 



$50/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 3 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 3 
50% 

- - -- - - -- - -.- - - 
Methanol Ffi Ethanol Electric: Hybrid Fuel Cell 
Propane . Diesel Natural Gas . Gas - High Gas - Low i - -- - - - -- - 

Total Mode Shares - Run 3 

$50/tonne Carbon Tax - Run 4 

tal Newvehicles - Market Shares - Run4 
80?4 



Total Mode Shares - Run 4 
7 

HOV I 
'Transit 0 Walk1 tvc le  

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 1 

Total Newvehicles - Market Shares - Run 1 

Total Mode Shares - Run 1 
50% 

I OSOV I3 HOV 
Trans11 0 Walk1 Q c l e  I I 



Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 2 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 2 

Total Mode Shares - Run 2 
. . 

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 3 
Total New Vehicles - Market Shares - Run 3 

- -- - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - 

II Methanol Ei Ethanol Electric 0 Hybrid 0 Fuel ~ e l c -  
b l  Pronane II Diesel B I  Natural Gas II Gas - High E l  (ias - Low i 



Total Mode Shares - Run 3 
50% *-- 

Gasoline Vehicle Disincentives - Run 4 

Total Newvehicles - Market Shares - Run 4 

Total Mode Shares - Run 4 
-- 



SOV Disincentives - Run 1 

4 0 0 ~  Propane W Diesel 
- 

Total Mode Shares - Run I 

SOV Disincentives - Run 2 
Total Newvehicles - Market Shares - Run 2 

9ffh 



Total Mode Shares - Run 2 - -- -- 

rO= -- -- 
O HOV 

Walk/ Cycle I 

I 
I 

SOV Disincentives - Run 3 

Total New Vehicles - Market Shams - Run 3 

- 

II Methanol Ethanol [ ~ 1  Electric 0 Hybrid Cl Fuel Cell 
IBl Propane W Diesel Natural Gas . Gas - High U Gas - Low - - -- .- --. - -- - -- -- 

Total Mode Shares - Run 3 



SOV Disincentives - Run 4 

Total Mode Shares - Run 4 I 
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